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PREFACE

.-

This rcpm ([JrigitTiIlly issued (m I %plcmbcr IY52 as AWSM 105- [ 24) was converted (o an Air Wealher

Scrvicc ‘lc~hnical Report (A WS[TR-79/(N)6) in Dcccmbcr 1‘J79. Surprisingly, lhcrc have been only minor chwrgcs

in the lxrsic pr(~cdurcs for plotting, analyzing, and using [hc Skew T, Log P diagram over (he pas[ 35 years. The

(WO rcccnt revisions (November 1987 wrd March 1990) arc primarily cmwerncd with ncw skrbilily indices. This

rcprin[, which im orp(~ratcs al! r(cvisions and crra~:t (() {ia[c. was rwccssary [o replenish stock and fill outstanding

orders for !his venerable document.

Many (JI the chtmgc~ in (he 19X7 rcvlsl(m had to do wilt) updating ohsolctc rclcrcncc:s, but ins[ruc(i(ms l~)r

plotting and using IIW pressure altitude curve were also a(klcd, as paragraph 3.7, A major change was the addi(ion

(in Chap[cr 5) of several new sktbili(y indlccs, ahmg wilh lhcir descriptions and formulas. For Ihc Ia[(cr, AWS

thanks Bill Henry of [he National Wca[hcr Scrvicc Training (’enter, whose pamphlet (’k .Wcw T, Log f’, Diu,grmn)

provided mos[ ol [hc ma{crial.

Tht. 1990 rcvisi(m Mhls scvcrai new slability indicts currently displayed on (he Satcllilc Datu Handling Syslcm

(SDHS ), [hc Automa[cd Weather Diswihuiion Sys[crn (AWDS ), and micr(~omputcr Skew “r programs. For (hc

microcnmpu[c’r in{iices, AWS/XTX used the vc>ry rcc(. n[ly puhlisbcd SLcw-/’ Profc.crion(ll, Version 2.3, 2 Novcmt)cr

1989. Thi~ revision also irrcludcs procedures [or dclcrmining a Fog S~~bili[y index, a Fog Point value, tind a Fog

Thrcal value.

This printing (March 1990) also incorporates August 1988 and March 1989 errata,

Readers may note that many of the cquipmmrl rcfcrcnccs in Chaplcr 7 seem obsolete, These references (along

with some of [hc equipment) arc being reviewed Ior possible updating in subscqucrrt revisions.
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Chapter 1

INTRODUCTION

1.1. Organization of the Manuai, This manual
is issued in one volume. A planned second
volume to cover the use of atmospheric sound-
ings in forecasting proved impracticable to
compile. Also, the general use of computer-
produced analysis and prognostic charts has
greatly decreased the direct application of
soundings {n forecasting. However, Chapter 8
is added to note some uses of soundings in
techniques for forecasting certain phenom-
ena. The manual opens with a description
of the DOD Skew T, Log P Diagram (chap-
ters 1 and 2) and instructions for plotting
soundings on it (chapter 3). The procedures
for evaluating, on the diagram, certain basic
quantities from the sounding are then out-
lined in chapter 4. Up to this point, the treat-
ment is designed for guidance of b o t h
observers and forecasters. The rest of the
manual is a text for forecasters on the
principles and procedures of analyzing raobs
on the Skew T, Log P Diagram for stability,
fronts, inversions, and clouds. This material
is not a review of the conventional standard
textbook approach, but a selection and eval-
uation of topics which recent experience and
empirical studies indicate are of direct ap-
plication to practical forecasting u n d e r
present operating conditions in ordinary
detachments. In chapter 8 various empirical
forecasting procedures involving use of the
soundings plotted on Skew T, Log P Dia-
grams are mentioned with respect to clouds,
fog, precipitation, showers, temperature,
hail, icing, contrails, and turbulence.

1,2. Reason for Choosing the Skew T, Log P
Diagram. The Skew T, Log P Diagram was
selected by AWS as the most convenient
therm odynamic diagram for general use. It
was chosen in preference to numerous other
diagrams because it is easier to use in many
meteorological procedures and computations.

Such thermodynamic diagrams as the Ema-
gram, Tephigram, Siuve Diagram: and the
Skew T, Log P Diagram all express the same
physical relationships [331 and show isobars,
isotherms, dry adiabats, saturation adiabats,
and saturation mixing- ratio lines. They dif-
fer only in the arrangement of these coordi-
nates (see Figures la through Id).

For convenience and utility, it is desired to
have a diagram on which: a) the important
isopleths are straight rather than curved, b)
the angle between adiabats and isotherms is
large enough to facilitate estimates of the
stability, c) the ratio of area on the chart to
thermodynamic energy is the same over the
whole diagram, d) an ent i re sounding to levels
inside the stratosphere can be plotted, and e)
the vertical in the atmosphere approximates
the vertical coordinate of the diagram. Both
the skewed version of the Tephigram and the
Skew T, Log P Diagram have most of these
advantages, but the latter is preferred be-
cause its isobars are straight, which makes
it easier to estimate pressure altitudes.
The Skew T, Log P Diagram was developed2
from the Emagram by “skewing” the iso-
therms of that diagram to nearly 45 degrees

‘In the United States, the Stiive Diagram came to be known as “The Pseudo-Adiabatic Diagram. ”
Actually, all of the diagrams mentioned are “pseudo-adiabatic diagrams, ” in that they are
derived by assuming that the latent heat of condensation is used to heat the air parcel, and that
condensed moisture falls out immediately (see pars. 2.4 and 5.3).

2The coordinate system of the Skew T, Log P Diagram was first suggested by N. Herlofson
[30],a Norwegian meteorologist,
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from the vertical to increase the angle be-
tween isotherms and adiabats. On the Skew T,
Log P Diagram, both the isotherms and
isobars are straight lines. The desired re-
lationship between energy and diagram area
is also essentially fulfilled, so that thickness
scales are easily prepared for any given
layer. In addition, a convenient color scheme
has been selected, and auxiliary scales have
been added to further enhance the value of the
diagram. A detailed description of the Skew T,
Log P Diagram is given in Chapter 2.

1.3. Different Versions of the DOD Skew T,

Log P Diagram. The DOD Skew T, Log P
Diagram - hereafter referred to as t he

“Skew-T Chart” - is printed by the Aero-
nautical Chart and Information Center (ACIC),
and can be requisitioned by USAF activities
in accordance with instructions in the DOD
Catalog of Weathev Plotting Charts published
by ACIC. The Skew-T Chart is available in
five versions:

a. A full- scale chart for general use
(DOD WPC 9- 16), printed on a sheet 28 x 30
inches. This version now includes the Apple-
man contrail forecasting curves (see AWSM
105- 100) which were on the formerly issued
WPC 9- 16B.

b. A small-scale chart (DOD WPC
9-16- 1), photographically reduced from the
full-scale chart, andprinteci ona sheet 17x 15

-.

—
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inches. This version eliminates several of the perature marks are included. This version
auxiliary scales and overprints, and is in-
tended for use where these scales are not
required and display or handling problems
make a smaller sheet essential. Overlays de-
signed for use on the full-scale version must
be reduced by one-third to adapt them to this
small-scale chart.

c. A “mod if i ed” version (DOD WPC
9-16A), printed on a sheet 20.5 x 15.5 inches,
This is a cut-out from the full-scale chart,
enlarged (but not photographically), and ex-
tending only from 1050 to 400 mb, and from
-20~ to +50°C at the base. The auxiliary
scales on the left and top are omitted, and of
the overprinted material only the virtual tem-

1

was designed for the special requirements of
the Military Weather Warning Center.

d. A “High Altitude” version
printed on a sheet 24.7 x 24.3 inches.

It extends the chart up to 1 mb starting at
150 mb, thus overlapping the basic version
from 150 to 100 mb. The analysis block over-
prints and the scale are the same as on the
WPC 9-16-1. The standard atmosphere curve
reaches to the stratopause (47 km). This
chart is designed for special activities con-
cerned with analysis of the upper portion
of high radiosonde flights and the lower
portion of rocketsonde flights.
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e. A version of WPC 9-16, identified as
DOD WPC 9-16-2, with a refractivity over-
print. This is an aid in computing estimates
of anomalous radar propagation. The basis
and use of the overprint is described in
AWS TR 169 and in AWS TR 183.
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Chapter 2

DESCRIPTION OF THE SKEW-T CHART

2.1. Isobars. Isobars on the Skew-T Chart
are horizontal, solid, brown lines spaced
logarithmically for 10-mb intervals. Pres-
sure-value labels are printed at both ends
and in the center of isobars for each 50-mb
interval from 1050 to 100 mb as shown in
Figure 2. The upper portion of the chart
from 400 to 100 mb is also used for pres-
sure values from 100 to 25 mb. Labels for
the latter range are printed in brackets at
the ends of the appropriate isobars. In case
it should be desired to plot as high as 10 mb
it is suggested that the range 1000 mb to
100 mb be used for the range 100 to 10 mb,
and the scale values for the latter be written
by hand beside the printed 1000- to 100-mb
values at the left of the diagram.

ICAO Standard Atmosphere height values are
shown under appropriate isobar labels on the
left side. The values are given in both feet
(in parentheses) and meters [in brackets I .
The height values for the range from 1000
to 100 mb are printed to the right of the left
edge of the grid; those for the range from
100 to 25 mb are printed to the left of this
boundary.

2.2. Isotherms. Isotherms (see Figure 3)
are straight, solid, brown lines, sloping from
the lower left to upper right. The isotherm
spacing is the same over the entire chart.
Isotherms are labeled for 5°C intervals, and
alternate 10”C temperature bands are tinted
green. A Fahrenheit temperature scale is
printed along the bottom edge of the chart
to coincide with the appropriate isotherms.

The scale of temperature in the region around
100 mb does not extend to values low enough

to accommodate some of the colder soundings
that occur in the tropical-tropopause region.
To plot such soundings, it is suggested that
for the upper part of the sounding (above
100 mb) the temperature scale be shifted to
the right by 10°C or 20”C and the isotherms
in the area concerned be relabeled accord-
ingly by hand. The slope of the dry adiabats
will no longer be exactly correct for such a
shifted scale, but the resultant error is small
and of no consequence because one seldom is
interested in detailed stability analysis at
such heights (usually in the stratosphere).
Where the plot of a sounding passes off the
left side of the chart, start the continuation
of the sounding at the pressure where this
occurs but offset 10° or 20”C to the right on
the temperature scale.

2.3. Dry Adiabats. The dry adiabats (see
Figure 4) are the slightly-curved, solid,
brown lines sloping from the lower right to
upper left. They indicate the rate of temper-
ature change in a parcel of dry air rising
or descending adiabatically, i.e,, with no loss
or gain of heat by the parcel. The dry adia-
bat for each multiple of 10”C is labeled,
as shown in the figure, with the Celsius tem-
perature value of its point of intersection
with the 1000- mb isobar. (Note that the dry
adiabats are labeled in “C, rather than %
as on many other thermo dynamic diagrams,
and care must be taken not to confuse these
labels with those for the ordinary isotherms
which are also labeled in ‘C. ) The dry
adiabats for the upper portion of the chart
are labeled twice, to include the values
(in parentheses) for the 100- to 25-rob pres-
sure range. On the chart, the spacing be-
tween the dry adiabats decreases as their
numerical value increases.

2.4. Saturation Adiabats. Saturation adia-
bats (illustrated in Figure 5) are the
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slightly-curved, solid, green lines sloping
from the lower right to upper left. They are
paths that the saturated air follows, and rep-
resent the rate of temperature change in a
parcel of saturated air rising pseudo-adia-
batically – pseudo-adiabatic means all the
condensed water vapor is assumed to fall
out immediately as the parcel rises (see
par. 5.3 of this manual, and pp. 68-70 of
[ 33]). The condensation at all temperatures
is assumed to be llquid water and therefore
no latent heat of fusion is included (see par.
5.3). Each saturation adiabat is labeled with
the Celslus temperature value of Its point of

intersection with the 100(1-mb isobar. The
saturation adiabats tend to become parallel
to the dry adiabats at low values of moisture,
temperature, and pressure. They extend only
to the 200-mb isobar, because humidity ob-
servations are not routinely obtainable from
higher altitudes with present standard equip-
ment.

2.5. Saturation Mixing-Ratio L ines. The
saturation mixing- ratio llnes (see Figure
6) are the slightly-curved, dashed, green lines
sloping from the lower left to upper right.
They are labeled in <rams j]erkilograrn; i.e.,
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in parts of water vapor per 1000 parts of dry
air. The spacing between the saturation
mixing-ratio lines decreases as their nu-
merical value increases. The mixing ratio
at all temperatures is computed from the
vapor pressure over a plane water surface.
Like the saturation adiabats, the mixing-ratio
lines are extended only to the 200-mb isobar.

2.6. Thickness Scales.The nine thickness
scales on the Skew-T Chart (illustrated in
Figure 7) are the horizontal, graduated,

black lines, each of which is placed midway
between the two standard-pressure isobars
to which it applies. The bounding pressures
of the layer for each scale are labeled at its
left end. Scales are included for the following
layers: 1000 to 700 mb, 1000 to 500 mb,
700 to 500 mb, 500 to 300 mb, 300 to 200 mb,
200 to 150 mb, L50 to 100 mb, 100 to 50 mb,
and 50 to 25 mb. The scales are graduated
along the top in 20’s or 10’s and labeled in
hundreds of geopotential feet; along the bottom
they are graduated in 10’s and labeled in

2-3
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100’s of geopotential meters: Each thickness
scale may be used also for layers other than
that for which it is labeled, provided that
the ratio of the boundary pressures is the
same; paragraph 4.14 explains this PrOCe-
dure. If needed, additional thickness scales
may also be constructed locally for any
desired layer (see Pp. 109-116 of [ 331 ).

2.7. The 1000-mb Height Nomogram. The
1000-mb height nomogram, printed on the
full-scale version (DOD WPC 9-16) only,
as shown in Figure 8, consists of three black
scales:

a. A temperature scale in whole “Cand
‘F, extending horizontally along the top of the
chart.

4For meteorological purposes, geopotential feet and meters can be considered as geometric feet
or meters with very little error. (The exact relationship is explained in the Smithsonian Me-

teorological Tables, Sixth Revised Edition [ 601, which tabulates the resulting errors for all

heights and latitudes. )
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b. A pressure scale in whole mfllibars,
extending vertically along the left side of the
chart.

c. A height scale in geopotential whole
feet and meters, parallel to the pressure
scale.

2.8. Standard Atmosphere Data. The ICAO
Standard Atmosphere lapse rate is shown on
the Skew-T Chart as a heavy brown line
passing through the point at 1013 mb and

15%. The position of this line is also
illustrated in Figure 8. The heights of pres-
sure surfaces in this standard atmosphere up
to 100 mb are indicated on the vertical scale
(labeled ICAO STANDARD ATMOSPHERE
ALTITUDE) printed on the right side of the
chart. This scale is graduated in geo@ential
meters and feet (see Footnote 4).The heights
of standard-pressure s u r f a c es are also
printed at the left margin of the chart beneath
each pressure value (1000, 950, 900,... et,.,
to 10 rob).
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2.9, Wind Scale. Three vertical staffs label-
ed WIND SCALE are printed along the right
side of the chart for use in plotting upper-
wind data. Solid circles on the staffs indi-
cate heights for which wind data are usually
reported; the open circles on the staffs are
for wind data for mandatory pressure sur-
faces.

2.10. Contra ii-Formation Curves. Printings
following the May 1959 edition of the full-
scale version (DOD WPC 9-16) of the Skew-T
Chart are overprinted in thin black lines
@th two sets of four lines each. take]] from
AWS/TR-81/001. These are labeled with the
theoretical critical relative-humidity values

separating the categories for forecasting
probability or absence of contrails from jet
aircraft. The solid set of lines is for use
between the 500- and 100-mb surfaces,
and the dashed set for use between the 100-
and 40-mb surfaces. The application of these
“ curves” is explained in Aws/TR-81/ool .

2.11. Amlysis Blocks. TO facilitate and
standardize entry of sounding analyses, a
form as shown in Figure 9 has been printed
on the right-hand side of DOD WPC 9-16,
9-16-2, and on the left-hand side
of DOD WPC 9-16-1. The Ex3D WPC 9-16A
does not have this feature.

---

—
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Chapter 3

PLOTTING SOUNDING DATA ON THE SKEW-T CHART

3.1. &merai. The data used for plotting
thermodynamic diagrams such as the Skew-T
Chart are obtained from a variety of sources,
including radiosondes, dropsondes, aircraft
soundings, rocketsondes, and upper-wind re-
ports of pibals or rawins. The plotter should
refer to the appropriate FMH, WBAN, or
WMO publications for decoding instructions
applicable to the type of report in question.
The plotting instructions given in this chapter
pertain to all six versions of the Skew-T
Chart.

3.2. Number of Soundings Plotted Per Chart.
One chart is used for each reporting station,
and normally no more than two soundings from
new data are plotted on it. A trace from a
previous sounding should be entered on the
chart for continuity purposes. There should
be a 6-hour or a 12-hour time interval
between each set of curves, determined by
the individual forecasting unit. Thus, if four
soundings per day from a given station are
plotted, two charts would normally be used.
For a 12-hour time interval, plot one chart
for the 0000 Z and 1200Z soundings plus the
trace of the previous day’s 1200 Z sounding
and plot one for the 0600 Z and 1800 Z sound-
ings plus the preceding 1800Z trace. Use of
a 12-hour interval permits the analyst to see
from one chart the changes in air mass that
occur at a particular station between success-
ive primary upper-air analysis times. For a
6-hour time interval, plot one chart for the
OOOOZand 0600Z soundings plus the trace
for the previous day’s 18002 trace, and one
for the 12002 and 18002 soundings plus the
preceding 0600z sounding.

3,3. Choice of Color. The temperature and
dew-point curves from the preceding (“con-
tinuity”) sounding should be traced in black
ink or pencil without transcription of data or
circling of any point. This is usually done

n

before the first new sounding is plotted. The
first new sounding (6 or 12 hours) after the
“trace” should be plotted in blue pencil;
the second new sounding (12 or 24 hours)
after the “trace” in red pencil. This proce-
dure is suggested since the use of red for the
third set of curves emphasizes the latest
data. All supplementary data for a sounding
should be in the same color as the plotted
curves; e.g., legend, tropopause, etc.

3.4. Plotting Individual Elements. A free-
air temperature curve and a dew-point curve
should be plotted for each sounding. Curves of
other types of moisture representation may
be plotted if desired.

The points to be plotted on the chart are
located by reference to the pressure and
temperature (either free air or dew point)
of the level. Pressures are plotted in whole
millibars; temperatures are plotted to the
nearest tenth of a degree or whole degree
according to local policy and chart scale. Each
point on the curve of temperature or dew
point is presented by a small dot located at the
proper temperature and pressure. A small
circle will

be drawn around each dot on

the temperature and dew-point curves (note
that, for clarity, the points on temperature
curves in the figures in this manual have
been indicated by large solid dots). This circle
will aid in locating the points when drawing the
connecting lines; and the circles further aid
in identifying significant points on the curves.
If other moisture curves are plotted (for ex-
ample, the wet-bulb curve) small triangles
or other symbols should be drawn around the
dots on these curves to distinguish them
from the dew-point curve.

The free-air temperature curve will always
be represented by a solid line; while the
moisture curves will be dashed lines. Use
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a straightedge when drawing the connecting
lines between the plotted points.

Through strata of doubtful data, draw the

free-air temperature and moisture- repre-
sentation curves in the normal reamer. In-
dicate the limits of such strata in the space
above the legend (e.g., TEMP DBTFL 615-550
MB), in the same color as is used for
plotting the curves.

Where there is a stratum of missing data,
terminate the curves at the lower boundary
of the stratum, and start the curves again
at the upper boundary of the stratum. Enter
the symbol MISDAin the middle of the stratum
of missing data in the same color as is used
for plotting the curves. When humidity data
are missing, it is desirable to enter 10168
or 10169, when applicable, below the symbol
MISDA This procedure will inform the
analyst whether ‘he missing humidity data are
due to dry, cold air, or are the result of
some other factor (frequently non-meteor-
ol@cal). Often, humidity data do not appear
@ at higher levels after they have been
indicated as missing at lower ones. In these
cases, it is desirable to enter M ABOVE
or 10168 ABOVE, as applicable, just above
the last reported humidity point.

Enter the height of each mandatory level on
the isobar to which it pertains. Make this
entry just inside either edge of the diagram
for levels from 1000 mb to 100 mb, and just
inside the opposite edge of the diagram for
levels above 100 mb.

If necessary, the position of height entries may be
adjusted to avoid conflict with other plotted
data. Enter height values exactly as they are
received. For example, plot 436 for an 850-mb
height reported as 85436 and plot 175 for a 200-

mb height reported as ‘20175. Plot maximum
wind and tropopause data when reported within
the levels plotted. For the pressure level of the
tropopause, extind the isobar into the margin of
the side on which the mandatory-level heights
are entered.

3.5. Plotting Wind Data. Wind data at the
mandatory levels, as received in the rawin-
sonde report, should always be plotted on the
open circles on the wind staffs in the same
color as the corresponding sounding curves.
Wind data at other levels, taken from the
winds-aloft report for the same time, may be
plotted on the solid dots :if desired. The
conventions specified in AW!:R 105-22 (i. e.,
north is at the top of the diagram, a full
barb equals 10 knots, etc.) Wmuldbe followed
when plotting winds. Use the right-hand staff
for the first wtnd report, and plot succeeding
reports on the middle and/or left-hand staffs.
The winds for the continuity trace are not
normally copied unless the analyst specifi-
cally desires them; in which (case, they should
be located on the right-hand staff.

3.6. Legend. A legend will be entered for
each sounding plotted. Enter the station
index number (or location identifier), station
name, time (Z), and date (Z), and ini-
tials of plotter in the identifica-
tion box(es) . Use the same color for
legend entries as was used for the cor-
responding sounding curves.

When a scheduled sounding is not received,
complete the legend entries and enter the
10IA&ti vow identifying the reason for

no observation in the space above the legend
in the appropriate color. If a 10IA#ti

group is not received, enter . .. . .. Z MISG.”

—

—
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3.7 Construction and Use of the Pressure-
Altitude Curve. The pressure-alti[ude (P-A) curve is

uw’d K) help l“ilrcc:ismrs dc[crminc hcighls O( various

clcnwnls m[m :]ccura[cly. Using the P-A curve accoun[s

[or atmf)y)hcric soundings [hul arc wormer or colder (him

Ihc s(mrdml a[mt)sphcre.

S’I”EP 1-- Al(mg the I]t)tt(m 01”a Skcv+ T, log p diagram,

s[:lr[ cx~nvcr(irlg iso[h~.nns [() equal hcigh[ (iwhypsic)

Iincs hy relabeling (hc 500(” iso(hcrm as “()” mc[crf,

(’(mlinuc 10 rClill)Cl Cilch I()-(lcgrc~’ iw)lhcnn in

1,(K)()-mcllr incrcrn(>nls (the 30(” iso[hcrm, [or example,

is m)w Iotwlc(l “2,()()() mck,rs”). (’onlinuc Iiilyling Up Ihc

IcI( side 01 [hc (Iiagrilln un[ii (hc I ()()°C’ is(Nhcrm now

rc’prcw’nls 15,()(K) mc(crs.

STF~P l--llslrlg the hcigh( \fillllC’$C[lC()(IC(I in (I1C

rnw ins(m(lc t~t]v.)rv;lli(m bullc[in, (m(cr the hcigh[ 01”c;~ch

m~tncl;l([wy Ievc’1 im [hc righ-h:m(t side (d (Iw di:l~riiln

nc,Kl 10 (he prc’s~lirc lc~fct :lss(~ci;llc{i will} lhn[ hcixhl.

STEP 3--Plot the observed height O( each mandatory

ICVCI on lhc isolhcnns (hii( you rcliibck{l as isohypsic

lines in S[cp 1. Since each isohypsic line rcprcscn(s I(K)

mc(crs, you will have 10 intcrpol;]tc. Enclose each

ploued poin[ in u small box,

STEP 4--As shown in the example, connect [hc plo[[cd

points with ii solid Iinc. The Iinc should be smooth, wi[h

a griiduiil curve [o [hc righ{ with in~rcmsing height.

S1’tCP 5--Dc[crminc [he I’calurc {If inlcrcs( iln(l the

prcfsurc ICVCI ii{ which i[ lies, With il s(r:ligh[cdgc,

I’OIIOWI”[hc pressure Icvct h(wi~[ml~llly un[il i[ in[crwcts

[ht> P-A curve conslructmi in SICp 4. Milkc i] VN:II1 lick

mark :U lhc in(crsccti(m,

S“I’I?P 6--Using lhc rClill}C’lC(l isohypsic sc;ilc on lhc

hollolll” or IC(l C(lgC 01 IIIC (Iiilgr:llll, r<’;ul lhC VillllC 01 lhC

lick nwirk [ni)(lc in SIcp 5. F,il~h r(’lalx’lcd iw)thcrm.

rcmcmbcr, now cquilts 100” m(’lcrs. ~onvcrt mcl(’rs [(~

ICCI wi[h lhc s~iilc 011[h~ right si(lc (){’ the (Iii] grilm,
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Chapter 4

DETERMINATION OF UNREPORTED METEOROLOGICAL

QUA NT IT IES. FROM PLOTTED SOUNDINGS

4.1. Introduction. In accordance with para-
graph 3.4, two curves are usually plotted
and drawn on the Skew-T Chart for each
sounding, as shown in Figure 10. One repre -
sents the free-air temperature (T)j the other
the dew-point temperature (Td). This chapter

outlines procedures for determining certain
unreported meteorological quantities which
may be evaluated on the Skew-T Chart from
such a plotting sounding.

4.2. Mixing Ratio.
Defim”tion: In a sample of moist air, the mix-
ing ratio (w) is the ratio of the mass of water
vapor (Mv) to the mass of dry air (Md), i.e.,

w = Mv/ Md? It is expressed in parts per

thousand, usually grams of water vapor per
.— kilograms of dry air,

Procedure: To find the mixing ratio for a
given pressure on the plotted sounding, read
the vaiue, either directly or by interpolation,
of the saturation mixing- ratio 1i n e that
crosses the Td curve at that pressure. On

the sounding shown in Figure 10, for example,
Td at 700 mb is -13”C; and the saturation

mixing- ratio value at 700 mb and -13‘C is
2.0 g/kg. Hence, the mixing ratio of the air

at the 700-mb level on this sounding is 2.0

gikg.

4.3. Saturation Mixing Ratio.
Definition: The saturation mixing ratio (wS)

is the mixing ratio a sample of air would have
if saturated’.

Procedure: To find the saturation mixing
ratio for a given pressure on the plotted
sounding, read the value, either directly or
by interpolation, of the saturation mixing-
ratio line that crosses the T curve at that
pressure. On the sounding shown in Figure
10, T at 700 mb is -5°C; and the saturation
mixing-ratio value at 700 mb and - 5°C is
3.8 g/kg. Hence, the saturation mixing ratio
of the air at the 700-mb level on this sounding
is 3.8 g/kg.

4.4. Relative Humidity.
Definition: Relative humidity (RH) is the ratio
(in percent) of the amount of water vapor in
a given volume of air to the amount that
volume would hold if the air were saturated.

Procedure: The relative humidity c a n be
computed from the mixing ratio (w) and the
saturation mixing ratio (wS) by the following

equation:

‘The “specific humidity” (q), where q . Mu/(Mu + Md), the mass of water vapor per mass of

moist air, often is preferable for very precise physical and theoretical work. For synoptic
purposes, however, the mixing ratio is sufficiently representative, and is easier to evaluate.

‘Moist air at temperature T and at total pressure p is said to be saturated if its composition is
such that it can co-exist in neutral equilibrium with a plane surface of pure condensed phase
(water or ice) at the same temperature and pressure [ 651.
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RH = 100(w/w~) on the Skew-T Chart the relative humidity
for a given pressure on the sounding. It is as

On the sounding shown in Figure 10, w and follows:

w~ at 700mbare 2.Oand 3.8 g/kg, respective-
Step 1. From the Td curve at the given pres-

ly, Therefore the relative humidity at the
sure, follow the saturation mixing-ratio

700-mb level on that sounding is 100 2;= 53%. line to the 1000-mb isobar.

.-

Alternate Procedure: There is also a pro- Step 2. From this intersection, draw a line
cedure, shown in Figure 11 to find graphically parallel to the isotherms.
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Step 3. From the T curve at the given pres- 4.5. Vapor Pressure.
sure, follow the saturation mixing-ratio Definition: The vapor pressure (e) is that part
lines to the intersection with the line of the atmospheric pressure wh i c h water
drawn in Step 2. The numerical value vapor contributes to the total atmospheric
of the isobar through this last inter- pressure.
section point is d i v i d e d by ten. The -

Roceduve: From the Td curve at the givenquotient is the relative humidity at the
given pressure. pressure on the sounding (for example, at 700
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mb in Fikmre 12), follow the isotherms to the 4.6. Saturation Vapor Pressure.
622-rob ;sobar”. ‘The value of the saturation Definition: The saturation vapor pressure
mixing- ratio line, read by interpolation if (e-) is the partial pressure which water vapor
necessary, through this point at 622 mb gives

>

the vapor pressure in millibars at the given would c o n t r i bu t e to the total atmospheric

pressure.
pressure if the air were saturated.

.—

khe theoretical basis for choosing thispartlcular isobar is explained on pages 60-63 of[ 33 1.
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Procedure: Referring a gain to Figure 12,
from the T curve at the given pressure
(700 rob), follow the isotherms to the 622-rob
isobar. The value of the saturation mixing-
ratio line, read by interpolation if necessary,
through this point at 622 mb gives the satura-
tion vapor pressure in millibars at the given
pressure.

4.7.Comments on Temperature Parameters.
At times in the past, various authors have
given a slightly different name and def~nition
to the same temperature parameter. This has
resulted in a confusion which is more annoying
than serious. The names and definitions for
the various temperature parameters used in
this manual were taken from the WMO
standard names and definitions [ 65 1when-
ever possible, or from the most logical and
practical designations now in use.

4.& Potentia I Terrperature.
Definition: The potential temperature (6) iS
the temperature that a sample of air would
have if it were brought dry-adiabatically to a
pressure of 1000 mb.

Procdure: The procedure is shown in
Figure 13. From the T curve at the
given pressure (700mb), follow the
dry adiabat to the 1000-mb isobar.
The isotherm value of this adlabat at
1000mb Is equal to the potential
temperature of the air parcel at the
given pressure. The dry adiabat is
an isotherm of constant potential
temperature.

Xn the example shown in Figure 13,

e (700)
= 24°C or 297%.

4.9.Wet-Bulb Temperature.
Definition: The wet-bulb temperature (Tw)

is the lowest temperature to which a volume
of air at constant pressure can be cooled by
evaporating water into it, This assumes that
the heat required for evaporation is taken
from the air itself. (WMO definition [ 66 ].)
Physically, the wet-bulb temperature is the
temperature of the wet-bulb thermometer
rather than of the air.

Procedwe9; Figure 14 illustrates the method
of finding the wet-bulb temperature at a given
pressure on the sounding. The steps are:

Step

Step

Step

1. From the Td curve at the given pres-

sure, in this case 700 mb, draw a line
upward along a saturation mixing-ratio
line.

2, From the T curve at the given pres-
sure (700 rob), draw a line upward
along a dry adiabat until it intersects
the line drawn in Step 1. (The height
of this intersection is the “lifting
condensation level, ” as described in
par. 4.20.)

3. From this point of intersection, follow
a saturation adiabat back to the given
pressure, 700 mb. The isotherm value
at this pressure is equal to the wet-
bulb temperature.

In the example shown in Figure 14,

~w(700) = -*T*

4.10. Wet-Bulb Potential Temperature.
Definition: The wet-bulb potential tempera-
ture ( @J is the wet-bulb temperature a

sample of air would have if it were brought
saturation-adiabatically to a pressure of 1000
mb.

9The procedure given here is for the adiabatic wet-bulb temperature. The “true” (i.e., isobaric)
wet-bulb temperature is almost identical (see p. 78 of [33]).
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Procedure: Find the wet-bulb temperature as
in paragraph 4.9 and shown in Figure 14. The
value of the saturation adiabat through this
wet-bulb temperature point is equal to the
wet-bulb potential temperature.

Alternate Procedure: Another procedure is
also illustrated in Figure 14. Find the wet-
bulb temperature as in paragraph 4.9. From
the Tw point, follow the saturation adiabat to

the 1000-mb isobar. The isotherm value at
this intersection is e q u a 1 to the wet-bulb
potential temperature at the given pressure.

In the example shown in Figure 14,
= 9.5°c1!

e W(700)

4.11. Equivalent Temperature.

Definition: The equivalent temperature (TE )

is the temperature a sample of air would have
if all its moisture were condensed out by a
pseudo-adiabatic process (i. e., with the latent
heat of condensation being used to heat the
air sample), and the sample then brought
dry-adiabatically to its original pressure.
T h 1s equivalent temperature is sometimes

‘0In theoretical and
27Y to the Celsius

physical meteorology
temperature value).

it is customary to express @win % (i. e., by adding
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termed the ‘adiabatic equivalent tempera-
ture, ” and should not be confused with the
“isobaric equivalent temperature” which is
always slightly lower.

Procedure: Figure 15 illustrates the method
of finding T for a given pressure on the

E
sounding. The steps are:

Step

Step 1. From the Td curve at the given pres-

sure, in this case 700 mb (Point P’),
draw a line upward along a saturation
mixing- ratio line. Also, from the T

4–7

curve at the given pressure (Point P),
draw a line upward along a dry adiabat
until it intersects the line drawn first.
(The height of this intersection is the
“lifting condensation level, ” see par.
4.20.)

2. From this intersection, f 0110 w a
saturation adiabat upward to a pressure
w h e r e both the saturation and dry
adiabats become parallel; i.e., to a
pressure where all the moisture has
been condensed out of the sample.



FI~ro 15. Detormlnatim oftha E qdmlent T~emture (TE) and t~ E @ valent Pdemial Tarrpraturo ( eE ).

Step 3. From this pressure, follow a dry the latent heat of condensation bc~ng used to

adiabat back to the original pressure, heat the air sample), and the sami.le then

700 mb. The isotherm value at this brought dry-adiabaticall~t back to 1000 mb.

point is equal to the equivalent tempera-
ture (TE).

Procedure.’ Find the equivalent temperature
for the given pressure, in this case 700 mb,

In the example shown in Figure 15,
as described in paragraph 4.11, and as shown
in Figure 15. From the TF point, follow the

- +o.5°c.
‘E (700) “ dry adia bat to the 1000-mb isobar. The

isotherm value at this point is equal to the

4.12. Equivalent Potential Temperature. equivalent potential temperature ( G~) at the

Definition: The equivalent potential tempt? ra- glven pressure @E can ~.lso be readdircctly
ture ( 8E)is the temperature a sample of alr

would have if all its moisture were [>c~ndensed
from the value of the dry adiabat through the
TE point ~t the g]ven pressure.

out by a pseudo-adiabatic process (I. e., With

4-8
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In the example shown in Figure 15, that Dressure. Hence, the virtual temperature

‘E(700)
= 30”C or 303%,

4.13. Virtual Temperature.
Definition; The virtual temperature (Tv) of

a moist air sample is defined as the tempera-
ture at which dry air at the same pressure,
would have the same density as the moist
air.

Procedure: At a given pressure on a sound-
ing, the difference (in “C) between the
observed and virtual temperatures (i. e.,
T- T) is approximately equal to 1/6 of the

v
numerical value of the saturation mixing-
ratio line passing through the Td curve at

may be computed at each appropriate pres-
sure by adding this numeriu.1 difference (uJ/6)
to that pressure’s temperature (T).

An example of the relationship between the T
and Tv curves is shown in Figure 16. At the

lower moisture values; i.e., above 500 mb,
the T and Tv curves are almost identical.

For detailed work, a more accurate deter-
mimtion of the virtual temperature c a n be
made by using the following formula (seep. 63
of [ 33 1for the derivation of this equation):

TV = T(l + 0.6w)
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4.14. Thickness of a Layer.
Definition: The thickness of a layer between.
any two pressure surfaces is equal to the
difference in the geopotential heights of these
surfaces.

Procedure: Figure 17 illustrates the pro-
cedure for finding the thickness of a given
layer:

Step

Step

step

The

1. Construct a Tv curve for the

given layer, in this case the 1000- to
700-mb layer, based upon the corre-
sponding T and w values at the appro-
priate points of the original sounding
(see paras. 4.2 and 4.13).

2. Draw a straight line through the
given layer, so that the areas confined
by the Tv curve and the straight

line balance to the right and the left of
of the line. The straight line can have
any orientation, but it is easiest to
balance the areas when they are small,
so choose an orientation that minimizes
the areas.

3, The thickness of the layer is read a+
the point where the straight line of
Step 2 crosses the thickness scale for
the given layer.

label at the left end of each thickness
scale on the Skew-T Chart specifies the layer
for which that scale is primarily intended.
However, each scale is also applicable in
determining the thickness of certain other
layers, namely, la ye rs for which the
numerical ratio of the boundary-pressure
values is equal to the ratio indicated by the
label of the printed scale. For example, the

scale for the 500- to 300-mb layer (labeled
“500/300”) can also be used to determine the

thickness of the layers 50 to 30 mb, 250 to
150 mb, 1000 to 600 mb, etc. The thickness
scales printed on the Skew-T Chart thus
provide for a thickness determination of any
layer whose boundary-pressures ratio is
equal to 2/1, 3/2, 4/3, 5/3, 7/5, or 10/7;
there are six unique ratios.

The thickness of the layer between any two
pressure surfaces is directly proportional
to the mean virtual temperature’ lof the layer.
This can be seen from the hypsometric
equation, upon which all thickness computa-
tions are based, and which may be written
in the form:

‘d —
()

‘1
Thickness = — T l.n —

4?V ‘2

where TV is the mean virtual temperature

of the layer (in %); Rd is the gas constant

for dry air; g is the gravity constant;
‘1

and P2 are the boundary pressures of the

layer; and Ln indicates the natural logarithm
(to the base e). Once the boundary-pressure
values are chosen, the natural logarithm of
their ratio becomes a constant; and thus
the thickness varies only with the mean
virtual temperature. This may also be shown
on the Skew-T Chart. For example, the thick-
ness of the 1000- to 500-mb layer with a
mean virtual temperature of -40”C is read
from that thickness scale as 15,540 feet.
The thicknesses of both the 100- to 50-mb
and 50- to 25-rob layers (which each have
the same ratio of pressures, 2/1) with the

same mean virtual temperature of -40”C
are also read from their thickness scales

‘IAlthough the T and Tv curves are almost the same for layers of low moisture content, the dif-

ference between T and Tv becomes more important when warm, moist air is involved. If thick-

ness calculations for the summer soundings at Miami, Fla., for instance, were based on T
values, rather than Tv values, thickness errors in a moist 1000- to 700- mb layer of as much

as 100 feet could result.
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as 15,540 feet. Thus, if the boundary-pres-
sures ratio of a nonstandard layer fits one
of the six unique thickness-scale pressure
ratios printed on the Skew-T Chart and if
the mean virtual temperature of the non-
standard layer is known, its thickness can
be read from that particular thickness scale
at the intersection of the proper isotherm
value.

In the example shown in Figure 17, the
thickness of the 1000- to 700-mb layer is
approximately 9550 geopotential feet, or
2910 geopotential meters when read from
the bottom scale,

4.15. Height of the 1000-mb Surface.
Defim”tion; This is the height of the 1000-mb
pressure surface in geopotential feet above
mean sea level (MSL).

Procedure: The 1000-mb Height Nomogram
described in paragraph 2.7, printed in the
upper left-hand corner of the Skew-T Chart,
is used to obtain this value. An example
of the use of this nomogram is shown in
Figure 18. Locate the surface-air tempera-
ture value (40%) on the TEMPEFL4TURE.
scale along the top of the chart. Then locate
the sea-level pressure (1025 mb) on the
PRESSURE scale at the left side of the
chart. Next, lay a straightedge between these
two points so that it intersects the HEIGHT
scale. The value at this point of intersection
of the HEIGHT scale (660 feet) is the height
of the 1000-mb surface above MSL. When
the sea-level pressure is less than 1000 mb,
the indicated height value is negative; i.e., the
1000-mb surface is below MSL.

The height of the 1000- mb surface above the
station can also be calculated from this

nomogram. To do this, the station pressure
is used on the PRESSURE scale instead of
the sea-level pressure. The height read is
then the height above the station (or below
the station, if the station pressure is less
than 1000 mb).

4.16. Pressure A Ititude.
DeFm”tion: Pressure altitude is defined as
the altitude at which a given pressure is
found in a standard atmospherdz, When an
aircraft altimeter is set at 29.92 inches
(1013 rob), its height-scale reading indicates
the pressure altitude in the particular stand-
ard atmosphere upon which its calibration
is based. (Most U.S. aircraft altimeters are
based on the old NACA standard atmosphere,
which does not differ significantly from the
ICAO standard atmosphere except above the
tropopause.)

Procedure: To find the pressure altitude at
a given pressure on a sounding, read the
value, in feet or meters as desired, of the
ICAO STANDARD ATMOSPHERE ALTITUDE
scale (at the right side of the chart) at that
pressure. The exact heights of pressures
divisible by 50 mb are given in geopotential
feet (in parentheses) and in geopotential
meters [ in brackets ] below the pressure-
surface values printed along the left border
of the chart. For example, the pressure-
altitude height for 500 mb is 18,289 feet;
for 700 mb it is 9,882 feet.

4.17. Density Altitude. Density altitude is
defined as the altitude in a standard atmos-
phere at which a given density is found. This
parameter is frequently used in meteor-
ological and operational problems related to
aircraft performance, airport design, etc.

I*A standard atmosphere is a hypothetical vertical distribution of atmospheric temperature,
pressure, and density which, by national or international agreement, is taken to be representa-
tive of the atmosphere for purposes of pressure-altimeter calibration, aircraft-performance
calculations, aircraft and missile design, ballistic tables, etc. (refer to the GZossavy oj Me te -
oyology for further discussion). The scales on the Skew-T Chart are based on the ICAO Stand-
ard Atmosphere, adopted in November 1952 (see AW.S-TR-232 and U. S. Standa ~d
Atmosphere, 1962, for a table of height values.
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Computation of the density altitude can
be easily accomplished on an edition of the
full- scale Skew- T Chart which has a den-
sity- altitude nomogram overprinted on it. —

This edition and instructions for its use are
available in A W% TR 105-101. (See para.
1.3f)

4.18.Convection Condensation Level.

Definition: The convection condensation level
(CCL) is the height to which a parcel of air,
if heated sufficiently from below, will rise
adiabatically until it is just saturated (con-
densation starts). In the commonest case,
it is the height of the base of cumuliform
clouds which are or would be produced by
thermal convection solely from surface heat-
ing.

Pvocedure: To determine the CCL on a
plotted sounding, proceed upward along the
saturation mixing-ratio line. t h r ou g h the
surface dew-point temperature until this line
intersects the T curve on the sounding. The
CCL is at the height of this intersection.
Figure 19 illustrates this procedure.

When there is much variation in moisture
content in the layers near the surface, an
average moisture value of the lower layer
may be used in place of the surface-parcel
moisture value in computing the CCL (see
for examples, paras. 5.24.1 through 5.24.3).

4.19. Convection Temperature.

De firzition: The c o n v e c 1.i o n temperature

(Tn) is the surface temperature that

mu’st be reached to start the formation of
convection clouds by solar heating of the
surface-air layer.

Procedure: Determine the CCL on the plotted
sounding, as described in paragraph 4.18.
From the CCL point on lhe T curve of the
sounding, proceed downward along the dry

Figure 17. Determimtim of ttw Thickness of the 1fxK1- to70()- adiabat to the surface-pressure isobar. The
mb Layer. temperature read at this intersection is the
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convection temperature (Tc) . This pre- mixing- ratio line through the surface dew-

cedure is illustrated in Figure 19.
point temperature with the dry adiabat through
the surface temperature. This procedure is

4.20. Llftlng Condensation Level. also illustrated in Figure 19.
Definition: The lifting condensation level
(LCL) is the height at which a parcel of air
becomes saturated when it is lifted dry- 4.21. Mixing Condensation Level.
adiabatically. The LCL for a surface parcel Definition: The mixing condensation level
is always found at or below the CCL; note (MCL) is the lowest height, in a layer to be
that when the lapse rate is, or once it be- mixed by wind stirring, at which saturation
comes, dry adiabatic from the surface to the occurs after the complete mixing of the layer;
cloud base,

Procedure:
ing at the

the LCL and CCL are identical, it is located at the intersection of the satura-
tion mixing- ratio line through the mean

The LCL is located on a sound- mixing ratio of the layer with the mean dry
intersection of the saturation adiabat of the mixed layer.
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Procedure: The determination of the MCL
first requires an estimate or forecast of
the height of the top of the layer to be mixed.
There is no known objective way to determine
this height. However, a subjective estimate
based on local experience which considers
such things as the expected lower-level wind
speeds, the terrain r o u g h n ess, and the
original sounding through the lower layers,
will usually suffice (see par. 6.7 for a dis-
cussion of this).

Once the top of the mixed layer is estimated,
the procedure is as follows. Since the
potential temperature and the mixing ratio
of a completely mixed unsaturated layer are
constant from the ground to the top of the
layer, an equal-area approximation of its
mean temperature and moisture can be used.
Determine the mean dry adiabat (an isotherm
of potential temperature) of the mixed layer
from the original T curve on the sounding
by the equal-area method shown in Figure
20. Then, determine for the mixed layer the
mean saturation mixing- ratio line through
the

‘d
curve by the equal-area method

as shown in Figure 20. If an MCL exists, it
will be found at the point of intersection

—

(within the mixed layer) of the mean satura-
tion mixing-ratio line with the mean dry
adiabat of the mixed layer. If there is no
intersection of these twc) lines within the
mixed layer, then the mixed air is too dry
to reach saturation by the mixing process.

—

4.22. Level of Free Convection.

Defim”taon: The 1e v e 1 of free convection
(LFC) is the height at which a parcel of air
lifted dry-adiabatically until saturated and
saturation-adiabatically t h e r e a f t e r would
first become warmer (less dense) than the
surrounding air. The parcel wilI then con-
tinue to rise freely above this level until it
becomes colder (more dense) than the sur-
rounding air.

Procedure: The LFC for a given parcel which
becomes saturated by lifling is located at the
height where the saturation adiabat through
the initial wet-bulb temperature of the parcel
intersects the sounding temperature curve
at a higher level. If the parcel is to be heated
to make it rise, then the wet-bulb tempera-
ture corresponding to the c onv e c t ion tem-
perature must be used (see par. 4.9 for
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graphical determination of wet-bulb tempera-
ture),

For determining the LFC, the result is often
more realistic if one uses the wet-bulb
temperature corresponding to the moisture
content of the lower layer(s) of the atmos-
phere instead of the surface wet-bulb tem-
perature (see for examples, pars. 5,24,1
through 5.24.3).

4.23. Positive and Negative Areas, C)n a
thermodynamic diagram such as the Skew-T
Chart, a given area can be considered
proportional to a certain amount of kinetic
energy of a vertically and adiabatically
moving air parcel.

Definition of NEGA TIVE Area: When a par-
cel on a sounding lies in a stable layer,
energy has to be supplied to it to ‘move it
either up or down. The area between the

path of such a parcel moving along an adiabat
and the sounding curve is proportional to the
amount of kinetic energy that must be sup-
plied to move it, This is called a “negative
(energy) area. ”

Definition of POSITIVE Area: When a parcel
can rise freely because it is in a layer
where the adiabat it follows is warmer than
the surrounding environment, the area be-
tween the adiabat and the sounding is pro-
portional to the amount of kinetic energy the
parcel gains from the environment. This is
called a “positive (energy) area. ”

The negative and positive areas are not
uniquely defined on any given sounding. They
depend on the parcel chosen and on whether
the movement of the chosen parcel is assumed
to result from heating (insolation at the
ground, release of latent heat of condensa-
tion, etc.), or from forcible lifting (con-
vergence, orographic effects, etc.).
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Procedure for the Surface -Parcel -Heating
Case: The plotted sounding is analyzed to
find the CCL according to procedure of para-
graph 4.18. A saturation adiabat is then con-
structed upwards from the CCL to well
beyond the point where it intersects the
sounding again the equilibrium level (EL - see
par. 4.24); and a dry adiabat is con-
structed through the CCL down to its inter-
section with the surface-pressure isobar.
The negative and positive areas are then
labelled and colored or shaded aS in the
example in Figure 21. (Note that many sound-

ings have no lower negative area, as when
the lower layers are already adiabatic, but
only a positive area; and also that many
soundings show only a deep negative area
without any positive area as when the CCL
is extremely high. ) The areas determined by
the above procedure are indicative of con-
ditions under the assumption that the surface
temperature does not rise after the CCL has
been reached - if the surface temperature
does rise further then it is readily seen
that the areas change somewhat because the
cloud base rises and the surface humidity
decreases.

Procedure fov the Lifted SuYface-Parcel
Case: In this instance, the surface parcels
are lifted by some mechanical process, such
as orographic or frontal lifting or converg-
ence. The first step is a determination,
from the plotted sounding, of the LCL for
the lifted surface parcel by the procedure
given in paragraph 4.20. Then, from this
LCL draw a line upward parallel to the near-
est saturation adiabat (i. e., construct the
saturation adiabat through the LCL,) to well
beyond the EL. An example is shown in
Figure 22. The point at which this line first
intersects the 2’ curve of the sounding is the
LFC. Then the negative area is the area on
the chart below the’ LFC bounded on the right
by the sounding curve, at the bottom by the
surface point, and on the left by the dry
adiabat from the surface point to the LCL
and by the saturation adiabat from the LCL
to the LFC. This negative area represents
the enerk~ that the llfting ;lechanisrn must
supply to the llfted surface parcel to ralsc
It to the I,FC. The positive area is the area

above the LFC bounded on the left by the
sounding curve, on the right by the satura-
tion adiabat through the LFC, and terminated
at the top by the EL. This positive area
represents the energy gained by the lifted
parcel after it rises above the LFC, There
is also an upper negative area above the
EL.

ProceduYe foy the Case l$~here an Upper-
Level Parcel is Lifted: In the event that the
analyst wishes to determine the positive

and negative areas that will result when an
air parcel initially at some upper level is
lifted by a mechanism such as frontal over-
running, upper-level convergence, etc., the
procedure is exactly analogous to that used
in the lifted surface-parcel case. That is,
first determine the LCL for the parcel in
question, then c o n s t .ru c t the saturation
.~diabat upward through this LCL through
the LFC to well beyond the EL. The negative
area, representing the energy that must be
supplied to the parcel to raise it to it,s LFC,
is the area below the LFC bounded by the
sounding curve on the right, and by the dry
and saturation adiabats on the left. The
positive are~, representing the energy gained
by the parcel after it rises above the LFC,
is the area above the LFC bounded by the
sounding curve on the left, and the saturation
~diabat through the LFC on the right, and
terminating at the EL.

4.24. Equilibrium Level.

Definition: The equilibrium level (EL) is the
height where the temperature of a buoyantly

rising parcel again becomes equal to the
temperature of the environment.

Procedure: Determine the positive area for
the parcel of interest according to the proper
procedure outlined in paragraph 4.23. The
EL is then found at the top of the positive
area where the T curve and the saturation
adiabat through the LFC again intersect. The
locatlon of an EL is shown in both Figures
21 and 22.

—
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4.25. Energy Determimtions on the Skew-T or 0.0280 joules, per gram of air in the

Chort. When positive or negative areas have sample under consideration.
been located on the Skew-T Chart in accord-
ance with the procedures given in paragraph b. One square inch on the DOD WC
4.23, the energies involved may be computed 9-16 chart equals 1.808 x 106 ergs, or
by the following relationships: 0.1808 joules, per gram of air in the sam-

a. one square centimeter on the DOD pie.
WPC 9-16 chart equals 0.280 x 106 ergs.
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Chapter 5

DETERMINATION OF STABILITY

5.1. The “Parcel” Theory as a Basis for

Determining Stability and Instabi I ity. Nearly
all the procedures routinely used to eval-
uate and analyze the stability of the atmos-
phere are manipulations of the so-called
“parcel” method, which is a particular way
of applying certain physical laws of hydro-
statics and thermodynamics. It is simply a
theory which assumes an over-simplified
model of the behavior of the atmosphere. We
do not yet know just how closely this model
corresponds to reality. Only recently have
serious attempts been made to analyze the
physics of clouds and atmospheric convection
in more r ea 1is t i c and quantitative detail.
These studies provide some useful cor-
rections and modifications to parcel-method
procedures, as will be shown in Chapter 8
of this manual. The theory of the parcel-
method will now be described briefly and
qualitatively along with general indications
of its unrealistic assumptions and their ef-
fects on the practical utility of the method.

The temperature of a minute parcel of air is
assumed to change adiabatically as the parcel.
is displaced a small distance vertically from
its original position. If the parcel is unsatu-
rated, its virtual temperature (see pars. 4.13
and 5.8) is assumed to change at the dry-
adiabatic rate; if the parcel is saturated, the
change will occur at the saturation-adiabatic
rate. In addition, it is assumed that the moving
parcel neither affects, nor is affected by, the
atmosphere through which it moves; i.e., the
parcel does not “mix” with nor disturb the
surrounding air.

If, after the vertical displacement, the parcel
has a higher virtual temperature (i. e., lower
density) than the surrouflding atmosphere,

the parcel is subjected to a positive buoyancy
force and will be further accelerated upwards;
conversely, if its virtual temperature has
become lower than that of the surrounding
air, the parcel will be denser than its environ-
ment (subjected to a negative buoyancy fo?’ce)
and will be retarded and eventually return
to the initial or equilibrium position.

The atmosphere surrounding the parcel is
said to be stable if the displaced parcel tends
to return to its original position; unstable if
the displaced parcel tends to move farther
away from its original position; and in neut?-al
equilibrium when the displaced parcel has the
same density as its surroundings.

According to the parcel theory, the behavior
of a parcel which, once it is saturated,
becomes w a r m e r than its environment
through the release of the latent heat of con-
densation, is as follows. The parcel ascends
under acceleration from the positive buoyancy
force. If the saturated parcel continues to
rise through an atmosphere in which the lapse
rate exceeds the saturation adiabatic, the
speed of the ascent increases. This accelera-
tion persists until the height is reached where
the saturation-adiabatic path of the parcel
crosses the temperature sounding; i.e., where
the parcel temperature becomes equal :3 the
environment temperature. This height has
been defined as the equilibrium level (EL)
in paragraph 4.24. The rising parcel at this
point has its maximum momentum. It now
passes above the EL, becomes colder than
the environment (negative buoyancy) and is
decelerated in the uppe?’ negative area, until
it comes to rest at someunspecified distance
above the EL (“overshooting”). The accelera-
tion and speed of the parcel at any point can
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be computed from the temperature excess
of the parcel over the environment by the
buoyancy for mula – but it usually gives a
very unrealistic result.

5.2. General Comment on the Effect of the
A ssumpt ions in the Parcel Theory on the

Utility of Parcel-Method Techniques. Me-
teorologists of a generation ago experimented
extensively with the use of parcel-method
techniques for analysis and forecasting of air
masses, fronts, and convection weather.
There was, at that time, little knowledge of
cloud physics and convection mechanisms.
Ideas of air-mass and frontal analysis pre-
dominated in the forecaster’s routine, and
the forecasters were eager to use soundings
in place of indirect serology. In more recent
~-ears, experience has shown that while iden-
tification of air-mass type is no longer a
problem requiring soundings, the analysis
of the soundings for temperature, moisture,
and stability characteristics of the air re-
mains one of the basic tools for weather
forecasting. But this kind of analysis by
itself has not proved very useful for fore-
casts of over six hours, and the necessity
of also considering circulation character-
istics and dynamics is now generally recog-
nized [ 21 (and 4 W%TR200).

Parcel methods are useful because there are
definite empirical relations between the re-
sults of parcel computations and the observed
atmospheric behavior. Also, the parcel com-
putations can provide a sort of standard
of reference against which various more
realistic procedures or forecasts may be
compared to see if they are an improve-
ment over the pure parcel computations.

In Chapter 8, considerable information from
recent observational, theoretical, and experi-
mental studies of convection and cloud physics
will be referenced that appears to have a
practical value in adapting parcel procedures
to the real atmosphere and in appreciating
their limitations. At this point it will suffice
to note that the main effects observed in real
convection and clouds which are not accounted
for by the parcel theory are:

a. Lateral mixing of the convection-ther-
mal or cumulus cloud with its environment
(“dynamic entrainment”), which reduces the
‘water content and buoyancy — at least of
the outer parts of the convection column.

b. Vertical mixing, within the convection-
thermal or cloud cell itself and with the
environment at the top; in the cumulus cloud
this is manifested by downdrafts, “holes,”
etc., and causes redistribution of condensed
water and departures from the saturation-
adiabatic lapse rate locally and for the cloud
as a whole - these effects may be more im-
portant than those of lateral mixing.

c. Cooling from evaporation of falling
precipitation; e.g., the lapse rate in rising
saturated air which is being cooled by melting
of falling snow or hail is 9°C to 14°c per
kilometer.

d. Skin-friction and form-drag (dymmical
interaction) bet we en the rising thermal or
cloud and the surrounding winds — especially
when there is strong vertical-wind shear in
the environment.

e. The compensatory subsidence in the
environment of a rising convection current
(see par. 5.23).

f. Internal viscous friction (can be neg-
lected).

g. Radiation to or from cloud boundaries
(see par, 5.1 1.0).

h. Different effects for coalescence ver-
sus ice-crystal precipitation process.

i. Cellular structure.
j. Reduction in buoyancy due to weight of

condensed water (see par. 5.3).
k. Drag of falling precipitation on up-

ward vertical motion.

Although the theory for many of these effects
permits estimates of the right order of mag-
nitude, observations of most of the para-
meters required for such computations are
either not routinely obtainable or are not
specifiable in sufficient detail and accuracy.
In empirical forecast studies, the effects of
the above factors are often indirectly “built-
in” by correlating the actual w e a t h e r
occurrences with parcel- method-derived pa-
rameters or with combinations of s u c h
parameters and synoptic parameters. In
general, the parcel-theory assumption of

—
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solid, continuous, adiabatic ascents in clouds resulls in

much higher values for updraft speed, waler conlcnt,

and temperature than would be found in actual

observations. But since these departures have a largely

systematic character, the parcel-melhod procedures are

USC(UI in an empirical way. This relationship is

probably formitous, and especially so for l’orccasters.

5.3. The Parcel-Theory Assumptions Used in
the DoD Skew T Chari. Any thermodynamic

diagram designed for use in atmospheric studies is

simply a graphic means for presenting the parcel theory

for such applications. However, there are acmal Iy a

number of differences in the assumptions incorporated

inlo the various adiabatic diagrams used by
meteorologists. Apart from lhe choice of physical

conwants, which has long been smndardized by WMO

165], lhcsc differences have chiefly conccmed the

assumptions about what happens 10 the condensed

waler after .sanrra[ion rakes place, and about the change

in slalc duc to freezing O( the condensed waler.

On older adiabalic diagrams, .saluration adiabats a~

lcmpcralures below O°C were computed from vapor

pressures over an ice surface. But rwwcr diagrams

(such as the current DoD Skew T chafi, the Navy’s

“Arowagram,” and [he NWS’S pseudo-adiaba(ic char{s)

arc based on the assumption of vapor pressure over

wtilcr U1 till lemperalurcs, an assumption considered

more realistic in view of the prcdom inancc of

supercool ing in clouds, al Ieas[ down to -x)”c.
Thcrclorc, cvalua{ions of slability and parcel

tcmpcra[urcs Ior lifting or heating effects on newer

diagriims will differ from resulL$ obtained from older

ones, In some cases, these dilfcrences will be

considerable.

The error duc to tie pseudoadiabatic assumption thal

all otbcr condensation producLs immediately fall OU1is

small (c 1‘C) in the case of a cloud that does not

prccipi~te as long as the asccnl of the Saturalcd parcel

is not more lhan 200 mb and no freezing takes place

[54]. In a real cloud, however, the Iakm heat of fusion

(freezing) adds considerable buoyancy to the parcel at

temperatures below - 10°C (compared m the water

p.scudoadiabalic assumption) 154]. Direct lallou( of

most condensed waler (as precipitation) does, of

course, occur from many clouds; but in Iargc

cumuliform varieties, much of tic prccipim(ion from

one portion may be evaporated into another, causing a

marked redistribution of buoyant energy.

5.4. Identifying Basic Types of Stabiiity and
instabiitty for Smaii Parcei Displacements in a
Sounding Piotted on the Skew T Chati. The

stabiiity of an air parcel in a given layer of the

atmosphere, according 10 elemeruary parcel lhcory, is

indicated on a lhermodynam ic diagram by comparing

the lapse rate of the Tv curve for the given Itiycr wilh

the iapse rate of lhe corresponding dry adiabat ([’or an

unsaturated parcel), or the sa[uralion adiabdt (for a

saturated parcel).

In presenl forecasting practice, however, the amhicnt

(Iree air) T curve is almost always used I’(x lhcsc

comparisons instead of lhc more cxac[ T, curve m

eliminate the laborious Point-by -poinl computation

required for the Iatler and to aliow laster evaluation of

stability or instability. In this report, Lhc T curve is

used in making all Iapsc rate comparisons unless

otherwise specified. it should be noted, however, tha[

under certain conditions, the substitution of T Ior Tv

can be a source of significant error in evaluating

stability; a discussion of such error is given in

ptiagraph 5.8. A de(ailed discussion 01 the exact

(mathcmalicai) form of the stabilily criteria according

to parcel theory is found in many standard meteorology

lexLs, an example of which is at [33 1.
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5.5. Descrlptlon of Stablllty Criteria. The
stability of any given layer I’br small parcel

displticcmcms is classified its follows:

a. Stab/e. Referring [o Curve AB in Figure 23:

If ir particle of air at Point A is Iiflcd, it will move

along Lhc dry adiabal until i[ reaches saturation.

Assuming that this occurs at Point Al, and lhe particle

is lifted further, it will then ascend along the moist

irdiirbat to Poinl A2. At every point in its ascent, it is

appiircnt thtit the particle is colder than lhc surrounding

air. For example, at Point A2 it would have a

[crnperalurc O( about minus 22°C, while the

surrounding air (at Poinl B) would have ir tcmpcramre

of minus 2°C. Thus the air along the palh A-AI-A2

will alwtiys bc more dense (and heavier) lhan the

surrounding ilir and will always tend to return 10 its

original sliilc. This air is said to be ,stahlc; see Figure

2.11.

h. A bsolrJ/efy Unsfable. Referring to Curve CD

in Figure 23: If ir particle of air at Point C is lifted, it

will move along the dry adiaba{ until it rcachcs

s:l{uriilion. Assuming [hat lhis occurs at Point (’{, and

the particle is lifted further, it will move irlorrg the.
mois[ adi:iba[ to Point C2. Al every point in its ascent,

the partic’lc is wormer than the sumounding air, whose

tcmperamre distribution is given by Line CD, As a

result, (he air along pa(h C-C, -C2, being warmer and

Icss dense (hiitl the surrounding air, will contirruc [o rise

of i[s own ii~cor(i. This air is said to bc ah.rolu(cly

urr,$mh(c, scc Figure 23b,

c. Conditionally Unstable. Referring to Curve

EF in Figure 27: II a piir[icle of air at Point E is Iif{cd,

il will move along the dry adiaba[ unlii il reaches

stttura[ion. Assuming that [his occurs at Poim El, and

[hc particle is lifted further, it will move along [hc

moisl :ldii~bal LOPoint E2. Prior LOreaching Point E2,

the air is colder and denser lhan i[.s surroundings, and

in [he arcti E-E, -E,, may he considered to bc ,slahlc.

H[nvcvcr, allcr passing Point Ez, [he air is always

wurrncr and IL*SSdense than i[s surroundings and is

thcrcf(vc un,r[~jhl,n This “comhina[iorr” condition is

rc[crrcd (o as comlitiorud irr,~[ahili~v, w’i~h “condi!iona”

rcicrrit~g I() [hti I’:Ic[ that the iiir mw+[ bc Iil INI pasI P{~in[

E2 in order for it to continue to rise of its own accord;

see Figure 23C,

d Autoconvection Lapse Rate. There arc

supcrudiabalic Iapsc riitcs where the tcmpemlurc

ckcrease with alliludc is so grcai that the density of’ the

air is either constanl or increasing with altimdc. The

dcnsily of air is constant wilh height when the Iapsc

rate is equal to 3.42°C per 100 reelers. This is known

as Lhc autocmrvcctivc lap,w ra[c or ~hc au[mwrvcc[ion
gradicnf. When this lapse riitc is rcachcd or slightly

exceeded, the denser air above will spontitncously sink

inm the Icss dense air below, This sporrtancous

overturning of the atmosphere is called aumon vcrtim

because it rCprCSenLSlhc self-convection or tiir without

an cxlcmal imprrlsc being applied.

e. Conditional State. If lhc lapse riuc of ~hc T

curve is greater than lha[ of lhc dry adiubtit but Icw

than that of lhe saturi[ion aditibat (M along Curve EF

of Figure 23), such a layer is rrftcn [crmcd

“conditionally stable” or “condilionidly unstable,”

meaning that it is stable if unsatumled and unstable if

saturated, If a saturated parcel at Point F (in Figure 231

were displaced upward, its tcrnperalurc c’hangc would

follow the .smrmtion trdiabat. The parcel would then Iw

warmer than the surrounding air and would be

accelerated upward; the krycr would [hcrcl’brc be

un,rfahlc. If the displaced parcel were unsaturirlcd,

however, ils lempcramrc chimge would follow the dry

adiabat. In iLs ncw posi(ion, the parcel would be colder

lhan ils surroundings and would sink back to ils

original position; the layer would be .s[~[hlr, In [hc

cirsc ol downwar{i displirccmcn[, [he lcmpcrii~urc 01”

both sirturatcd and unsaturami pii~~e1$ (under the

psc[lti(~-a(iitihdlic assumption ) wouid fol knv (he dry

a(iiatwt. In its new position, ~hc parcel w(mld be

wanner [ban ils environment, and would lend 10 rise

back to its original position, In other words, parcels in

a conditional layer arc actually stable for all (iownw’ar’d

displaccrnents, whclher initially VllUril[c(i or

unsaturatc(i and regardless of moislurc conlcnl. ( Irl K’ill

clou(ls. cvaporiition 0[ wspcndcd water cir(@Ls will

cause (iownward {iispliiccrllcnls [o follow [hc iillur:]lk)rl
adiatmt until the drops have ~vir~)rii[~(l, bu[ il [hc Iilyt>r

has a Iirpsc rutc less steep thwr the saturali(m tiditihut,

such parcels will bc stable, and lend m return upward. )
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f. Neufmi Equilibrium. [f the T curve parallels
an adjacent .sa(unuion adiabal, the layer is in rreumd
equr’librium (or tic upward displacement” of .samratcd

parcels; i.e., the upward displacement of .sa(urakd

parcels will be neither aided nor hindered by the

surrounding atmosphere. (However, for upward

displacement of unsaturatrx! parcels and downward

pseudo-adiabatic displacement of all parcels, this curve

is stable.) Similarly, if Ihc T curve parallels an

adjaccm dry adiabat, k layer is in nermal quilibrium

for the displacement of unsahrratcd pamcls (but

unstable for upward displacement of saturated parcel s.)

Thc.sc two conditions of equilibrium are frcquendy

(crmcd “Satur~tion Indifferent” and “Dry Indifferent,”

respectively,

5.6. Discussion of Superadlabatk Lapse
Rates. Many investigations have shown that genuine

supcradiabatic Iap.sc rates [rcquently occur within the

first 1,000 f~t off tie surface. However, when ‘“

absolutely unstable lapse rates are rcporlcd in k

troposphere above the gradient wind Icvcl, as shown

between Points C and D of Figure 23, they arc often

rejected as erroneous data [321, Such rejection irri.scs

from he assumption that measurement dcfrXLs or

spurious effects, such as condensed wa[er cvapomting

from citier lhe radiosondc instrument housing or Ihc

thcrmis!or, must be causing the cxccssivc cooling,

Presumably, this gencrrlly occurs while the inswurncnt

is emerging from rhe top of a cloud layer into the very

dry air of a capping inversion. This is, in facl, where

supcradiaba[ic Iapsc ralcs arc (rcqucndy reported.

Admittedly, the resulting error is more Iikcly wilh

some makes of radio.sondc than with olhers, and does

actually accounl for some of lhc cases of supcridiaba[ic

Iapsc rates reported. However, there is now
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sufficient evidence to indicate that valid cases
of superadiabatic 1apse rates can occur
through a fairly shallow layer sandwiched
between s t a b I e layers in the troposphere
[26] [32].

There are two processes which can explain
the occurrence of such real superadiabatic
lapse rates:

a, Sufficient destabilization due to rapid
lifting at a saturated/dry-air interface within
the lifted layer,

b. High rate of evaporation at the top of
a cloud layer. The simultaneous occurrence
of both processes is also likely.

Thus, when a superadiabatic lapse rate is
included in a raob report, the possibility of
it being a valid observation can no longer be
ignored. A study of the synoptic conditions
occurring in the area of the raob ascent to
determine the causal process is preferable

to a routine rejection of the report. When
rapid lifting of tropospheric layers is likely,
due to either the rapid movement of a cold
front or orographic lifting, there is a rather
high probability of finding a shallow layer
with a transitory superadiabatic lapse rate.

Altocumulus castellanus reports on the, sur-
face chart are often noted in the area of such
activity. (See also par. 5.20.2 for further
details on the effects of lifting on the lapse
rate. )

5.7, Osclllatlon of a Parcel as a Function

of Stahl I Ity. It is a corollary of the classical
parcel theory of stability that a parcel given
a forced or buoyancy impulse maybe assumed
to oscillate about its EL rather than return
to EL immediately. The period of such an
oscillation is giv”en by an equation analogous
to that for simple harmonic Oscillation of a
pendulum, i.e., approximately:

2r/period =
(gravity)

(temperature)
x (“delta” lapsp rate)

where ‘delta” lapse rate is the difference
between the dry-adiabatic lapse rate and the
actual lapse rate in the region of the oscil-
lation. Actually, of course, in a stable layer
the parcel’s oscillation amplitude will be
damped with time so that fimlly the parcel
comes to rest at the EL. Inanunstable layer,
however, the oscillation periodandamplitude
in effect increase with time, and the period
tends to approach asymptotically an equilib-
rium value at which the parcel oscillates
between top and bottom of the unstable layer
(i.e., continuous convectional overturning).
The latter case is interesting because it
seems to confirm the potentialities of empir-
ical parcel-theory appli cat ions to at-
mospheric convection phenomena. Thus,
Priestley [50] found a relation between the
observed cumulus top-height oscillations and
the environment lapse rate which agreed in
a general way with the theory. Radar and

,.

photographic studies of cloud growth show
that each ceU builds up with a periodic pul-
sating motion.

5.8. Note on Errors Caused by Use of the Ob-

served-temperature (T) Curve for t~ VI r-
twl-temperature (Tv) Curve In Sta bl I i t y

Determimtlons. The use of the T curve in

lieu of the Tti curve for stability deter-

minations (see par. 5.4) causes a certain
amount of misrepresentation of the stability.
The discrepancy will be greatest where a
layer of high moisture content is adjacent to
a dry one, Use of the T curve will affect
stability determinations as follows:

a. If Td (moisture content) decveases

rapidly with height, using the T curve will
indicate too much stability!’

“The moisture condition described here frequently occurs at the top of a stratus deck located
just below a temperature inversion.
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b. If TA increases rapidly with height, from 850 to 800 mb in Figure 24. Through
u

the T curve will indicate too much instability.
this layer, the lapse rate of the T curve is

This frequently occurs at the base ofa warm
more stable than the T curve indicates./?

front.
The example of a sounding on which the dif-
ference between the use of the T and Tt, If Tt, curves should actually be computed,

-

curves would introduce an appreciable error and should it be desired to use them in mois-

into the stability analysis of a layer is shown ture-stability a na 1ys i s, then the sounding
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To curve should be compared with virtuui

satu?wtion adiabats r a t h e r than with the
ordinary- saturation adiabats. The virtual
saturation adiabats are not available, but they
would have a steeper (more unstable) lapse
rate than the ordinary saturation adiabats.
As an approxi mation, one can assume
[ 49 ] that the virtual saturation adiabats
starting” at a condensation level computed
using the Tv of the parcel will asymptoti-

cally approach at about -20°C the ordinary
saturation adiabat for the same parcel but
started at its condensation level computed
using ordinary T and Td .

The weight of the suspended water in a satu-
rated parcel reduces the virtual temperature
somewhat; in the hypothetical pseudo-adi-
abatic process this effect is eliminated by
definition, but in the full adiabatic process,
as might be approached in a real cloud, it
might be important. We can define a cloud
virtual temperature as the temperature at
which dry air would have the same density
as the cloud air (i. e., weight of moist cloud
air plus water or ice particles). This cloud

. virtual temperature for an adiabatic parcel
rise of over 100 mb can be approximately 1“C
to 2°C colder than the temperature indicated
by a similar rise under the pseudo-adiabatic
assumption (as on the Skew-T Chart) [ 54 1.

5.9. An Example of Stabi Iity Determinations
(for Small Parcel Displacements) w a Skew-

T Chart. The plotted sounding shown in
Figure 24 might represent conditions above
a station some distance behind a cold front.
The frontal zone is indicated by the stable
layer just below 500 mb. The drying out
above 850 mb is a result of subsidence
in the cold air as it moves south. The T

v
curve is shown as the dashed line from
1000 to 800 mb. Above 800 mb, it parallels
the T curve. The stability of the sounding
according to the principles of paragraph
5.5., is analyzed as follows:

a. 1000 to 950 mb. The slopes (see Foot-
note 13) of the T and Tv curves are both

greater than the slope of the dry adiabat.
Therefore, this layer is absolutely unstable
(in fact, superadiabatic); i.e., it is unstable
regardless of its moisture content (actually,
the T and Td curves show the layer to be

unsaturated),

b. 950 to 850 mb. The slopes of the T
and Tv curves are both less than the slope

of the dry adiabats, but greater than that of
the saturation adiabats. Therefore, this layer
is in a conditional state. Since the T and

‘d
curves practically coincide, the layer

is saturated. The slopes of both the T and
Tv curves when compared with that of the

saturation adiabats, show the layer to be un-
stable as long as it remains saturated.

c. 850 to 800 mb. The slope of the T
v

curve is greater than that of the saturation
adiabats; and slightly less than that of the dry
adiabats, indicating that this layer is also
conditional. (The T and Td curves indicate

that the layer is definitely unsaturated.) A
comparison of the Tv curve and the dry

adiabats show the layer to be stable. The T
curve indicates greater stability than the

Tv curve.

d. 800 to 600 mb. The layer is unsaturated,
and the slope of the T curve is less than that
of the dry adiabats; hegce, the layer is stable.

e. 600 to 550 mb. Through this unsaturated
layer, the T curve is parallel to the dry adi-
abats; hence, the layer is in equilibrium for
small Vpward and downward displacements of
parcels within it. (The effect of large upward
displacements that would saturate the parcel
or bring it into the layer above 550 mb have
to” be considered by the procedures of par.
5.23.)

f. 550 to 500 mb, The slope of the T curve
is less than those of the dry or saturation
adiabats. H e n c e, the layer is absolutely
stable.
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g. 500 to 400 mb. This layer is in equilib-
rium since the T curve parallels the dry adi-
abats and the air is unsaturated. The remarks
on the 600- to 550-mb layer apply here also.

h. 400 to 300 mb. The air is absolutely
stable above 400 nib.

5.10. Processes Which Change the Lapse

Rate. It is not feasible to obtain an opti-
mum, routinely-applied stability analysis of
radiosonde ascents unless the processes that
tend continually to change the lapse rate are
well understood. Since their effects will be
referred to throughout the rest of this manual,
a general discussion of them is introduced
at this point.

It is desirable for proper understanding to
distinguish the four basic kinds of physical
processes that can change the lapse rate ata
point or in a given local vertical:

a. Non-adiabatic heating and cooling (due
to radiation, conduction, evaporation, and con-
densation).

b. Solid (or non-shearing) advection of an
air column with a lapse rate different from
that already over the station.

c. “Differential (or shearing) advection”
of temperature due to vertical wind-shear.

d. Vertical motion (orographic, conver-
gence, divergence, and penetrative convec-
tion).

The combined effect of these processes may
be visualized in the form of an equation, each
term of which may be positive or negative:

The Local Change of the Lapse Rate with Time
= a (The Local Change with Height of the

Additions or Subtractions of Heat per
Unit Time)

+ b (The Advection of the Lapse Rate)
+ c (The Differential Advection of Tem-

perature Due toVertical Wind-Shear)
+ d (The Local Change of Temperature

Due to Vertical Motion).

Figure 25 illustrates the effects of these four
terms schematically. In addition, Attachment
2 contains a mathematical discussion of the
above equation, which is not found in text- -—

books. In the following paragraphs, some
comments are made on the s y nop t i c im-
portance of these processes, and on how they
can be evaluated in practice. In actual synoptic
situations, several of these processes are
usually operating simultaneously at the same
location, and it may be difficult or impossible
to evaluate their effects s epa rate 1y. Em-
pirical and subjective judging of the combined
effects is often practiced.

5.11.0. Non-Adiabatic Heating and Cooling

Effects. These are generally important only
at the ground surface and within some clouds.
The formation of low-level stability (or
inversions) by nocturnal radiation, and of
low-level instability by isolatidn, are dis-
cussed in paragraphs 5.11.1 and 5.11.2.
Radiation in the free air and at cloud tops,
however, is slow and its effect on the lapse
rate is generally negligible for short-term
forecasting. The release of the latent heat of
condensation (and fusion) has important local
effects readily observable whenever con-
densation takes place at sufficiently high _
temperature so that the resulting buoyant
energy leads to deep convection. The latent
heat is also an important source of kinetic
energy in the stratiform-cloud shields formed
by upward vertical motion organized on a
large scale; but here the effect of the release
of the latent heat on the lapse rate occurs
evenly over thick layers and wide areas and
is masked by the effects of the vertical
motion on the temperature, so that it is not

easily identifiable in the scmndings. Evapora-
tional-ccoling and melting effects have a
trivial direct effect on lapse rates except
locally in heavy precipitation (see [641

5.11.1. Instability from Surface Heating.
The ground absorbs solar radiation causing
the surface temperature to rise. This heats
the surface air parcels by conduction. These
heated parcels tend to organize into large
“bubbles” that ascend by virtue of their buoy-
ancy relative to the surrounding unheated or
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less-heated parcels. If the lapse rate is al-
ready adiabatic (or superadiabatic), the “bub-
bles” rise rapidly until a stable region is
reached which resists further rise. If the
initial lapse rate is stable, then the rise of
the surface-heated pdrcels is resisted from
the sta r t. Once some of the “bubbles” of
heated parcels at the base of the stable region
acquire sufficient buoyancy from a small ex-
cess of temperature over their neighboring
parcels, or as soon as some of themare im-
pelled upward by mechanical turbulence, their
momentum causes them to penetrate some
distance into the overlying stable region.

Through such penetrative convection (really
a form of ver Iical motion whose effects on
lapse rate will be discussed more generally
in par 5.16), heated “bubbles” of air cansuc -
cessively rise and mix at higher and higher
altitudes in the stable layers above, thereby
slowly extending the dry-adiabatic lapse rate
to greater altitudes and allowing the surface
temperatures t~] rise, as shown in Figure 26.

Thus surface heating creates instability in-
directly through the intermediate mechanism
of \rertlcal motion. However, the amount of
heat absorbed and conducted to the air by the
ground sets :in upper Iimit for the magnitude

of the penetrative-convection effect on the
lapse rate. For this reason, when Sir Napier
Shaw popularized the tephigram he attempted
to induce forecasters to compute on the dia-

—

gram the heat-energy input in ergs required
to make stable surface layers unstable and
clouds to form, etc. The energy in ergs. ex-
pected from the surface heating could then be
compared with the energy in ergs required
for penetrative convection to a given depth,

i.e., could be compared with the ergs equiv-
alent of a negative energy area on the dia-
gram. (Note: The energy equivalent in ergs
for a unit area on a given thermodymmic
diagram can be readily determined–see par.
4.25 for such evaluations (on the DOD Skew-T
Chart. ) This approach has been found feasible
and has been used successfully to some extent
for maximum-temperature for e casting
(USWB Forecasting Guide No.4). However,
usually there are practical difficulties in
obtaining the proper data on radiation prop-
erties of the ground (albedo, conductivity,
wetness, etc.), which affect the proportion of
the insolation that goes into heating the air.

Another way of judging the heat transferred
from ground to air, one which obviates corn- _
putations in energy units, has come into more
general use by forecasters. This is based on

the assumption that the rise of surface air
temperature is a measure of the amount of
energy taken up by the a~r from the ground.
From Figure 26, it will be seen how the stable
lapse rate or the so-called negative-energy
area is wiped out or reduced by suria”e heat-
ing as the surface temperature rises. The
amount of the negative area removed is pro-
portional to the surface temperature rise.
However, the Yate of increase of the surface
temperature depends also on the shape of the
negative area and on the structure of the ini-
tial lapse rate. This use of the surface tem-
perature also has the a dva nta ge that the
progress of the heating effect can be followed
continuously, whereas soundings are
available only one to four times a day.

The case of air moving over warmer ground
may be considered analogous to that of local
surface heating, except that the upstream
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distribution of the ground- surface temper-
ature then becomes the main factor in deter-
mining the amount of the change in surface
air temperature. This is often called an
“advect ion effect” in synoptic parlance, but
from the physical point of view it is mainly
a non- adiabatic heating effect.

5.11.2. Stability from Surface Cooling (and

the Effect of Wind Stirring). The lapse rate
that characteristically results from pure
nocturnal- radiation effects in a calm air
mass, is a shallow inversion based at the
ground. The depth of the inversion layer
increases as the duration of the cooling,
and the steepness of the inversion (degree of
negative lapse rate) increases as the degree
of cooling. However, over a snow cover, long
cooling (as during the Polar night) also tends
to develop an isothermal layer above the in-
version [ 631. The effects of cooling of the
ground (by radiation, or by passage of air
over colder ground) on the lapse rate of the
lower atmosphere are complicated by wind.
Wind, by turbulent mixing of the air cooled at
the ground with warmer air above, tends to
establish a surface layer with an adiabatic

— lapse rate and a turbulence inversion above
it, as described in Chapter 6. (Note: In this
particular case, the wind does not change the
overall stability, but merely shifts the inver-
sion base to a higher level. ) All sorts of in-
termediate conditions a n d combinations
between the ground inversion and the tur-
bulence inversion can occur, depending on the
relative degrees of wind and cooling. The
movement of air over cooler ground, of
course, implies wind, and usually results in
a turbulence layer and inversion, Further
complications arise when saturation results
from the surface cooling, leading to fog or
stratus (see chapter 8 and AMS-TR-239).
However, unlike the case of condensation in
cumulus clouds, the latent heat released in
fog or stratus is usually too small to increase
greatly the depth of mixing, On the other hand,
the formation of fog or stratus greatly reduces
or stops the further radiational cooling of the
ground, though there is some radiational
cooling at the top of the fog or stratus which
tends to promote instability (or lessen sta-
bility) below the top.

The use of the parcel-method analysis to
estimate quantitatively the stabilization ef-
fect of surface cooling is greatly limited in
practice by the deficiencies in the available
means of estimating the radiation flux and the
wind mixing, though these factors can often
be successfully accounted by indirect empir-
ical methods.

5.12. Advection Effects. Advection, both at
the surface and aloft, has a strong influence
on the lapse rate through a given region of
the atmosphere. Before a forecast is made
from a sounding, consideration should there-
fore be given to the lapse- rate changes which
will result from the effects of advection
during the forecast period.

The advection effects, as indicated in para-
graph 5.10, may be visualized as two proc-
esses: a) the advection of air of a different
lapse rate, and b) ‘(differential advection” of
temperature due to vertical wind shear. (Do
not confuse these with the effect of “advec-
tion” of horizontal} homogeneous air over
warmer or colder ground, which is mostly a
non- adiabatic heating or cooling effect; see
pars. 5.11.1 and 5.11.2. )

The first effect is the easier to visualize.
An air mass with a different lapse rate may
move into the area of interest and the typical
weather associated with the imported lapse
rate also accompanies the air mass, often
with little modification. This can happen even
without vertical shear, as shown schematical-
ly in Figure 25b.

The second effect is less obvious and also
more difficult to evaluate on synoptic charts.
This effect is often present even when the
lapse rate is uniform horizontally throughout
the air mass (see Figure 25c). It is due to
ageostrophic winds. For this reason it is
useless to use the geostrophic wind in at-
tempting to estimate the shearing advection
effect, since in a regime of geostrophic winds
(at all heights) all shears are parallel to the
isotherms and the shearing motion does not
change the lapse rate. It is the vertical shear
of the ageostrophic- wind components tnat
accomplishes advectional change of the lapse
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rate, and this shear must have a component
normal to the isotherms to give any change
of the lapse rate. So in practice, we should
estimate the temperature advections at the
two levels concerned by using actual winds
and not the geostrophic winds. The rule is
simply: Where move rapid cooling is indicated
at the upper thun at the lower let)el, stability
is decreasing, and l’ice ve~sa.

There are regions on some upper-air charts
where the ageostrophic-wind components are
so strong that the influence of the “differen-
tial advection” can be assessed directly by

inspection. But most of the time, the actual

flow cannot be clearly distinguished from the
geostrophic wind, and then the lapse- rate

change due to shear cannot be reasonably
judged.

One way of judging the shear effect would be
to plot the actual wind-shear vector of the
layer from 2000 feet above the surface to 500
mb on a chart which contains the 1000- to
500-mb thickness analysis; wherever the
shear vectors are directed towards warmer
regions, a decrease of stability should be
taking place, :ind vice versa. Lfthe winds were

—
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geostrophtc at all levels in the layer the
shear vectors would blow along the thickness
lines and no stability change would be taking
place. Unfortunately, no experience with this
approach h% available. The principle is il-
lustrated in Figure 27.

In actual practice, many forecasters estimate
the total advecttve change of stability on a
given sounding by estimating the temperature
advectton at several levels in the troposphere
using the actual winds and isotherms. This
procedure takes into account the combined
lapse- rate advection and shear effects, if both
are present.

5.13. Preliminary Remarks on the Effects of

Vertical Motion. The vert{cal motions which
affect the lapse rate may be of any scale
or type, from small- scale turbulence to the
large- scale mean vertical- motion field as-
sociated with macro- synoptic features. As
different principles apply to the vertical
motion of different scales or types, it is
customary to consider the vertical motions
of dtfferent scales as somewhat distinct
phenomena. Accordingly, we will discuss

. separate Iy in the next fe w paragraphs: Ascent
and subsidence of whole layers, horizontal
divergence and convergence on the meso-
and macroscale, and penetrative convection.
The lifting effects of mountains and fronts
involve combinations of these phenomena.

The lapse- rate changes of a layer during
ascent or descent are solely a linear func-
tion of the change in thickness of the layer
resulting from such vertical motion (see
Figure 28). For a simple approach to as-
sesstng the effects of vertical motion on
a layer, it is customary in textbooks to
assume no horizontal divergence and, of
course, the conservation of mass, However,
the assumption of no divergence over any
considerable depth and extent is realized
in the atmosphere only where there is neither
development nor change in the pressure field.
Therefore, the attempt to assess the effects
of ascent or subsidence under that assump-
tion is so artificial as to greatly limit
its practical application. Divergence and

large- scale vertical motion are so intimately
associated in the atmosphere that a general
discussion of thetr combined effects on
the lapse rate will be given in paragraphs
5.14.0 through 5.14.6. In that discussion the
no- divergence case is included as a special
caibe.

5.14.0. E f f ects of Convergence and Diver-

gence. The divergence (convergence) is, of
course, not necessarily zero in the at-
mosphere, for in developing pressure sys-
tems there must be a more or less marked
field of divergence. What are the compli-
cations that the divergence int reduces in as-
sessing the effects of vertical motion on
the lapse rate? The answer is unfortunately
not simple, because it depends on the rela-
tive magnitudes of the divergence and the
rate of ascent or descent.

Let us consider a thin layer defined by a
pressure interval, Ap, and the area, A, of
its projection on the horizontal plane. Then,
for any transformation of the layer under the
conservation af mass, the product of A~
and A does not change: A piA ~ = Ay@2,

where subscript 1 refers to the initial state
and subscript 2 to the final state. (This is the
equation of continuity. )

By the hydrostatic equation, Ap = -pgh,
where p is density, g is gravity, and h is the
thickness of a layer (in feet or meters).
Substituting for AP and dropping g (which
is essentially a constant for our purposes),
we may write the equation in ratio form
as:

When convergence (negative divergence) oc-
curs, A2/A ~ is < 1, and when divergence
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occurs it is >ll.’’There are innumerable com - the extent that AO/4, = 0.9. Then, p</
binations of the three parameters, p , h , and
A, that satisfy the above relationship. Before
proceeding to the most general case, it is of
interest to discuss several “special” cases
where one of these parameters remains con-
stant,

5.14.1 Cases Without Vertical Shrinking or

Stretching. For example, assume that h2

= hl (no vertical stretching or shrinking

occurs) and that there is convergence to

1

P2 = 0.9 also. S~nce’ Q increases from
the initial to the final state, there is de-
scending motion to obtain the density in-
crease. Similarly, if A2/A1 = 1.1, the area

increases from the initial to final state;
i.e., divergence exists, p decreases and
there is ascending motion. Thus, convergence

or divergence can be associated with vertical
motion without resulting in any change of
lapse rate provided only the thickness of the
layer remains constant.

16
Physically, divergence has time as one of its dimensions so the actual amount of divergence
depends on how long it continues. In the simple demonstration here we are concerned only with
its sign.
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5.14.2 Cases With Convergewe but With-
out Vert ica I Motion. Alternatively, let us
assume that p ~ = p ~; i.et, there is no

vertical motion, but 42/41 = 0.9; i.e.,

there is convergence. Then hl/h2 = 0.9

and the thickness increases, since the final
state, h2, must be larger. Also, the lapse

.
rate is changed in the same sense as in
the case of ascent without divergence (see
pa% 5.14,4); that is, the lapse rate tehds
to approach the dry (or saturation) adi-
abats.

5.14.3. Cases With Divergence but Without
Vertical Motion. Xf p ~ = p2; i.e., there is

no vertical motion, but A2/A ~ = 1.1; Le.,

divergence is occurring, then hl/h2 = 1.1

also, which means a thickness decrease.
Hence, the lapse rate changes in the same
sense as for descent without divergence
(see par. 5014.4), that is, the lapse rate
tends to depart further from adiabatic.

5.14.4. The No-Divergence (No-C onve r-

gence) Case. If there is no divergence or
convergence, p and h vary according to:

O/Q\ ‘1 . ‘~ PI ‘2
=l; or—=—

hl(P2) \.h; Al P2

That is, without convergence or divergence
(meaning A does not change), the density and
thickness of a layer vary inversely with one
another.

If the layer ascends p z < p ~ , since the

density decreases with height in the atmos-

phere; then from the last equation it follows
that h z > h ~ ; i.e., the layer stretches ver-

tically. For an entirely dry-adiabatic (or
entirely saturation-adiabatic) process, the
lapse rate will, as a result of vertical stretch-
ing, tend to approach the dry (or saturation)

adiabatic (respectively )!’On the other hand,
if, again without divergence, the layer de-

scends, P2 SP 1, and h z <h 1 ;i. e., the

layer shrinks vertically. In this case, the
lapse rate tends to depart further from the
adiabatic!’

5.14.5. In the Lower Atmosphere. Thus, the
effects on the lapse rate of ascent and
descent without divergence are the same
as those of convergence and divergence with-
out vertical motion, This fact has a practical
significance in the lower atmosphere, where,
because of the constraining boundary at the
earth’s surface, divergence must always ac-
company descent and c o n v e r g e n c e mqst
always accompany ascent. Therefore, in this
region it is customary to regard the effects
on the lapse rate of divergence-combined-
with-descent (or of convergence-combined-
with- ascent) to be of the same kind, additive,
and for practical purposes, inseparable.

5,14.6. In the Upper Levels. This is not
so for the middle and higher levels where
the continuity equation can be satisfied
by any of the possible categ~ries of combina-
tions of p , h , and A, shown in Table 1.
This table includes as categories 7-12 the
special arbitrary cases, four of which (cate-
gories 9-12) were discussed in paragraphs
5.14,1 through 5.14.4, where one of thepara-
meters is held constant: Pl=P2)h~=~2J

or A1=A2.

17
These effects of ascent and descent on the lapse rate for the no-divergence or no- convergence
assumption are the “rules” often stated in textbooks. Though their limitations are often over-
looked, these “rules” are widely used by forecasters. They are generally valid only for qual-
itative use and for the lower troposphere -- up to 700 mb and sometimes to 500 mb, Nor are
they safely applicable to very thick layers or for very large displacements, in view of the fact
that vertical motion and divergence usually vary markedly with height and time.
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Categories 2 through 5, however, do not oc- It is obvious that in the upper levels there is
cur in the lower atmosphere, w h e r e the no a @“on” basis for assessing which of the
ground forms a fixed boundary surface.

-.

TABLE 1

Category
Number

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

10.
11.
12.

Divergence

Divergence
Divergence
Divergence
Convergence
Convergence
Convergence
Divergence
Convergence
Divergence
Convergence

c1

None
None

Vertical
Motion

Descent
Ascent
Ascent
Descent
Descent
Ascent

LJ

None
N
Ascent
Descent
Ascent
Descent

Thickness

Shrinks
Shrinks
Stretches
Shrinks
Stretches
Stretches
Shrinks
Stretches

EEZl
Stretches
Shrinks

Change In
Etpse Rate (If

Initially Stable)

More Stable
More Stable
Less Stable
More Stable
Less Stable
Less Stable
More Stable
Less Stable
No Change
No Change
Less Stable
More Stable

categories 1, 2, 3, 7, and 9 occurs, assuming
one can determine that divergence is present,
nor which of the categories 4, 5, 6, 8, and 10
occurs if convergence is present. This is a
problem that in practice has to be approached
empirically.

5.15. How to Assess the Vertical-Motion

Field in Practice. The determination of
the distribution, sign, and magnitude of the
vertical motion aloft poses some difficulties
in routine synoptic practice. The NWP ver-
tical- motion charts (both the synoptic and
prognostic) for the layer 850 mb to 500 mb
now being transmitted by facsimile from the
National Meteorological Center are probably
the best answer for the region they cover and
the detachments that receive them, (These
charts should improve in accuracy and cover-
age over the next several years. )

There are also several other less satisfactory
techniques. One of these is by inspection of
the vorticity advection on vorticity charts,
such as transmitted on facsimile for the 500-

mb surface over the United States. Theprin-
ciples to be followed in this are well discussed
by Cressman [ 20 ] ; note that the inference ._
of the vertical motion requires that care be
taken to consider the local-change term in
the vorticity equation when the vorticity gra-
dients are large. Examples of the inference
of vertical motion from vorticity advection
at 300 mb are shown in Section 4.2 of AM’S
TR 105-130.

If vorticity charts are not available, it is
possible to judge the approximate vorticity
advection by inspection of the contollr and
isotach charts (see A!4S-TR-Z29). But

here, there is difficulty in inferring the sign
of the vertical motion except near the ground.

Without vertical-motion or vorticity charts
it is necessary, therefore, to use empirical
models such as those of Figures 29 and 30,
as well as the well-known Bjerknes-Holmboe
model [ 15 ] for the relation of the vertical-
wind profile to the convergence-divergence
pattern (that de t e r m i ne s how troughs and
ridges move), and the Endlich jet-stream
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model [ 24 ] . The associated surface-re-
ported weather distribution is also often
indicative of whether the motion is generally
upward or downward.

Figure 29 illustrates the typical distribution
of vertical motion, divergence, and lapse-rate
change in an area of falling surface pressure,
and Figure 30, in an area of rising surface
pressure. We see that in the typical case the
rise or fall of surface pressure is due to a
small net difference in several large-magni-
tude convergence and divergence regions in
the vertical column above the ground. Even
in areas without marked surface-pressure
tendency, there may be layers aloft with di-
vergence and convergence, but if so, the
magnitudes are usually small and they fully
compensate one another. Observe in Fi~mres
29 and 30 these rules: Urhe?’e the upuxwd
motion incveuses (OV downwuyd motion de -
creases) with height, the lapse vate (if initial -
ly stable) tends to become less siablc; and
where upwi’d motion decreases (oY downwavd
motion increases) m“th height, the lapse rate
tends to become move stable.

Finally, there are the so-called ‘<objective”
measures of the divergence and vertical mo-
tion computed from a triangle of rawin sound-
ings [ 11 ] [ 22 ] [ 28 1. These aretcm
sensitive to errors in the rawin equipment to
be very accurate, and the usual station spacing
is so coarse that the divergence areas of
small lateral extent are smoothed out or
missed as much as they are on vertical-mo-
tion or vorticity charts.

5.16. Penetrative Convection.. T his is a

form of vertical motion in the atmosphere
consisting of either random or organized
local vertical currents having cross- sec-
tions of the order of a few feet to a few
II. I le s;’ Most of these vertical motions,
especially in the lower atmosphere, are due
to thermul convection initially created by the
effect of heating or cooling (e. g., as described

in par. 5.11 .1). (The heating or cooling may
be non-adiabatic or adiabatic. ) The buoyancy
forces (see par. 5.1) acting on the parcels in
the unstable column or layer lead not only to —
neighboring up and down currents within the
layer but also to ones which (aided by tur-
bulence from shear or friction) penetrate
into adjacent more stable layers (above or
below). The effect is called penet~atiue con-
zlection and is one of the chief processes
which tend to change the lapse rate of stable
layers towards a less stable or the unstable
state. When condensation takes place in the
convection column (usually this is an adiabatic
heating) additional buoyant energy is provided
by the latent heat released, and the penetrative
effect is greatly augmented. Besides surface
heating (non-adiabatic), convergence andadi-
abatic ascent also frequently create
instability through penetrative convection,
especially at the higher levels.

The speed with which the penetrative convec-
tion changes the lapse rate varies greatly
according to the duration of the convection,
the resist a n c e (stability) of the layers
affected, the size spectrum and pattern of
convection cells, etc. Tile rate of change is ._
also modified by mixing between the “ther-
mals” or clouds and their environment, as
well as by any compensating subsidence which
may be spread over a much larger area of
the environment than that affected by the up-
drafts. Ultimately, whole layers can be ren-
dered completely unstable by widespread
c o n t i n u e d penetrative convection, as fre-
quently happens from thermal convection in
the lowest layers near strongly -heated ground
or in layers lifted by a front.

5.17. Stability -instability Criteria for Large

Vertical Displacements. The stability cri-
teria of paragraph 5.5 for small parcel dis-
placements, while generally applicable and
widely used, are not Indicative of what
might happen when layers or parcels are

Is

The term “ convection” in synoptic practice usually deals explicitly with only the larger verti-
cal currents associated with cumulus clouds, with “thermals, ” “ bumpiness, ” “turbulence af-
fecting aircraft, ” etc.
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given larger vertical displacements, such

as would cause whole layers to change their
type of stability over a broad area, or would
cause parcels to cool adiabatically to satura-
tion and to penetrate deeply into layers having
different stability (i. e., “stability” according
to the criteria of par. 5.5). As a result, a
numb~r tJ&’ procedures have been proposed to
apply the parcel theory to this problem of
large vertical displacements. However, for
some reason, more attention has been given
to the effects of large displacements from
lifting than to those from heating.

Two different a p p r o a c h e s to the lifting
problem have been developed and appear in
most textbooks. The first one involves the
concept of latent instability, and aims to
predict what happens when a parcel is lifted
mechanically (as by a front, mountain, or
convergence); the other approach involves the
concept of poten&iaI instability, (or conl)ectit’e
instability) in which the effect of bodily lifting
any layer (or the whole atmosphere!) is con-
sidered. It will be shown in the next few para-
graphs that these two concepts lead to rather
different results – see paragraph 5.22 for a
comparison summary.

Theprac ticalvalue of the procedures
developed from these approaches now seems
to be along different lines than originally
envisaged by their authors. Most textbooks
still present these methods as their origi-
nators did, rather than in the light of present-
day practice and experience. Unfortunately,
the reasoning behind these procedures was
never carefully nor fully explored by the pro-
ponents of the procedures. Nor have other
theoretical meteorologists felt the parcel
approach to the problem sufficiently interest-
ing or promising to give it a more thorough
and comprehensive formal development. As
a result, these procedures have been devel-
oped or modified mostly by empirical “trial
and error” in forecasting offices to the point
where the rational basis for them has become
generally obscure. This makes it difficult to
give a logical and systematic presentation of
the state of this “art. ”

5.18.0. Latent 1nstabi lit y. Although the anal-
ysis for latent instability has not been
widely practiced outside of India and its
value is controversial, many publications
and meteorology courses have represented
it otherwise. A discussion of it here is
desirable if only to clear up the confusion
and misunderstanding.

Normand [ 46 ] suggested that for estimat-
ing the effects of lifting parcels of a deep
layer which is in the conditional state, it
should be useful to classify the soundings
into types. First, he distinguished soundings
in which lifting would cause at least some
parcels to become unstable (warmer than the
environment) from those soundings in which
lifting could not result in any parcels becom-
ing unstable, The first type he called ktenl
instability. The second type has no latent
instability and he designated it as the stable
Iype of the conditional state.

Normand then noted that the cases of latent
instability fall into two sub-types, one of
which should lead to no more than shallow
clouds (if any), and the other to thick clouds,
showers, or thunderstorms. The first sub-
type he called the pseudo-latent type (which
other writers have called “pseudo-lability”
or “pseudo-instability”), and the second sub-
type he called the real-latent type.

Using the ideas of Sir Napier Shaw, Normand
visualized the effect of lifting on these types
of conditional soundings in terms of energy.
That is, he compared the latent energy of the
water vapor in the parcels to be lifted with
the kinetic energy needed to lifL the parcels
high enough to release their latent energy
through condensation and any resulting free
convection.

Referring to Figure 31, Part A illustrates a
sounding of the stable type, i.e., no latent
instability. The curve of the ascent of the
lifted parcel (the surface parcel in this ex-
ample), nowhere crosses the environment
curve and the Area N is proportional to the
energy that has to be provided to lift the
parcel. The parcel consumes kinetic energy
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(from the lifting mechanism) all the way up
and the Area N is therefore called the nega-

tive energy area (see par. 4.23). There is
no positive energy area in this case. In Part
B of Figure 31, above Point E the
curve of the temperature of the lifted surface
parcel is warmer than the environment and,
as explained in paragraph 5.1, the parcel will
rise freely from the buo:yancy provided by
the released latent-heat energy of the water
vapor condensed, Outside sources of energy
(i.e., the lifting force) were consumed up to
Point E, proportional to the negative Area
N; above Point E .in excess of’ latent-heat
energy is released and the Area P, therefore
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called the positive energy area, is propor-
tional to its amount. S i n c e the P-area is
smaller than the N-area, more energy was
used to lift the parcel to Point E than was
released for free convection after it reached
Point E. Thus, Normand reasowd that this
type of sounding would give Iittle or no
weather from lifting and therefore should be
called “pseudo- latent.” Part C of Figure 31
shows a sounding with a much larger positive
area than negative area, meaning that much
more energy could be released above Point
E than was consumed to lift the surface par-
cel to Point E. This is Normand’s “real-
latent instability” type.

5.18.1 Validity of Assumption. There are
implicit in Normand’s ideas certain assump-
tions which are not valid. The hypothesis
that the Ye@tive size of the positive and
the negative areas should be a criterion
for the intensity of the convection weather
from lifting was purely intuitive as well as
a gross oversimplification. Experience has
shown that the actual sizes of the negative
area and of the positive area are more im-
portant for the forecasting of cumulus clouds
and showers than is the difference in size
between thepositive and negative areas
[49] . This is because the negative area
in every case must first be wiped out before
any convection weather can begin, and the
negative area may be too large for theavail-
able lifting to overcome regardless of the
size of the positive area. Also, evena pseudo-
latent sounding can sometimes produce very
severe weather, such as when both the nega-
tive and the positive areas are narrow and
deep and there is m ark e d convergence.
Strictly speaking, the positive area evaluates
only that part of the litent energy which con-
tributes to buoyancy for Pee convection.
Normand’s criteria fail to account for the
additional latent energy released by both the
lifting and convergence processes, which
often make the difference b e t w e e n weak
cumulus development and severe storms. The
magnitude of the lifting may also be the criti-
cal factor; e.g., even with a small positive
area, a sufficiently large lift might cause
severe weather. In this connection, note that
Normand’s criteria imply that the lifting

always stops once the CCL or LFC is reached,
which is of,cour,se arbitrary and unrealistic.
Marshall [ 39 ] has shown from simple
parcel theory how greatly a small amount of
lifting could a u g me n t the convection in
cumulus clouds already existing. In actual
clouds, the effect of this energy contribution
from lifting is probably often manifested by
a greater amount of “overshooting” above the
EL than would occur if there were no lifting
or convergence, e.g., as in a pureair-mass-
heating cumulus.

5.18.2. Procedure for Finding Whether Any

Latent I nstabi Iity is Present. Normand dis-
covered a simple procedure to determine
whether a sounding is of the stable type
or has some latent instability (of either
type). For this procedure it is necessary that
the Tw curve for the sounding be plotted on

the adiabatic diagram along with the T curve.
Figure 32 shows an example.

Step 1. In Figure 32, select the saturation
adiabat (y~ ) that is tangent to the

T curve, as shown at Point Q.

Step 2. Plot the curve of the wet-bulb temper-
ature (Tw) on the sounding as

described in paragraph 4.9. Latently-
unstable conditions are indicated for
those portions of the sounding where
the T curve lies to the right of

w
the tangent saturation adiabat ( Y~) ,

and which are below the altitude where
y~ is tangent to the T curve. In

Figure 32, latent instability is indicated
for the layer below 860 mb.

General use of the above procedure undoubt-
edly has been discouraged by the fact that
now only dew-point temperatures are trans-
mitted in upper-air reports, so that the T

w
curve has to be computed by the forecaster.
(Note from the Td curve in Figure 32 that

there is no way in which the Td curve can

be used to determine at a glance the layers
with latent instability. )
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5.18.3. The Value of the Distinction 8e- abatic diagram the negative and positive areas

tween Pseudo- and Real-Latent Instabi Iity. for lifting of each of those parcels which are

Accordintl to Normand, merely determining
shown by the T curve to have latent in-

W

which layers have some latent instability

does not answer the more important question
stability. The sizes and shapes of the negative

(to him) as to whether the latent instability
and positive areas will often differ consider-
ably for different parcel:; within this layer;

is of the pseudo- or real type. The only way without “testing” each pal cel in this way one

to determine this is to analyze on an adi- cannot be certain which ones have what type
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of l~tent instability. Obviously the labor of
making this evaluation for many parcels and
:l-,unciings requires much more time than
.Il(lai practicing forecasters can spare for it.
Norn~and and his disciples have not been able
to develop anyobjective procedure to simplify
and shorten this procedure — if indeed it is
even possible. However, their papers indicate
that they consider the surface parcel usually
to be sufficiently representative of the whole
latently-unstable layer whenever the Tw

or T
d

curves show that the moisture content

decreases regularly but not too rapidly with
height in the lowest 100 mb. Furthermore,
they generally assume that latent instability
is most likely in the surface and lower trop-
ospheric layers, where the moisture content
is usually highest. In India, the only region
where the criteria for the type of latent m-
instability have been extensively applied, this
is probably true; and it also has been the
practice there to consider the surface and
lower layers as the ones that will always be
lifted. In middle latitudes these assumptions
seem unnecessarily restrictive, because
moisture contents increasing or varying ir-
regularly with height and lifting of upper
layers as well as surface layers are
frequently observed. Very few reports have
appeared on systematic attempts to apply
latent-instability -criteria evaluations to the
variety of conditions found in middle latitudes.
Since the moisture content normally
decreases with height, Normand’s method of
locating the layer(s) with latent instability
tends to favor the surface layers and often
misses higher layers that have strong poten-
tial instability (see par. 5.19.0) releasable
with a large but expected lift. It has been
suggested that where a temperature sounding
plotted on a Skew-T Chart has several pro-
nounced and thick projections of the lapse
rate to the left, and/or the moisture curve
has several such projections to the right, a
separate tangent saturation adiabat should be
drawn for each projection or distinctive seg-
ment of the temperature curve. In this way,
secondary layers of latent instability are
revealed which may also be released if there
is (as often happens) more convergence in
their region than in the lower region of the
primary latent instability.

5.18.4. Utility of Latent-Instability Amlysis
in General. In the absence of some guid-
ance on how to decide in an economical
way which parcel(s) and layer(s) should be
tested for latent instability, practicing fore-
casters have not been inclined to experi-
ment further with the latent-instability
concept. In addition, the weaknesses (dis-
cussed above in par,. 5.18.1) in the assump-
tions underlying Normand’s criteria for latent
instability, give reason to doubt that any
effort to apply these criteria in practice
would be worthwhile.

Nevertheless, the examination of the negative
and positive areas for heating and/ov lifting
of the surface or other selected parcel, is
a procedure (first advocated by Shaw) which
many forecasters find useful in various ways,
but entirely without reference to Normand’s
criteria. Some empirical relations of the
energy areas to convective weather have been
reported in the literature, but these relations
have to be worked out for each local region.
“Modifications” of the sounding curve in the
lower layers are often made from experience
to obtain more representative surface tem-
perature and moisture values for analysis and

forecasting of lifting and heating effects (see
Chapter 8). These same considerations should
be applied to the soundings when analyzing
them for latent instability.

Since the value of a na 1yz ing for pseudo-
versus real-latent instability is questioned,
one may ask: Is it still useful to examine
soundings with the aid of the T curve to

determine merely whether latent in%.abilityo~
any sort is present? Because the layer(s)
with latent instability contain the parcels most
liable to cloud formation (not necessarily
the unstable or thick clouds) upon uniform
lifting of the whole air column, the procedure
for identifying these layers might be useful
in routine forecasting. (In this connection,
mention should be made of a procedure some-
times used in India and British countries
for plotting on the diagram the curve of lifting
saturation temperature for each significant
point of the lower levels of the sounding –
variously called an “ST-gram,” “estegram, ”
or “Normand curve. ” This curve shows which
levels will have cloud first. ) In any case, the
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latent-instability concept should be thought
of mainly in this way, rather than asa
criterion for “instability” in the usual sense
of that term.

5.19. Potential Instability. In the ear 1y
1930’s, when forecasters were trying to
explain as much weather as possible in
terms of fronts, Rossby [52 1introduced the
concept of a criterion for the instability
or stability of a layer resulting when it is
lifted as a whole, as at a front or mountain.
He called the instability released in this way
“convective instability, ” an unfortunate term
because it implies that convection does not
result from any other type of instability or
lifting. Later, Hewson [ 31 ] proposed this
should be more properly called “potential
instability, ” a more appropriate and less
am bi~mous term that is gradually coming into

wider use than “convective instability. ” How-
ever, other meteorologists sometimes care-
lessly use the term “convective instability”
to mean absolute instability or even “condi-
tional instability”. Hence, some confusion is
possible with Rossby’s term.

The criteria which Rossby introduced were
based on the lapse rate of equivalent potential
temperature (see par 4.12). This was a con-
venient unit in the 1930’s when it was cus-
tomary to plot soundings ona Rossby diagram,
which has e

E
as one of l.ts coordinates. As

the routine use of Rossby diagrams was never
universal (and intimewas abandoned entirely)
it was pointed out by Petterssen that one
could apply Rossby ’s criteria on any diagram
containing the saturation :~.diabatsj which are
also lines of constant C~ (as wellasofwet-

bult] potential temperature), pro~ridcd that the
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Tw curve of the sounding is plotted (see par. b. Layers in which the wet-bulb lapse

4.9). The Rossby criteria then become:
rate is less than the saturation adiabatic are
potentially stable. In other words, the slopes

a. Layers in which
rate is greater than the
are potentially unstable.

of the T curve and the saturation adiabats
w

are compared.
the wet-bulb lapse
saturation adiabatic Illustrated in Figure 33 is an analysis on a

Skew-T Chart to show how a stable layer
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having potential instability, as indicated by
the Tw curve becomes unstable when lifted

enough. (Note that this demonstration is made
by parcel procedures; the use of the poten-
tial-instability concept is sometimes refer-
red to as “the layer method” as though it
was not derived from the parcel theory, which
is a misconception, )

In Figure 33, the unsaturated layer with lapse
rate AB is stable in its original position
between 700 and 800 mb. However, if the layer
were lifted 100 mb, its new lapse rate would
be A’B’. (Paths of the parcels from Points A
and B are indicated by arrowheads.) The layer
is now saturated and its stability is then found
by comparing the slope (see Footnote 13) of
At B~ ~.vith that of the saturation adiabats.
Since the slope of A’ B1 is greater than that
of the saturation adiabats, the layer is now
unstable. Thus, the original layer AB is po-
tentially unstable, the instability being
releasable by a lifting of 100 mb or more.

Potentially-stable layers are all those layers
of the sounding which will not become un-
stable by any amount of lifting.

In Figure 34 :s an example of potentially
unstable layers Identified by the T curve,

w
and with the Td curves added to show what

extent one may substitute the latter for the
Tw curve to get an approximate idea of

where there is potential instability. In layers
of marked departure of Tw lapse rate from

the saturation adiabats, the T
d

curve will

usually show the same sign of departure,
though the exact top and bottom limits of the
potentially unst~ble layers may not always
be determinable from the Td curve. When

the TU, curve is more nearly parallel tothe

saturatl~lll adiabats, the T{i curve becomes

quite undepenctablc AS ~n lndleation of poten-
tial lnstablllty anti the Tu, curve must be

used.

5.20.0. Effects of Lifting Potentially Un-

stable and Stable Layers. The idea of po-
tential instability and stability appears to
be very simple and the criteria for them –
are certainly very easy to use. But the
relation of these states to the resulting
weather is very complex and not well under-
stood. The ‘(classic” example of the release
of potential instability causing severe convec-
tion weather (deep cumulus, thunderstorms,
hail, and showers) is the lifting of an air mass
having a small TM, lapse-rate slope in a

strong “dry” inversion or having a rapid
drying out above J surface moist layer. There
are, however, many other layers with less-
marked potential instability (steeper T

w
lapse-rate slopes), and it isalwaysa question
what kind of weather their lifting will produce.
This question has not been given any formal
theoretical analysis; but a few inferences
can easily be made.

For example, a shallow potentially-unstable
layer with deep layers of potentially-stable
air both above and below, when lifted to satu-
ration may produce any of the following: A
solid stratiform deck of cloud, only scattered
shallow cumulus, cumulus and altostratus
mixed, or deep cumulus penetrating into the

higher stable layers with or without precipi-
tation. Which of these possibilities will
actually occur presumably depends on a
variety of factors, such as the amount of
lifting beyond that just sufficient to start con-
densation, the steepness of the lapse rate of
wet-bulb temperature, the degree of stability
of the adjacent layers, the speed and spatial
u n i f o r m i t y of the lifting, etc. For many
practical purposes there may be little dif-
ference in the clouds and weather that result
from lifting a shallow potentially-stable layer
as compared to those frc~m lifting a shallow
potentially-unstable layer. Therefore, there

are p ro ba b 1y many cases of potential in-
stability in which the “instability” aspect is
of trivial significance, e~pecially in winter.

5.20.1. Does the Whole Layer Become

Unstable? When the layer or layers of po-
tential instability are deep, it may be de-
sirable to examine the effect of the lifting
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on representative parcels at several heights
in the layer to see whether the condensation
will start first at the top, or the middle,
or the bottom of the layer. One can find
cases where considerable more lifting is
required to saturate the bottom than the
top, or vice versa, and the question then
arises: If the lifting expected will not be
sufficient to saturate the whole layer, will
the convection started in the first-saturated
part spread rapidly through the remainder
of the layer anyway? It is often assumed
that the whole layer will become unstable
upon saturation of any part of it, but this
presumably cannot happen until the lapse
rate of the unsaturated part of the layer
becomes conditional’y(if it were not already
conditional before lifting — see Figures 35a
and 35b). It could also happen that potential-
ly-stable layers adjacent to the potentially-
unstable layer saturate first, with the
possibility of starting a premature convection
in the potentially-unstable layer by mixing
and penetration across the boundary. Like-
wise, surface-heating convection may pene-
trate into a low- lying potentially-unstable
layer while it is being lifted, resulting in
local releases of its instability before the
layer lifting alone would do so.

~or example, on the sounding shown in Figure
35a, an absolutely-stable lapse rate ABexists
through the pot ent ia 11y-unstable layer
between 800 and 900 mb, where bcth the dew

point and wet bulb decrease rapidly with
height. If this layer were lifted by 50 mb, its
lapse rate would appear as At B’, and the layer
would become saturated and unstable from

850 to about 820 mb. The upper, unsaturated
portion of the layer, however, would remain
absolutely stable, and the potential instability
being released would be confined mostly to
the saturated portion of the layer. Under such
conditions, the total potential instability of
the layer would not be realized until the entire
layer had been lifted to saturation. For the
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example in Figure 35a, this would require
lifting by an additional 55 mb, after which the
resultant lapse rate W’OUIUthen be Arr B’f.

If, on the other hand, the original temperature
lapse rate of the same layer were In a con-
ditional state as shown by the sounding AB
of Figure 35b, lifting through only 30 mb
would result m lapse rate Af B’, enough to
saturate the bottom portion of the layer from

19
Note that the lifting of an absolutely-stable layer having potential instability must always first
convert the layer to the conditional state (Figure 35a) before the instability can be released.
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about 870 to about 850 mb. The resultant up- U, however, the dew-point depression or wet-
ward acceleration and convection of the satu- bulb dt?p~ession decreases with height through
rated portion would then tend to push rapidly a potentially-unstable layer, such as the 1000-

upward into the upper, still unsaturated re - to 800-mb layer shown in Figure 34, lifting
mainder of the layer without further lifting. w1ll then release the potential instability first
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at the top of the layer, As the lifting continues,

the height of the release of potential instabil-
ityy will progress downward through the layer;
but the total potential instability of the origi-
nal layer wtll not be realized until the entire
layer has been lifted to saturatio~.

5.20.2. Superadiabatic Lapse Rates f r o m

Layer Lifting. In evaluating on a diagram
the effect of lifting of potentially-unstable
layers, one sometimes finds cases where
a superadiabatic lapse rate appears to result,
as illustrated in Figure 36.

A superadiabatic lapse rate (i. e., slope less
than the dry adiabats) can result from the
lifting of a layer through which the moisture
content decreases sharply with height, as in
“dry-type inversions” (SU bs i d e n c e, trade
wind, etc.).

In Figure 36 the T and Td curves which

include such a layer are shown before and
after the sounding is lifted 100 mb. The layer
AB is lifted to A’ B’, the layer BC is lifted
to B’Cf, etc. After each layer is lifted 100

.
mb, as might be caused by the advance of a
fast-moving cold front, a superadiabatic lapse

t t The validityrate results in the layer D E .
of such lapse rates is discussed in paragraph
5.6.

5.20.3 Effects of Divergence. Divergence
has no effect on the potential instability
of an unsaturated layer, since the potential
wet-bulb temperature is conservative for a
dry-adiabatic process. However, the effect of
divergence on the temperature lapse rate
during a lifting process may speedupor slow
down the rate of the lifting, and thus has a
bearing on how soon the potential instability
might be released. Note also that there may
be potentially -siable layers that if lifted
enough, could become unstable with or with-
out saturation under the combination of con-
vergence or divergence with vertical
stretching (see par. 5.14.6).

5.20.4. How Much Lift is Needed for Re-
lease of Instability? The practical use of

potential instability requires that the layer
or layers identified as having it be ex-
amined to see how much lift is needed
f o r its release. This can be done by
choosing in each such layer the parcel
with the highest relative humidity (the one
where T - Td is least) and lifting it to satu-

ration on the Skew-T Chart, Perhaps half of
the potentially-unstable layers one sees are
hardly susceptible to release by the lifts that
could be expected. This is why the stability
indexes based on the potential-instability
concept (see par. 5.24.0, and Chapter 8) are
not useful unless combined with other factors
or considerations.

5.20.5. Lifting of Potentially-Stable Layers.
The saturation of a potentially -stable layer
upon lifting may begin at any part of the layer,
One can predict the location and final extent
of the resulting cloud only by “testing” par-
cels in different parts of the layer to see
which one becomes saturated first by the
amount of lifting expected. In addition, poten-
tially-stable layers may be penetrated by
clouds formed in the release of potential in-
stability of the layers beneath.

5.21. P recesses Which Change the Potential
Instabi I ity. ln general, those processes which
increase the moisture content (wet-bulb or
dew-point temperature) of the lower levels,
and/or decrease the moisture content at
higher levels tend to create or increase
potent ial instability. All the effects that
change the lapse rate, as discussed in para-
graph 5.14.6, can indirectly change the ver-
tical distribution of potential stability and
instability, through their effects on evapora-
tion and diffusion of moisture.

5.22. Relation Between Potential and Latent
Instabi I ity. lt is evident from the literature
that many meteorologists confuse potential
with latent instability, or incorrectly assume
that they measure essentially the same
thing. The relation between latent instability
and potential instability is neither simple nor
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definite. For example, the following cases
may be cited: Layers with latent instability
(stability) often overlap or partly coincide
with those of potential instability (stability);
only the bottom fiarts of layers of potential
instability generally have latent instabiljt y; in
layers where both types of instability occur,
the latent instability is usually of the real-
latent type; potentially-stable layers often
have latent instability. See Figures 32
and 34 for illustrations of some of these
cases.

The basic reason for this lack of close cor-
respondence between latent and potential m-
instability is that the former requires a high
relative humidity andassumes the conditional
state, whereas the latter does not depend
directly on the relative humidity and is ln-
dependent of the initial lapse rate, It is ob-
vious, therefore, that potential instability is
not a substitute for latent instability or vice
versa. The main value of potential instability
is as an indicator of possible convective over-
turning from either layer ascent or conver-
gence.

5.23. Slice Method. The assumption in the
parcel theory that the parcel moves up or
down without disturbing the environment is
obviously unrealistic, As the parcel moves,
the environment must readjust to some
extent flowing into the space evacuated by
the parcel and giving way in front of it,
causing the distribution of temperature and
density in the environment to change slightly.
This effect may be considered trivial on
the scale of parcels; but when we try to
apply the parcel method to convection col-
umns of the size of large cumulus and
thunderstorms, the effect greatly limits the
practical application. A step towards improv-
ing on the parcel theory in this respect, was
introduced by J. B]erknes [ 14 ] who con-
sidered theoretically the effect of neighboring
up and down currents ina horizontal (isobar-
ically bounded) ‘(slice” of the atmosphere on
t he parcel-stability c r i t e r i a. Petterssen
[ 48 ] and Beers [ 13 ] developed actual
procedures for applying this cun(ept in prat-
tice. Th(’st) lJr~){’edures ar[’ rattler (umb[’r-

some and time-consuming, even with use of
Beers special nomograms. Although several
experiments [ 8 ] ‘[ 13 ] seemed to in-
dicate these procedures give some improve- _
ment in thunderstorm forecasting over parcel
methods, other studies cast considerable
doubt on this conclusion and suggest that the
appa r e n t improvement was due to other
factors previously overlooked [ 36 1 . In
any case, the p rocedu res have not been
adopted routinely and therefore will not be
described here.

The Bjerknes-Petter ssen slice approach is
incomplete because the effects of mixing,
entrainment, and shear across the cloud
boundaries are not considered. However,
for cumulus forecasting the effects of en-
trainment and wind shear could probably be
estimated empirically, using as a qualitative
guide the extensive research literature on
cumulus dynamics.

There is a difficulty in (choosing a suitable
convection model for a valid slice theory.
The nature of the compensating subsidence
in the environment of a convection updraft
is not definitely known. The descent may be
largely concentrated close to the boundary —
of the updraft (the Bjerknes assumption), or
spread over a wide area extending far from
the updraft, or in case of a cumuliform cloud
take place partly inside the cloud (as often
actually observed). All three processes prob-
ably occur in varying degrees and combina-
tions from case to case.

Petterssen, et al, [ 49 1 experimentedwith
an application of his slice method to the anal-
ysis of soundings for estimating the amount of
cloudiness (sky cover) and the height of cloud
tops. In light of later studies [ 36 ] it seems
doubtful that a better prediction of the cloud
tops is given by Petter ssen’s procedure than
by parcel procedures. Nor has it been demon-
strated that the cloudiness is satisfactorily
predictable by this approach although the slice
reasoning seems to account for the statistical
fact that in air-mass [’convection situations,
the probability IS .Ibt)ut 85(’; that the cloud
rover will not exfec’d f{mr octas.
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Cressman [ 21 ] d e r i v e d an interesting
and apparently significant extension of Pet-
terssen’s analysis to show the effect ofhori-
zon(al divergence on the cloudiness. When
the ratio (y - Y~) / (yd -’Y) is small, the

effect of the divergence (convergence) on the
cloudiness is large; and, when this ratio is
large, the effect of the divergence (conver-
gence) is small. (yis the sounding lapse rate)
v ~, the dry adiabatic, and v ~, the satura-

tion adiabatic lapse rate. ) This would seem
to explain the fact that in the oceanic tropics
where the lapse rate in the lower troposphere
is always close to the saturation adiabatic,
the cloudiness may be little or much, depend-
ing largely on the presence of general sub-
sidence or convergence.

The slice-method procedu re s so far de-
veloped do not greatly alter the ~sults of
the parcel methods and the apparent differ-
ences may easily be due to other factors
overlooked. The effect on stability criteria
by using these slice-method procedures in-
stead of the parcel procedures is to indicate
somewhat less instability (or more stability)
in that region of the positive area lying above
the height where the sounding curve becomes
parallel to the saturation adiabats, and some-
what more instability (or less stability) below
that height [ 48 1 [ 49 ] . In empirical
forecasting procedures this difference is
usually of little or no consequence for the
relationships of stability criteria to weather,
although the numbers obtained will be dif -
fVrent.

The slice method requires a more complete
development before its theoretical advantages
can be realized in practice.

5.24.0. The Stability Indexes. The overall
stability or instability of a sounding is
sometimes conveniently expressed in the
form of a single numerical value called
a stability index. Such indexes have been
introduced mainly as aids in connection with
particular forecasting techniques or studies.
Most of the indexes take the form of a dif-
ference in T, ‘d ,(T - Td ), =1(,, (T- Tw),

o, eE9 ewj ( T- eW), q,W, pressure, height,

etc., between two arbitrarily chosen surfaces
(or heights), such as 850 mb and 500 mb,
1000 mb and 700 mb, etc. The indexesof this
type have the advantage of ease of computa-
tion, flexible choice of the layer most perti-
nent to the particular problem or area, and
a numerical form convenient for ready use in
objective studies. On the other hand, details
of the lapse-rate structure important to the
problem at hand may be smoothed out or
completely missed in these indexes, unless
the index is carefully chosen and evaluated
by statistical studies on many cases. AIso,
these indexes are generally useful only when
combined, either objectively or subjectively,
with other data and synoptic considerations
[31 [ 61 ] . Used alone, they are less
useful than the standard stability analyses of
the complete sounding by the parcel method
described in the preceeding paragraphs of this
chapter; in fact, used alone, a stability index
is apt to be almost worthless. The greatest
value of an index lies in alerting the fore-
caster to those soundings, routes, or areas,
which should be more closely examined by
other procedures. One way to apply a stability
index for this purpose is to construct a “sta-
bility chart” on which the index values for
soundings over a large area are plotted and
isoplethed (see A WS TR 200; also [21

[ 3 ] [ 4 ] [ 59 ] ). Such charts of-
fer several possible advantages:

a, Incorrect or unrepresentative indexes
may be spotted.

b. Location and movements of stable and
unstable air masses can be visualized.

C. Systematic local or regional effects

(e.g., orographic) may be discovered.
d. Patterns can be related quickly to other

synoptic charts, and some correlations of
index values with other parameters may be
suggested (for further investigation by ob-
jective studies).

However, experience has shown that an index
or critical index value which is significant in
one region (or season) may not be in another

[41 [ 61 ] . Hence, the stability chart
should be more of an experimental or investi-
gative tool thana routine one, unless extensive
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correlation studies have selected an index potential-instability concept; but many fore-
significant for the extended general applica - casters have applied them to the forecasting
tion [ 4 J [ 61 1, and the critical index of showers in general, from heating as well
values for various weather conditions have as from lifting. The fact that the results of

been determined. such “across-the-board” applications seem
to be useful (when combined with other para-

The Showalter, Fawbush-Miller, and Lifted meters) indicates that these indexes to a
Indexes described below are all based on the considerable extent also reflect conditions

—
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affecting the formation of showers from sur-
face heating. This is presumably because the

‘E
or 9 ~ lapse rate used in these indexes

is part Iy a function of the ordinary-tempera-
ture lapse rate, and hence is partly indicative
of the stability criteria for surface-parcel
heating.

5.24.1. The Showalter Index. The procedure
for computing the Showalter Stability Index
(S1) is illustrated in Figure 37.

Step 1. From the 850-mb temperature (T),

Step 2

Step 3.

draw a line parallel to the dry adi-
abats upward to the LCL (see par.
4. 20). (Mountain stations should start
with some higher constant- pressure -
surface temperature c hose n ac-
cording to circumstances. Such a
procedure is incorporated into the
instructions given in FMH No. 3
(Circular P) for computing the sta-
bility indexes that are transmitted
as part of the radiosonde reports from
U.S. and Alaskan stations these in-
dexes also appear on the stability
index charts transmitted by facsimile
from the NMC.)

From the LCL, draw a line parallel
to the saturation adiabats upward to
500 mb. Let the temperature at this
intersection point at 500 mb be called
T!.

Algebraically subtract T1 from the
500- mb temperature. The value of
the remainder (including its algebraic
sign) is the value of the Showalter
Index. (In Figure 37, T1 = - 25”C, T =

- 22°C; the Showalter Index is there-
fore +3. ) This Index is positive when
‘Tt lies to the left of the T curve.
Positive Index values imply greater
stability of the sounding.

For forecasting purposes in the United States,
Showalter [ 581 groups the range of index
values as follows:

a. When the Index is +3 or less, showers
are probable and some thunderstorms may
be expected in the area.

b. The chance of thunderstorms increases
rapidly for Index values in the range +1 to -2.

c. Index values of -3 or less are as-
sociated with severe thunderstorms.

d. When the value of the Index is below
-6, the forecaster should consider the pos-
sibility y of tornado occurrence. However, the
forecasting value of all index categories
must, in each case, be evaluated in the light
of other synoptic conditions.

5.24.2. The Lifted Index. The arbitrary
choice of 850 mb in the Showalter Index
makes it difficult to use on a detailed synop-
tic time and space basis when, as often
happens, there is an inversion or rapid drop
in moisture which passes through the 850- mb
surface between stations or between two
successive sounding times. To avoid this
difficulty, Galway of the U. S. Weather
Bureau SEIJ3 Center [ 21 devised the “Lifted
Index” (LI), a modification of the Showalter
Index. To evaluate the LI, the mean mixing
ratio in the lower 3000 feet of the sounding
is determined by equal-area averaging. Then
the mean potential temperature in the lower
3000 feet at the time of convection is deter-
mined by forecasting the afte moon maximum
temperature and assuming that a dry- adi-
abatic lapse rate will prevail through this
3000-foot layer (if significant heating, or
cooling, is not expected during the afternoon,
the mean temperature of the lower 3000 feet
as shown on the sounding is used). From these
mean values the LCL is located (see par.
4.20). Then the saturation adiabat through
this LCL is extended upward to 500 mb. The
500- mb temperature thus determined is as-
sumed to be the updraft temperature within
the cloud if one develops. The algebraic
cliff e rence between the environment tempera-
ture and the updraft temperature (observed
minus computed) at 500 mb defines the LI.
LI values are usually algebraically less than
S1 values.
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5.24.3 The Modlfled Lifted Index (MLI). The

arbitrary choiuc of 500 mb fur the Lifuxi Index (Para

5,24.2 } I“iils (u consider the dcs(abilizing clfccis O( c(AI

air alofl; lhc ML I was developed 10 correct [his

prohlcvn. ‘lo CVal ULILC the MLI, find the LCL in [hc

same way as (or [he traditional Lilted index. F.xknd

lhc wr[uration adiaba[ through this L(’L upward to [he

prcwurc Icvcl at which [he cnvironmcnml tcmpcramrc

is -200C. The [cmpcraturc [bus determined is msumcxi

to be the updwf( tcmpcraturc (Tr) wilhin the cloud,

should a ck)ud de V~[Op. The tilgcl-miic diffcrcncc

hciwccn the environmental tcmpcrahwc (-200C) and

the updral’t wmperalurc (TP) dcfirres the ML1.

MLI = -20- T P

The MLI is not calcultitcd when Lhc -200(~ Ievcl if

tihwc 5(M) mb (too warm) or below [hc LCL (10o coki).

MI. I threshold vducs arc [hc same w those [’or the

Lillcd Index. Although (he MLI was dcvclopcd [()

cs[imalc lhc potcrrtial I’or scvcrc Ihundcrsloms in

Europe, it has been used with succcss in Lhe CONUS.

5.24.4. The Fawbush-Miller Stablllty Index
(FMI). This index inv(~lvcs consideration O( a surface

“moist Iaycr. ” This “moist krycr” is defined as a

surl’ace stratum whose upper Iimil is the pressure

surface where the relative humidi[y firs( becomes less

(ban 65~r. [f its vertical extent exceeds 6J)(X) feet, only

the h)wcst 150-rob layer is used m c!elerminc (hc mean

wcl-bulb tcmpcr~turc of the “moisl layer, ” (Soundings

somc(imc crrntain shallow dry layers within (his

del’hxi “moist Iaycr”: e.g., in lhc k)wcst 30 mb, or in

[hc top layers 0( a surface inversion. In such a CZSC,[he

assumption is made that (hc normal convective mixing

of moistrrrc will wIpc out such shallow dry layers, imd

they arc thcrcforc ignored in identifying the “moist

[aycr. ”)

The pr(~cdure ((jr computing [he FM I is shown in

Figure 38:

SIcp 1. (’ompule rcla[ivr humi(iity (WY’ Para 4.4) Itw

{nough pninls in the It)wcr part (JI [h~

v~un(ling I(I i(icn[ity (hc “rnoi~t layer. ” in [lx>

ifmnding shown in Figure W, the “n}oli{

Slcp 2.

step 3.

Values

Iaycr” extends m about 875 mb, since the 65%

relative-humidily viduc is about htilf-wity

bclwccn 900 rnb (where RH = 75%) wrd N50

mb (where RH = 57%).

Plol the TW curve (see Para 4.9) for [hc “moisl

layer. ” Druw a straight-line approxinmtiorr U(

[he TW, curve through this Iaycr, The

approximaliorr will be su(ficicntly accurate, ii’

[he area between the straight line and the TW

curve is lhc sarnc on ciich side of {he Slritigh[
line (equal-area averaging). Tbc isolhcrrn

value! tit [hc rnid-poin(, (M) O( this straigh(-line

approx imalion of the TW curve is the avcrtigc

Tw for the layer. (in Figure 38, the “moist

Iaycr” average TW = 8.7°C.)

Frnrn Point M ol” (hc straigh(-line approx-

imation of Slcp 2, procccd upward parallel (()

(hc samr~lion adiabats 10 5(NJ mb. Sublrict

the isolhcrm value (T’) at lhis ncw position

I’rom the observed 5W-mb Lcmpcrit(urc

indicated by (he T curve. The value of’ (hc

rcmaimler (including i(s aigcbrdic sign) is (hc

numcriuiil value 01 (hc FM1 (in Figure 38, Lhc

FM] = +1 l/2). Posi[ivc values of (hc FMI —

indicate stability: minus values, instability.

Fawhush and Miller classit’y lhc relative

stahilily O( soundings w; follows:

● FM I greater than + I Rclalivcly slabtc

●FM] between () and -2: Slightly unstahlc

sFMI bc[wccn -2 and -6 Modcralciy IInstublc

●FM I lower than -6 Strongly unskrblc

of FM I ami S1 are usually quite sitniliir.

(occasionally, ht)wcvcr, significant dillcrcnccs (~cur

when the mois(urc value at 850 mb is nm M

rcprcscnlativc 01 the Iaycr below {hat pressure as when

a subsidence inversion is located just below %50 mb.

Since the FM I ronsidcrs more ini’orrnalion atxmI the

rm)i it url’ Ytil IIcs, 11 appears 10 he m{)rc rcprcscnlal ivc

that the S[, H(~wcvcr, computa[i(m ol lhc Showalk’r

Index IS much easier, and In rnwry (ascs is (II

c(m~par:ll}lt ulilil}.
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Figure 38. Computation of the Fawbush-Miller Stablllty Index (FMI).

5.24.5. The Martin Index (Ml). This stabilily index,

devised by Dehmce Martin, is claimed (o be more

sensitive m low-level moisture than ether the Showaltcr

or FM Indexes 135]. It is evaluated on [he Skew T Chart

as follows: Draw the saturation adiabat intersecting the

lempemlum-sounding curve al 500” mb past the hcigh[ t)f
maximum mixing ratio. Find the intersection of (his line

with lhe saturation mixing-ratio line tirough the

maximum rnixing-ralio value in (he sounding. From lhis

intersection, draw a dry adiaba[ 10 intersect tic 850-mh

line. Algchraically subtract the souncling temperature a[

850 mh from the temperature at lhe latter intcrscc[i(m.

The rcsulling number (including its tilgcbraic sign) is Ihc

Manin lndcx. With a marked bw-level lurtwlcncc or

subsidence inversion, [he rcfcrcncc height is Likl>n as Ihc

height of (hc base of tie inversion ins[cad of 850 Inh.

5.24.6. The Best Lifted Index (ELI). The RLI WaS

developed by Fujita, who noted thal n lifted index (L1 )

computed from a fixed level, such as the surluce, might

misrepresent the slability of Lhc air muss bccausc the hasc

of an updraft or unsurblc layer will vary from point to

poin{ in the lower m~pt~spherc.

Procedure: Compute an LI for two or nltm points in Ihc

Iaycr between lhe surface and 1,6(N) mclcrs A(; L. The

algebraic difference bet wccn the temperature ol” lhc Ii! ted

parcel and i[s cnvironmcn[ defines ~hc Ll, The B1.1 is the

most unstable VOIUCof all 1.[s c(m]pu(cd Irol)l (Iii’1(’r(’nt

lc\cls, Any numhcr of poinl~ tw[wmcn (hc surl:lcc and

I .6(M) mclcrs c(mld hc uwl.
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5.24.7. The Model Lifted Index. The Model Lif[cd

Index procedure uses variables available al ini[ial and

forecast limes. Lifted Index from the LFM is Lrmsmimxi

in FOUS bulletins (FRH 60-78).

Procedure; The boundary layer mean temperature and

relative humidity values apply at mid-layer and arc used

m determine the dew point and temperature of a parcel al
Z5 mb ~~VC lhc model (crrain at each of [he grid pOlnL\.

Parcels at the mid-point of (he boundary layer arc first

Iif(cd dry adiabatically to samration (LCL), then moist

adiabatically m the 5(K)-mb Icvel. The resultant

tcmpcmturcs al 5(M mb arc compared 10 the initial i~.c(f

(or ftmxast) 5(N)-mb Icrnpemturcs a( each grid poim to

give the initial and forecml Model Lif[cd Index. The

inilial (Jr f’orccasl lcmpcralure al 500 mb minus the parcel

[cmpertiturc is the M(Nicl I.ifle(i Index. The LFM LI can

be inwrprelcd as onc similar to a sudacc-based LI.

5.24.8. The NGM Lifted Index is similar m [ha[ from

the LFM, but the boundary layer (35 mb) is not as lhick

as that in the LFM (50 rob). The boundary layer N~M LI

thcrcl’iwc, reprcscnls a surPdcc-basexi LI even more thim

dOCS the LFM L1.

5.24.9. The “K” Index is a measure of Lhunderworm

Potcmial based on vertical tcmpcraturc lapse role,

moisture content of the lower titmosphere, and vertical

extent of the moiw layer. 1( is derived arithmetically and

d(scs not require a plouc~i soun(iing, The tcmpcraturc

difi’crcncc between 850 and 5(X) mb is used to

pnmmctcrizc the vcrticai tcmpcmturc Iapsc ralc. The

X5(hmb (icw point provi(ies inlorrna(ion on the moisture

c(mlcn[ of the i(mcr atmosphere. The vertical ex(cnt of

[hc m(}ist iaycr is rrprcscntc(i by the 700-mb

Icmpcraturc-(icw poinl dcprcwion.

!’rocedure:

K = (X50-mh (crop minus 5(N)-mb tcmp pius 850-mh (iew

in)in[ minus 70f)-mb (icw p)int (ieprcssion),

Wilh the K in(i<’x, the higher the posi(ivc numhcr, the

greater [bc Iikciib(rnxi ()[ [hun(icrst(wm (icvt’lopm(mt.

lnctusion 01 (hc 7(M)-!nh (icw iwint (icprcwi(m biases i[ in

favor of “air mil$s” [ypc thun(ierslonns, und it w{mkf

better (McNuit y, 1983 ) for non-severe convection. The _

K Index is aiso an important imiex for forecasting heavy

min. Moishrre at 850 and 7(X) mb impiics the prcscncc

of a deep moist iayer; i.e., iarge vaiues of prccipitabic

woler. No(e: This index cannot be reiiabiy cornputcd for

mountain stations.

Aithough K index vaiues can be corrcia(cd 10 a

probability of thunderstorm occurrcncc, these vaiucs wiii

vary with seasons, ioca[ions, and synoptic sct(ings. The

vaiues iisted beiow work best. for the ccntmi United

Sta[cs in summer,

K INDEX % PROBABILITY OF THUNDERSTORMS

K<15 Zero

i 5 to 20 20?+

2i to 25 20-4(MC

26 to 30 40-60%”
311035 60-%07C”

361040 X()-9()7C

K >40 Nciw 100%”

5.24.10, The “KO’ index. The ~crman Weather

Bureau ~Dcu(sctrs ‘,V(vlerdicnst) crcatcd the KO i!’(icx _

(o estimate the poten[iai for lhun(icrstorms in Euroi~.

The index is the avcrdgc mi(f-icvei equivalent polcntiai

tcmWraturc minus (he average iow-lcvci cquiviiicnt

poten(ial temperature. The KO index is more sensitive to

moisture lhan other, more traditional, stai~iii[y indices,

K() = (eE ffx) + eh 700) _ (9,: 850 +20,: I J)(M))
“~—

where: OF = equivalent potential ternperalurc

500=500mb

700=7(Khnb

8W=fisOmh

1,000=1 ,(K)Omb.

F“

KO INDEX LIKELIHOOD .~ THUNDERSTORMS

>6 Low

?-6 M()(icri][(>
~~ Hi~h
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5.24.11. The Thompeon Index (Tl). TI is used to

delennine he severity of thunderstorms in the Rocky

Mountains.

TI = K1 - L1,

where K[ is the K index (Pam 5.24.8) and L] is (he lifted

index (Panr 5.24.2).

I TI THUNDERSTORM INTENSITY
m) No Thunderstorms I
20-29 Isolated, Weak

30-34 Moderate

>35 Severe

5.24.12. Total Totals (lT). The Total Totafs index

was introduced by Miller (1972) for identifying potcnlial

arws of thunderstorm development. Total Totals is

actually the sum of two other convective indices: the

Verlical Totals (VT) and Cross Totals (CT); that is,

T-r= VT plus (X = (850-rob lcmp plus 85fJmb dew

point) minus 2(500-mb temp).

Vettlcal Totals (VT).

VT= 850-mb temp minus 500-mb temp (“C).

The number represented by VT expresses the lapse rate

between (WO constant pressure surfaces. Although VT

will usually be 26 or Lxtter before convection and

thunderstorm activity develops, Mat value is no

guarantee that there will be thunderstorm activily.

In the west, where most thunderstorms are of the

orographic or air mass variety, VT correlates with

thunderstorm activity best the greater the VT, the
greater the conditional instability. In the wesl,

significant moisture at 700 or 500 mb is sufficient to

initiate thunderstorms. “Significant moisture,” in this

cw+e, is defined as a 700- or 500-rob” temperamre-dew

point spread of 6 degrees or less, a dew point of -17 ‘C

or warmer at 500 mb, or a dew poinl of () ‘C or warmer

al 700 mb.

West of the Rockies, the VT thresholds shown in (he

following Iablc generally correlate wilh lhundcrs[orms if

mid-level moisture is available. Completely dry

soundings may show high vertical lolals, but cannot

suppo~ lhundcrs(orm development w ilhou[ suflic icn[

moisture al some Icvcl.

VT THUNDERSTORM ACTIVITY
% kohdted

29 to 32 Few

32 Scatlered

Cruss Totals (CT).

CT= 850-mb dew point minus 500-rob temp (“C).

The value represented by CT combines a measure O(

low-level moisture with temperatures alofl. Moist

850-rob dew poinls and cold 500-mb tcmperalurcs yield

high CT values. Although CT will usually be al or above

18 before thunderstorm activity develops, the value is not

a guarmee of thunderstorm development.

As mentioned earlier, VT measures the vertical lapse mtc

while CT incorporates low-level moislure. Although VT

may be a better indicator of thunderstorm activity in one

region or during certain situations, and although the CT

may carry more weight in cermin regions and situations,

lhe Total Totals index ha.. shown it.self to be a more

reliable predictor of severe weather activity.

The general IT convection threshold is 44. Weak

potential for heavy thunderstorms is 50; for moderate,

50 to 55, and for strong, greater than 55. Nom, however,

that threshold convection values for ~ vary

considerably across the Uniled States. Forecas(crs

should check NWS Regional Technical AtlachmenLs or

Technical Memoranda for threshold values applicable to

a given area.

NOTE: Use Total I’otak with careful attetiion to eilhcr t b

Cross Totals or Jhe low-level moisture since it is possible 10

have large Total Totak due to the temperature lapse rafe with

little supporf ing low-level moisture.

5.24.13. SWEAT index. The Severe Weather Thretil

Index (SWEAT) is used 10 estimate the scvcrc weather

polcmial of a given air mass. SWEAT is computed (mm

five lerms thal contribute to severe weather polcnlial;

these terms are:

● Low-level moisture (850-mb dew point)

● Instability (Tolal Totals)

● Low-level jet (850-rob wind speed)

● Upper-level jel (500-rob” wind spwd)

● Warm wfvcc[ion (veering between 850 [ind 5(K) mb)
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[f Lhc rcporling swim is higher lfran 850 mb, usc the

tcmpcramm and depression at the top of the surf’acc Iaycr

(surface pressure minus 100 mb) in place of the 850-rob

lcmpcrirlurc and depression.

Usc [he wind reported CIOSCSI10 18JO() f[ MSL as [hc

5(K)-mb wind speed.

SWEAT= 12D + 20(T-49) + 21X + f5 + 125( S+().2)

where:

D = fi50-mh dcw point in dcgrccs Celsius (if D is

ncga(ivc, sei the term m zero)

1%= !f50-mb wind speed in knots

15 = 5(N)-mh wind speed in knots

S = Sin (5( K)-mh wind direction - 850-rob wind

dirccti[m)

T = “TouI Totals” in degrees Ccl$ius (il T is

Icss lhan 49, set ihc term 20(T419 ) 10 zero)

The cnlirc shear !crm I I 25( S+().2) ] is set (o Z.cro when

tiny ol lhc followirrg tour conditions are nol met:—

●850-mh wind dircc[ion is from 130-2500”

.Sof)-mb wind dircc[ion is from 210-3100

●50f)-mh wind direction minus f350-mb wind

dirccti(m is posilivc

●B()[h [hc 850- and 500-mh” wind speeds arc a( least

15 knots.

N()’I’E: No [t’rm In (he formu[(l m(iv he rrej.)(1(1v<).

Applications:

Commonly accepted SWEAT index threshold vahrcs

used by the Air Force are usually 300 for severe

thunderstorms and 4(X) for mrnadoes. 1[ must be

crnphasized fhal the SWEAT index is only tin indication

of the po[crrtial for severe weather; that is, a high

SWEAT index for a given lime and area does not rncirn

(I1oLsevere wearher is occurring or delini(cly will occur.

Although SWEAT shows the polenlial for scvcrc

wcalhcr, some kind of triggering mechanism is still

necessary 10 scl il off.

Expcrierwc has shown tial although high SWEAT wrlucs

ctin occur in lhc morning (based on (he 12002” sounding)

wiltrout concurrent severe convective wealhcr, the

potcn[ial is usually rcalimd if {he predicted value for Ihc

almmoon and cvcnirrg is also high. Ahhough h)w

observed values ol the SWEAT index alrnos[ ccrttiinly

rncan lhcrc is no scvcrc wcalher occurring, those values

can increase dramatically during a 12-hour period.

Note lhat (he SWEAT index a((cmpts (o incorporate h(~th

thermodynamic information (850-rnh dcw poinl, T(mil

Totals) and kinetic information (which favors strong low

and mid-level 11OW with winds veering with hcigbl).

SWEAT, hcrcforc, is more lhan a lypical “stibilily”

index.

The SWEAT index should nol be used w predict

ordinary thunderstorms. Usc of the shear lcrm and

minirnurn values for ihc slabilily (To(als) and wind speed

Lerms were specifically y designed m disc rim intilc hc(wccn

ordinary and severe thunderstorms.

5.24.14. Bulk Richardson Number (R). The bulk

Richardson number is lhe ratio of posi(ivc buoyant

energy within the layer of free convection 10 one-hall’ (hc

square of the shear vector in lhe first 6 km above [hc

surface. Values of R less that 50 indiealc Potcmial for

scvcrc storm deve Iopment. Values grca[cr lhan 50 arc

associa[cd with weaker, rnullicellcd storms. Bcctiusc O(

i[s complexity, R is bcs[ calculated on a compuler. For

more dclail, see ‘Tbc Dcpcndcnce of Nurncrici]ll}

Simula(ed Convcctivc Storms on Vertical Wind Shcilr

and Buoyancy, by M.L. Wcisman and J,B. Klcmp,

Mc>n[hlv H’c(llh($r Review, June 1986, pp. 514-520.
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.B=g J
e(z) - G(z) ~z,

?J (z)

where 6(z) detirux (he moist adiabatic ascent of a

representative surface parcel and the integral is taken

over the vertical interval where the Iifwd pamcl is

warmer than its environment (positive area on (he

Skew T). ~(z) represenL$ the environmental potential

temperature profile.

5.24.15 The Dynamic Index: This index works best

for “air mass” thunderstorms.

Procedure:

Compute the CCL using a mean mixing ralio for the

lower 100 mb of the sounding. From the CCL, follow a

sa(ura(ion adiabat to the 50fLmb Icvcl. Algebraically

subtract the 500-rob temperature of the parcel from (he

observed 5(N)-mb temperature. Negative numbers

indicate conditional instability, and posi[ive numbers

indicate .$mhili(y.

NOTE: I“he condition necessary for instability here is
tha( (he surface [emperalure he high enough [o allow an
air parcel to ri,se dry adiabtuicaliy to at Ica.rt the height

. of the CCL before in!ersec[ing [he temperature’ curve If
thiscondition is met, free convection will occur and
thundcrstorms will develop.

5.24.16. The Upper-Level Instability Index (Ul)
was developed by the NWS Western Region as a simple

method of assessing the potential for strong gusts

associated with high-level thunderstorms (those with

bases between 17 and 18 thousand feet), which arc fairly

common in the western United Stales from May through

September. These storms are often associated with

strong, gusty surface winds and “dry lightning. ”

Precipitation, if any, seldom reaehes the ground, but

virga is common.

Two requircmenLs are necessary for the development of

these s(orms:

●The upper Icvcl (above 12,000 ft MSL) musl be

convcctivcly unstable, and

.Thc lower level must he dry.

A good measure of Iowcr-level moiwurc is the 700-rob

(!CW poin( depression, Determination of upper Icvcl

stability is dckm]ined by a parcel index similar (o (he

Showaltcr lndcx, A parcel at 500 mb is Iif[cd 10 its L.(1’l..

From the LCL, it follows a saturation adiaba( through (he

400-mb level to the 300-mb level. The index is the sum

of the algebraic dil fcrence between the ambient

temperature and the temperature of the lifted parcel at

4(KI and 300 mb.

Convective Gust Potential Forecast Procedure:

Step 1. Multiply the 500-rob dew point depression by

d-wee and subtract the 700-rob dew point depression

from the result. If the number is negalive, proceed,

but if the number is positive, there is no gust Polcn(ial,

Step 2. Compute the upper-level instability index

(Ul) by lifting a parcel from 500 mb to iLs LCL, then

up the moist adiaba( through 400 mb to 300 mb.

UI = (T,(m~ - Tw).ti P.,.,1j + (T,,)(l.fi- Tw,.ti ,“LC,)

Step 3. Using the 700-rob” depression and the

computed UI, locate a point on the gmph in Figure

-1Areab

Area 3

Area 1

T
Area 2

\

Upper Level Stability Index [Ul)

Figure .78a. Con vective Gust Potential Graph.

If the point loeatcd in Step 3 falls in:

Area 1: 11is toomoist for strong convective gusls

even though thunderstorms may occur.

Area 2: It is too stable Ior upper Icvcl thundcrsttmms,

Area 3: (’onsicicr a mci watch advisory for gus(s

ahx)vc N) knots [’br Ihc period during which

thundcrsl(mns arc cxpcclc(l.

Area 4: Consider a wcalher warning l’or gusts tihovc

40 knoLs (or the pcri(xi during which thunderstorms

arc expcclcd,
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5.24.17. Summary of Stablllty Index Values and using some of the stability indices discussed in this

Their Results. The summary tables on the next two
—

chapter. The potentials shown are “first guess,” and do

pages show the more important values to consider when nol rellect mid-level moisture or upper Icvel instability.

LIFTED INDEX (LQ’ Thunderstorm Indications

()10 -2 Thunderstorms possible--good trigger mechanism needed

I -3 (0 -5 Unstable--thunderstorms probable

I less than -5 Very unsmble--heavy m strong thunderstorm potential

SHOWALTER INDEX (Sl~

3 to I

() 10-3

-4 to -6

less lhan -6

Thunderstorm Indlcatlons

Thunderslomn possible--s(rong trigger needed

Unslable--thundcrstorms probable

Very unstable--good heavy thunderstorm po(errtial

Extremely unstable--good strong thunderstorm potential

L

I
K INDEX K INDEX

West of Rocklesl East of Rockies2 Alrrnass Thunderstorm Probabllfty

less than 15 less than 20 None

I 51020 20 to 25 Isolated thunderstorms

21 [() 2s 261030 Widely scattered thunderstorms

26 to 30 31 1035 Scattered thunderstorms

above 30 ahovc 35 Numerous lhundcrsmrms

Now: K Lwluc m(ly nol Iw rcprc,wnla[iw) of ilirma~~ if iY50-ml) icw’[ i.{ near surface. N’c,$k’rn

( / ,S LYIIU(’.Sdrc fi)rccd (O (Jppro rlma(c (Jrc(l I (~~cr(~KC u.fcd hv (;r(wpc.2
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WEST OF THE ROCKIES (with adequate moisture):
VERTICAL TOTALS (VT) Exf)ti:

<28 No thunderstorms

291032 Few thunderstorms

>32 Scattered thunderstorms

WEST OF THE ROCKIES:

TOTAL TOTALS (TT)l =

48 Isolated or few thunderstorms

52 Scattered thunderstorms, few of mcderate intensity

55 Scattered thunderstorms, few of moderate intensi[y, isolated severe

58 Scattered thundersmrrns, few .scvere, isolated tornadoes

61 Scattered to numerous thunderstorms, few to scattered severe, few tornadoes

64 Numerous thunderstorms, scattered severe, scamxcd tornadoes

EAST OF THE ROCKIES3 (Total Totals Most Important):
CROSS TOTALS VERTICAL TOTALS TOTAL TOTALS Expect :

18-19* 26 or more* 44 Isolated or few thundcrsmrrns

20-21 26 or more 46 Scaltered thunderstorms

22-23 26 or more 48 Scattered thunderslorms,isoialcd

severe thunderstorms

24-25 26 or more 50 Scattered thunderstorms, Icw

severe thunderslonns, isolated

mmadoes

26-29 ~(j or more 52 Scaucred m numerous thundcr-

stonns, (CW 10 scaltc red scvcrc

[hundcrstorms, few tornadocs

30 ~~ or more 56 Numcrnus lhundcrstorms,

scottcrcd severe ~hundcrskmn~,

scattcrcd lorrmdocs

*l:IcqI~ iIIIrngk mncd! ate [iulf (’wst and t>bcr [hc <iull!itrcarn, where [h<,(’l ,.Iuc I.,MII) 16 ,M m,m, and h VI baluc I. cml, 2,1 c,r mtm
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Chapter 6

ANALYSIS OF DISC ON TIN UITIES AND STABLE

LAYERS

6.1. Introduction. The prevailing condition of
the atmosphere is stable, with stratification
into distinct layers. The mean lapse rate,
above the surface layer affected by noc -
turnal radiation inversions and daytime sur-
face heating, is near the saturation adiabatic
up to the mid-troposphere, above which the
mean lapse rate becomes increasingly stable
with altitude. A typical sounding in any
region and season will be stable over the
greater part of its height and the stable parts
will be divided into layers of different degree
of stability.

For various reasons the analysis of the stabil-
ity features of soundings is as important for
forecasting as the analysis of the instability
features. Although much of the weather that
is of operational concern is associated with
instability, the forecasting of i ns t a b i 1i t y
weather generally is made from a currently
stable condition and certain features of the
stable structure are critical for the possibil-
ity of instability developing. M o r e o v e r,
certain cloud, fog, and visibility conditions
are associated with absolute stability. Stable
layers are significant as indications of the
kind of flow (smooth versus turbulent), of the
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possibilities for vertical and lateral mixing,
and hence for the diffusion and transport of
heat, moisture, aerosols, and momentum.

Two properties of the stability are of interest:
The degree of stability (as indicated by the
lapse rate) and the discontinuities of the lapse
rate which mark the boundaries of each layer
(so-called “laminar”) of different stability.

6.2. Classification of Stable Layers. The
types of stability have been described in
Chapter 5. Stable layers of two kinds were
defined: absolutely stable and conditional.

The absolutely stable layers can be subdivided
into three ~~11- rec~gnized typ$zs: inve?’sion2~
isothermal , and stable-lapse- layers.

It has been customary to attempt to identify
and describe these layers in terms of a single
physical process supposedly the cause. The
results of this must be rather arbitrary in
many cases, because in Nature several of the
causes are often operating simultaneously.
Moveover, for many of the stable layers the
recognition of the cause cannot be made with
any assurance from the soundings alone.

20
The free-air temperature normally decreases with altitude in the troposphere. However, fre-
quently soundings show shallow layers where a reversal of the normal lapse rate occurs and
the temperature increases with altitude or” inverts.” These layers are called “inversions, ” or
more specifically, tempevatwe inversions. The prime characteristic of the inversion is the
great stability of the air within the inversion layer.

21Alayer through which the temperature does not change with height.

~*Any stable layer in which the temperature decreases with height (excludes isothermal and
inversions).
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The analysis of the stable layers cannot be
made independently of their boundary dis-
continuities (see par. 6.3) even though fore-
casters freely shift their attention from layer
to discontimrity and vice versa as the situation
and problem at hand may dictate. Whether one
prefers to think of an “inversion” asa layer or
as a discontinuity (strictly speaking, the base
or top of the inversion) depends on the con-
text and is mainly a difference in emphasis.

6.3. Synoptic Discontimit[es. The usually-
recognized “ synoptic discontinuities” are:
fronts, bases of subsidence and turbulence
inversions, and t?’opopauses. These are con-
sidered “ important discontinuities” in routine
analysis and forecasting. Their location and
identification are only partly made from raob
soundings, however, and their importance

likewise is judged largely by other fac-
tors.

6.4. The ‘Unexplained Discontinuities.” one
sees in the soundings many prominent dis-
continuities (as well as many lesser ones)
that are ignored in conventional analysis, be-
cause their significance has not been obvious
and no acceptable models for their interpreta-
tion have been developed. With the present
spacing of sounding s t a ti o ns and existing
coding procedures, it is difficult to trace any
time and space continuity that may exist in
many of the discontinuities observed in the
transmitted sou ndi rigs, unless they are
obviously accounted for by fronts or other
familiar features on synoptic charts.

These ‘(unexplained discontinuities, ” espe-
cially when they are widespread or persist-
ent, may often be of practical importance
because of their effect on turbulent diffusion
and cIoud formation, not to mention errors
in analysis resulting from confusing them with
fronts, etc.

The fact that m a n y of the unexplained dis-

contlnultles seen in the regularly transmitted

soundings probably have a synoptic-scale
extent and history, IS brou~ht out by researrh
studies [ 23 ] using a spec Ml detailed eval -

uation and .~nalysis of the mobs. These

studies also indicate there are many smaller
discontinuities of similar nature which are
“smoothed out” by the standard evaluation
and coding procedures for raobs. An example
of one of these detailed raob analyses will be
instructive [ 23 ] , Figure 39 shows on a
single adiabatic diagram a group of such

detailed soundings for 15002, 29 March 1956.
The great detail in these soundings was
obtained by recomputing the evaluations from
the original recorder records with less
smoothing and retaining additional significant
points that would be taken out by the coding
procedure. The comparison of the soundings,
which lie along a northwest-southeast line
from Bismarck to Cape Hatteras, is effected
by an extension of the hypothesis, first sug-
gested by Palm&, that individual tropopauses
are conservative along potential temperature
surfaces [ 7 1 . The application of this
hypothesis to other non-frontal discontin-
uities than tropopauses was given consider-
able justification by the experience with
isentropic-chart analysis carried on routine-
ly in the United States during 1938-1942;
these charts seemed to show a m a rke d
tendency for the air flow and the stratifi-
cation of the atmosphere to parallel isen-
tropic surfaces, as pred~cted on theoretical —
grounds by Shaw and Rossby [ 45 ] .

Note in Figure 39 that several prominent
discontinuities in the troposphere conserve
a similar shape and intensity from station
to station while sloping through a great range
in height. Relating them to the isentropes
(dry adiabats) on the diagram, one can readily
see that each of t h es e discontinuities lies
within small limits along a particular isen-
trope. The isentropic cross-section for the
same soundings shown in Figure 40, reveals
this tendency more clearly. The thin, solid
lines on the cross-sections are isolines of
potential temperature drawn for each whole
%. Packing of the isentropes on a vertical
cross- section indicates 1a y e rs of the at-
mosphere which are very stable (the greater
the pa:king, the greater the stability). The

great spatial extent of many of these stable

layers (“laminars”), each associated with

essentially the s~me “bu[ldlc” of isentropes,
is evident in this figure. The accuracy and
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spacing of the isentropes on this cross-
section anaylsis have been corroborated by
the constant-pressure and isentropic charts,
trajectory analysis, and use of thermal-wind
relationships. Another interesting feature is
the continuity of some tropopause “leaves”
with discontinuities reaching far down into
the troposphere (see par. 6.10.0).

6.5. Radiation Inversions and Layers. Noc-

turnal and polar radiation inversions are
formed when the lowest layers of the at:
mosphere are c 001 e d by contact with the
radiationally- cooled earth’s su r f a c e (see
par. 5.11 .2). The depth and lapse rate of the
cooled layer will depend on the wind speed,
amount of cloud, type of surface, and number
of hours of darkness, as well as on the initial
temperature difference between the air mass
and ground [ 63 1. An exampleofa sound-
ing showing a nocturnal radiation inversion
with calm conditions is seen in Figure 41.
Wind tends to convert this structure to that
of a turbulence inversion (see par. 6.7) which
has its base at some level above the ground.
All transitions between the two states are
commonly observed. Often only a stable
ground layer without inversion is found under
nocturnal radiation conditions, a “radiation
layer” which might be a pre-inversion stage
but more probably is a light wind effect.

6.6. Subsidence Inversions and Layers. A
subsidence layer is one which has undergone
a general sinking. In the lower and middle
troposphere, the sinking is manifested by
vertical shrinking associated with horizontal
divergence, as discussed in paragraph 5.14.6.
Since widespread subsidence is directly in-
volved in the creation and maintemnce of
high-pressure areas, subsidence layers in
some degree are evident in nearly all anti-
cyclones at some stage of their development.
These layers are apt to be deep and pro-
nounced in the so-called “warm highs, ” both
in the tropics and mid-latitudes, in the polar
high-pressure caps, and in rapidly equator-
ward- moving polar air masses (“cold highs”).

The most striking feature of a well-developed
subsidence layer is the inversion at its base
with a strong upward decrease of moisture

Figure 41. Nocturml Radlaticm Inverslfm (1000 to 900 rob).

through the inversion (“dry inversion”) and
often continuing a great distance above it, as
illustrated in both Figures 42 and 43. Above
the discontinuity at the base of the layer
(whether an inversion or merely a stabili-
zation) is usually found a rather deep layer
of stable, dry air. These features and the
location of the sounding station within a
high-pressure system are usualIy sufficient
to identify a marked subsidence layer, pro-
vided the possibility of confusion with an
overlying cold or warm front is carefully
eliminated. (The katafront type of cold front
can easily be confused with a subsidence
inversion; see par. 6.9.1. )

The subsidence layer associated with a sub-
tropical high cell (example in Figure 42) is
usually deep and persistent, and over a given
portion of the cell, especially in the central
and western parts, the height of the inversion
base is usually nearly constant. However, the
height over a particular point does vary with
time, due to the passage of migratory troughs,
easterly waves, and the movement of the
parent high ceil. The subtropical inversion
lowers and becomes very strong over the cold
waters off the west coast of the continents.
In the tropics these inversions are generally
known as “trade-wind inversions. ” However,
the term “trade-wind inversion” is also often
used colloquially to indicate merely a stable
layer associated with a rapid falling off of
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moisture with height, rather than actual tem - going conversion from the cold to the warm
pe~ature inversion. The California coastal
inversion is an example of a “trade-wind
inversion” which persists for long periods in
the summer and is removed only by a marked
change in the prevailing pressure pattern.
Unless the troughs and lows can be forecast,
continuity and climatology are the best tools
for forecasting the height of subsidence in-
versions in subtropical highs. (Sources of
data on the subtropical inversion are given
in [ 6 1 [ 51 1 and AWS-TR-241).

Figure 43 is an example of a subsidence layer
and inversion in a southward moving fresh
polar air mass. The surface cold front passed
40 hours previously and is identified in the
sounding by the inversion at about 650 mb
(see par. 6.9.1).

A subsidence-inversion surface in a large
high in the middle latitudes which is under-

~ype - is often dome shaped, though the inver-
sion tends to be stronger and lower on the
eastern side. Such a subsidence inversion is
usually highest over the center of the surface
anallobaric (pressure-rise) field. As the high
passes over a given station, the inversion
base will first be observed to rise and then
lower [ 44 1.

If it lowers too near the ground, as often
happens near the periphery of a high, the
inversion is likely to be modified or masked
by frontal precipitation and by such surface
effects as mixing (turbulence), convection, or
radiation. Therefore, in the peripheral region
it may be especially difficult to distinguish
the subsidence inversion from frontal and
turbulence inversions (see pars. 6.7 and
6,9.1).

-

—
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6.7. Turbulence Inversions and Layers. The
movement of air over an uneven surface
causes turbulence and vertical mixing. This
mixing, in turn, causes the temperature lapse
rate through the mixed layer to change toward
the dry adiabatic (or saturation adiabatic if
the moisture content and depth of the layer
are great enough for the MCL to be reached -
see par. 4,21), For an initially stable lapse
rate, this means a decrease in temperature
at the top of the mixed layer and a tempera-
ture increase at its base (i. e., at the surface).

The process is illustrated in Figure 44, which
shows how a sounding would be affected by
surface-frictional turbulent m ixi ng in the
simplest case (no cloud formation, no con-
vergence, evaporation, radiation, nor advec -
tion effects).

On this sounding, the layer from the surface
to 850 mb has been thoroughly mixed by low-

2)

level mechanical turbulence. As a result, the
temperature lapse rate through the layer be-
comes dry-adiabatic, and an inve r sion
developes at the top of the mixed layer 2J The
turbulent m i xi n g also a c ts to bring the
moisture content to a constant value through-
out the entire layer. This, in turn, means that
the Td curve for the unsaturated layer be-

comes parallel to the saturation mixing-ratio
lines, that is, the mixing ratio of the turbu-
lently-mixed layer becomes constant with
height. The relative humidity is decreased
at the bottom and increased at the top of the
layer.

The lag in the m o is t u r e element on the
radiosonde (see pars. 7.5.0 through 7.5.3 and
[ 17 1) causes the moisture reported at the
top of the mixed layer to be somewhat too
low and therefore the plotted Td curve in such

a layer may never actually become complete-
ly parallel to the saturation mixing-ratio
lines.

If the origiml moisture content of the mixed
layer is sufficiently high and the mixing deep
enough, saturation will be reached in the upper
portions of the mixed layer. The effect of this
process on a sounding is shown in Figure 45.
Here the 900- to 850-mb lay e r becomes
saturated as a result of the turbulent mixing
of the layer between the surface (1000 mb)
and 850 mb.

From a systematic point of view, the decision
as to the future formation of a turbulence in-
version would revolve around an estimate of
the depth of the layer that will mix. The depth
estimate depends basically on the expected
wind speed, roughness of the underlying ter-
rain, and the original lapse rate in the lower
layers. If the overall initial or expected lapse
rate indicates only slight stability, turbulent

“If the turbulence causing such an inversion is due solely to the roughness of the ground or
water surface, the inversion will not be higher than a few thousand feet above the earth’s sur-
face. When surface heating becomes an additional factor the inversion may be much higher.
High inversions are not known to occur solely as result of turbulence within the “free air, ”
but undoubtedly turbulence helps to accentuate or diffuse some inversions and discontiuities
already formed aloft by other processes.
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mixing may e as i 1y extend to great heights
without forming a marked inversion. There
are often complicating factors. For example,
vigorous cloud formation, convergence, up-
slope lifting~ or additional convection from
surface heating, tend to make a deeper mixed
layer. On the o t h e r hand, divergence or
continued radiation cooling tend to make a
shallower mixed layer.

In face of these complications, experience is
probably the best basis for predicting the
depth of the turbulent mixing at any particu-
lar station; in this connection it is important
to visualize the depth as a function of time,
there being an ultimate maximum depth which
is approached asymptotically as long as the
constellation of factors continues unchanged.
Once a first approximation to the expected
depth has been estimated, the equal-area
method can be used to find the appropriate
dry-adiabat and saturation mixing-ratio line.
This procedure is illustrated in Figure 44. If
these two lines intersect within the layer as
shown in Figure 45, the portion of the layer
above the intersection is saturated w i t h a
lapse rate equal to the saturation adiabatic
lapse rate.

—
The complications mentioned above are due to
the fact that turbulent mixing generally occurs
in conjunction with various other important
atmospheric processes. T y p i c a 1 synoptic
combinations are cited by Petterssen [ 47 1.
In the common case of warm air moving over
cold ground, the mean temperature of the
mixed layer gradually decreases and the in-
version intensifies and lowers. In cold air
moving over a warm surface, the tempera-
ture of the mixed layer gradually increasqs,
the inversion weakens and rises, and ulti-
mately may be eliminated.

6.8. Convection Inversions. Often when the
troposphere is generally stable with a con-
ditional lapse rate, vigorous dry or moist
convection from surface heating or low-
level convergence extends well up into the
stable region with widespread and continued
overshooting (see par. 5.1). The overshooting
produces either a slight inversion or more
generally a shallow very stable layer just

above or at the top of the convection layer
[ 16 1. This effect is difficult to distin-
guish from effects of subsidence, and in the
tropics sometimes the results become identi-
cal with low tropopauses [ 29 ].

6.9.0. Frontal Surfaces and Zones. The
front separates two different air masses
[ 27 1. Each air mass has characteristics
which were acquired in its source region, but
which have been modified through changes
caused by vertical motions, surface tempera-
ture influences, addition of moisture from
evaporation of precipitation falling through
the cold air mass, etc.

Frontal zones are often difficult to identify
on a plotted sounding. The reasons for this
will be brought out in the discussions to follow.

6.9.1. Temperature Characteristics of Fron-
tal Zones. The T curve on the plotted sound-
ing is the basic reference for locating frontal
zones aloft. If the front were a sharp dis-
continuity, the T curve should show a clear-
cut inversion separating the lapse rates
typical of the CO!CIand warm air masses.
On the sounding shown in Figure 46, such a
frontal inversion is indicated between 700 and
650 mb. However, a shallow isothermal or
relatively stable layer (horizontal zone) is
the more usual indication of a well-defined
front. Frequently, the frontal boundary is so
weak, distorted, or confused with other dis-
continuities, that frontal identification is
very uncertain. Some of the conditions re-
sponsible for this difficulty are:

a. An air mass is rarely entirely without
some internal stratification d u e to sub-
sidence, shear, turbuler. ce, and advec~ion.
This “layering” within an air mass shows up
as irregularities in the temperature sounding
(see par. 6.4). The sounding shown in Figure
47 illustrates such minor stratification within
an air mass. These effects may combine with
others (see below) to create a lapse- rate dis-
continuity which resembles that of a frontal
zone.

b. Vertical motions w i t h i n the two air
masses distort the original temperature con-
trast across the front, especially in the case
of cold fronts. The vertical motion in the air
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masses associated with Bergeron’s [121
two common types of cold fronts (see also par.
6.9.5) is shown in Figures 48a and 49a. An
“anaflont, ” a cold front which produces a
widespread band of weather (see Figure 48a),
is associated with downslope motion (sub-
sidence and divergence) of the cold air and
widespread upslope motion in the overrunning
warm air. This process serves to decrease
the temperature contrast across the front,
thus weakening the frontal discontinuity. How-
ever, wh e n condensation (warming) takes
place in the warm air mass and there is
evaporation of rain falling (cooling) through
the cold air, the contrast across the front
is likely to be maintained or increased. A
“katafront,” a cold front which is character-
ized by a narrow weather band (see Figure
49a), is associated with downslope motion in
the warm air over the higher reaches of the
frontal surface. T he descending warm air
mass is warmed adiabatically, and the tem -

perature contrast a c r oss the front is in-
creased, thus strengthening the f r o n t a 1
discontinuity. Exam p 1es of temperature
soundings taken t h r o u g h an anafront and
through a katafront are shown in Figures 48b
and 49b, respectively.

c. The usual subsidence within the south-
ward-moving cold air often creates one or
more inversions or discontinuities in lapse
rate below the frontal inversion (see in Figure
43, the 800- to 770-mb layer), These lower
discontinuities can be mistaken for a true
frontal zone; also, they may be so close to
the frontal zone that only one deep inversion
or stable layer is evident. An example of
a sounding indicating a frontal layer and a
subsidence layer in close proximity is shown
in Figure 50. On this sounding, a subsidence
layer from 870 to 820 mb is stronger than
the frontal layer from 740 to, 680 mb. The
low Td values of the 870- to 820-mb layer

identify this layer as one caused by sub-
sidence. However, if precipitation were to fall
through the layer from above, thus raising
the dew point, there might be little or no clear
indication of the subsidence origin of the
layer.

d. The boundaries of a frontal zone are
frequently indistinct because the zone merges
gradually into the adjacent air masses. In
such cases the T curve changes gradually
from a quasi-isothermal lapse rate in the
frontal zone to the characteristic lapse rates
of the air masses. To determine with assur-
ance which significant point of discontinuity
in lapse rate mark the limits of the frontal
zones then becomes difficult or impossible.
An example of a sounding taken through an
indistinct frontal zone is shown in Figure 51.
On this sounding, the frontal zone is most
clearly evident in the 830- to 780-mb layer,
but the exact frontal-zone boundaries (es-
pecially the top) are indistinct. In such cases
[ 27 1 , wind and humidity data, or possibly
a temperature comparison with a previous
sounding or with a sounding from a nearby
station, may help to resolve the problem (see
pars. 6.9.2 and 6.9.3). (In practice, the loca-
tion of fronts should rest more on the analyses
of the horizontal-temperature field on t h e
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surface and upper-air charts. ) For example,
on the sounding shown in Figure 51, the height
of the top of the frontal zone could be esti-
mated as most probably 700 mb, although the
640- to 700-mb layer also shows evidence of
a temperature gradient from colder air below
to warmer air above. If the h e i gh t of the
frontal-zone boundary in question is more
clearly defined on a sounding taken at some
other not too distant station, the amlyst may
use the concept of quasi-constant potential
temperature along the frontal surface, except
in the lower layers; i.e., he may expect the
frontal-zone boundaries to be located at or
near the same potential-temperature value at
both stations.

The 10 w e r frontal-zone boundary on the
sounding of Figure 51 shows the influence
of surface effects; nocturnal radiation had
produced a surface inversion, which was being
wiped out in the 850- to 1000-mb layer. The
remains of the radiation inversion persist and
mask the bottom of the frontal zone. Here
again, a subjective if not arbitrary judgment
is required — the analyst must select the
significant point which he believes is most
representative of the change from pure air-
mass to transition-zone lapse rate. In this
case, 860 mb is probably the best estimate
because this level separates two layers having
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semi-constant lapse rates, viz., the layers
. from 950 to 860 mb, and from 860 to 780 mb.

6.9.2. I-hmldlty Characteristics of Frontal
Zones. The relative-humidity curve through
a front would, of course, show a saturation
or near-saturation where there is a frontal-
cloud layer (see Chapter 7), but otherwise
there may be no consistent indication of the
front in the relative humidity. The mixing
ratio, T ~, or Tw curve, however, often has a

characteristic behavior. In an ideal case, the
Td curve through the frontal zone will show

an inversion or sharp change associated with
that of the T curve. On the sounding shown in
Figure 52, a dew-point inversion (i.e., in-
crease) is evident between 870 and 790 mb.
In this particular case the Td curve would be

a primary aid in locating the frontal zone,
since the T curve below 900 mb has been
affected by nocturnal radiation to an extent
that the location of the frontal inversion on
this curve is obscured. Such a marked dis-
tribution of humidity through fronts is not

regularly observed, however, because of the
following effects:

a. The humidity element of the radiosonde
is inaccurate in maw res~ects [ 171 (see
also, AWS-TR-Z41and Chapter 7).

b. The warm air mass may have been dried
out, either by subsidence along the frontal
slope (see Figure 49a), or by a trajectory
past an upstream ridge. The cold air may
then show Td values higher than those of the

warm air.
c. The underlying cold air often acquires

moisture rapidly through evaporation from a
water surface, such as the Great Lakes, and
also through evaporation from wet ground or
of rain failing from the warm air mass above.

However, these effects usually do not obscure
all the m o r e marked differences between
frontal inversions and subsidence inversions
(see Figure 50).

Sawyer [ 56 1, in a study of humidity data
obtained on 23 Meteorological R es e a r c h
Flights through fronts over England, found
that usually a characteristic tongue of rela-
tively dry air was associated with many of the
frontal zones. The dry zone extended down-
ward in the vicinity of the fronts and was
tilted in the same direction as the front. An
e xa m p 1e of this phenomenon is shown in
Figure 53, which represents a cross-section
of a front observed on one of the flights. The
dry zone is indicated by the dew-point-
depression maximum just above 600 mb.

The dry zone was less well developed with
cold fronts than with warm fronts, and ex-
tended down to an average pressure of 700 mb
in cold fronts and to 800 mb in warm fronts.
In about half of the fronts, the driest air was
found within the frontal transition zone itself,
but there were also occasions when dry air
was found on both the cold and the warm sides
of the transition zone. Striking changes of
frost point were observed as the aircraft
entered the dry zone; about half of the flights
showed a sharp transition from moist to dry
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air, with an average frost-point change of
about 37~ in 35 miles horizontal distance.
Some of the sharpest changes were more than
40”F in 20 miles.

6.9.3. W ind Variations Through Frontal
ZOneS. Because the analysis of the vertical-
wind profile through the front is an important
and often necessary adjunct to raob analysis
in locating fronts, it is desirable to discuss
the subject here.

The classical picture of the variation of the
wind along a vertical through a frontal zone
is shown in Figure 54. Through a cold front,
the wind backs with height; through a warm
front, the wind veers with height. On the
Skew-T Chart shown in Figure 55, the plotted
upper winds (above the surface layer) which
show the greatest variation are those for the
800- to 650-mb layer. This indication coin-
cides closely with the frontal indications of
the T and Td curves. Since the wind veers

with height through the layer, the front would
be of the warm type.

6.9.4. Thermal-Wind Indications of Frontal –
Zones. The magnitude of the thermal wind
for a layer indicates the strength of the
horizontal gradient of the mean temperature
of the layer. Since a frontal zone defines a
layer of maximum horizcmtal thermal grad-
ient, it also represents ii zone of maximum
thermal wind. Furthermcn-e, since the ther-
mal wind blows parallel to the mean-tem-
perature isotherms for the layer (with cold
air to the left), the direction of the thermal
wind vector will be roughly representative of
the directional orientation of the front. The
winds- aloft for the sounding shown in Fig-
ure 55 are seen plotted as a hodograph in
Figure 56. The thermal wind is indicated by
the shear vector comecting the wind vec-
tors for the base and top of each layer.

The maximum thermal wind is found between
700 and 650 mb, supporting the previous front-
al indications described .in paragraph 6.9.3,
above. The direction of the thermal wind vec-
tors from 800 to 650 mb is roughly north-
south; the frontal zone could thus be assumed
to be oriented along a generally north-south ._
line.

6.9.5. Wind Distribution asan indicator of the
Dynamical Characteristics of Cold Fronts.
Sansom [ 53 ] , in an investigation of cold
fronts over the British Isles, found a definite
relationship between the variation of wind with
height through a cold frontal z o n e and the
weather characteristics associated with the
front at the surface. He classified most of the
cold fronts into Bergeron’s two types (the
lapse-rate indications for which were noted in
par. 6,9.1), and listed the definitive upper-
wind characteristics of each.

a. Amzfwnts are assc~ciated with wide-
spread, heavy rain at the lime of frontal pas-
sage, and with steady rain continuing for some
time be hi nd the front. The cloudiness re-
sembles that of a warm front in reverse and
clears slowly after frontal passage. Upper-
wind variations through an anafront are as
follows:
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(1) Rapid backing of the wind with height
(about 65 degrees between 950 and 400 rob);
at 500 mb, the wind direction is inclined at
a small angle (about 15 degrees) to the front.

(2) The wind component normal to the
front decreases slightly with height, while
the component parallel to the front increases
rapidly. The mean speed of the front exceeds
the wind component normal to the fronts,
although the excess is insignificant below 800
mb.

(3) The thermal wind between 950 and
400 mb is almost parallel to the front.

b. Kataflonts are associated with light,
short-period precipitation and rapid clearing
after frontal passage. The upper-wind vari-
ation through a katafront is as follows:

(1) Slight backing of the wind with height
(about 20 degrees between 950 and 400 rob);
at 500 mb, the wind direction is inclined at
an average angle of about 42 degrees to the
front.

(2) The wind components normal and
parallel to the front both increase with height.

The wind component normal to the front ex-
ceeds the mean speed of the front at all levels
above the lowest layers.

(3) The thermal wind between 950 and
400 mb is inclined at an average angle of about
30 degrees to the front.

The cold fronts which Sansom listed as “un-
classified” were found to have upper-wind
characteristics intermediate between those of
anafront and katafronts. The wind component
normal to the unclassified front was almost
constant with height.

Sansom also investigated the vertical vari-
ation of the wind 50 to 150 miles ahead of the
cold front; i.e., in the warm sector. He found
little change of wind direction with’height, but
the angle between the warm-sector winds aloft
and the surface fronts differed for anafronts
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and katafronts. The average angles between

N the surface fronts and the associated warm-

+
sector winds at 700 and 500 mb are shown in

I ‘SE I I Table 2.
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6.10.0. Tropopauses. Although the concept of
a tropopause has been generally accepted
for many years, there is still no agreement
on how to apply the concept to synoptic
analysis. Historically, the word was coined
when the stratosphere was discovered, to
describe the apparent ‘boundary” which sep-
arated the troposphere from the stratosphere.
The scattered early soundings led meteor-
ologists to believe that the tropopause was

a single unbroken discontinuity surface, but
later observations suggested that probably
it is a varying transitional zone, often
with several layers separated by overlapping
discontinuities (u multiple tropopause s“ ). In
any case, until recently it was generally
assumed that the
presses transfer
vapor between the
sphere. Howeverj

tropopause largely sup-
of heat, air, or water
troposphere and strato-

with the large number of

.-
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soundings now reaching the stratosphere each
day, it becomes possible to see [ 7 1 [ 23 1
that through the tropopause “breaks” quasi-
horizontal air flow passes freely between the
troposphere and stratosphere. An example
can be seen in Figure 40.

T h e r e are many soundings on which the
locating of a generally acceptable tropopause
is very easy. These cases include those where
a single strong inversion or marked stabili-
zation of the lapse r a t e occurs. However,
there are many other soundings where it is
quite difficult to determine where the tropo-
sphere ends and the stratosphere begins. In
these cases, the lapse rate may just gradually
become more stable without any prominent
sudden stabilization of t h e lapse rate with
height, or there may be more than one point
of stabilization; then it becomes a contro-
versial problem to decide which point should
10 c a t e the tropopause. The variation in
structure in the tropopause region has led to
many different ideas on how to define and
analyze a tropopause. It has also been pro-
posed to analyze a “tropopause layer” which
would arbitrarily i n c lU de the zone en-
compassing the va r i o us tropopauses oc-
curring over a given area at a given time
[ 1 ]; but this does not appear to be of
practical value in operational forecasting.
The conflict between the definitions officially
advocated or used in different countries was
finally compromised by the WMO who have
standardized an arbitrary definition of the
tropopause for operational use in internation-
ally-exchanged uper-air sounding reports.

The present WMO definition does not attempt
to settle the question as to what the tropo-
pause is, which remains ,controversial. It
defines, rather, an objective technique for
locating the lowest height in the atmosphere

where the lapse rate first decreases to an
average lapse rate of 2W/km for a two-
kilometer layer. While the physical signifi-
cance of this lowest height remains to be
found, it does es t ab 1is h an international
reference height to which other atmospheric
phenomem can be empirically related. The
main advantage is that the definition is ob-
jective, in that it allows the same height to
be consistently selected by all technicians
from a given sounding.

Various empirical and statistical relation-
ships [ 34 1 [ 43 1 have been prepared in
the past relating such things as the height of
cirrus or the maximum wind to the height
of the tropopause. These studies have prob-
ably been prepared using a more or less
different definition of the tropopause than the
WMO one, Before continuing to use these
relationships, the difference(s) between the
tropopause definition used and the current
WMO definition should be determined to make
c e r t a i n that the relationships are still
sufficiently valid when referred to tropo-
pauses now being determined by the WMO
definition.

6.10.1. WMO Tropopause Definition. AS
noted above, objective criteria for deter-
mining the tropopause height(s) transmitted
in upper-air observations have been inter-
nationally standardized by the WMO. Within
its definition, provision is made for identi-
fying two or more tropopauses on a sound-
ing. The WMO definition for the tropopause
is as follows:

a. The “first tropopause” is defined aj~
the lowest height at which the lapse rate
decreases to 2°C/km or less, provided also
that the average lapse rate2~ between this
height and all higher altitudes26 within two

24The lupse rate is the rate of decrease of temperature with height.

“The ave?’age lupse rate is the difference between the temperatures at the respective end points
divided by the height interval , irrespective of the lapse-rate variations in the layer between
the end points.

2GANhigher altitudes means that no point on the sounding in the two- (one-) kilometer interval
above the “lowest height” can fall to the left of the 2° C/km (3°C/km) line extending from the

“lowest height.”
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kilometers does not exceed 2°C/km. This
tropopause will be termed the conventional

hopo@4se.

b. If above the first tropopause the average
lapse rate between any height and all higher
altitudesz~ within a one-kilometer interval
exceeds 3°C/km, then another tropopause is
defined by the same criteria as under “a”
above. This second tropopause may be either
within or a bo v e the one-kilometer layer.
There is no specific name given to this second
tropopause nor to still higher tropopauses.

c. There are three qualifying r e m a r ks
attached to the definition. They are:

(1) Whenever the sounding terminates
at less than two kilometers above the altitude
which otherwise appears to be a tropopause,
the ascent is classified as tvopo@zusenotde -

fined. This applies to both the conventioml and
the higher tropopause determinations.

(2) A height below the 500-mb surface
will not be designated as a tropopause unless
it is the only height satisfying the definition,
and the average lapse rate in any higher layer
fails to exceed 3°C/km over at least a one-
kilometer layer. Further, “the sounding must
reach at least the 200-mb pressure surface.
(The intention here is to admit that a dis-
continuity in the lapse rate at a height below
the 500-mb surface is a tropopause only if
it is reasombly certain that no other choice
is possible. )

(3) When determining the second or
h i gh e r tropopauses, the one-kilometer in-
terval with an average lapse rate of 3°C/km
can occur at any height above the conventional
tropopause and not only at a height more than
two kilometers above the conventional tropo-
pause.

Figure 57 illustrates how to apply the WMO
tropopause definition to a sounding. The con-
ventional tropopause is defined by criterion
“a” of the definition. This criterion is satis-
fied above Point B of Figure 57. That is, the
average lapse rate between Points B and D,
the next two higher kilometers above Point B,
is less than 2°C/km for all points of the two-

kilometer lapse rate (see Footnote 26). Thus,
the conventional tropopause is established at
Point B of the sounding.

.

T h e r e also is a possibility of a “second”
tropopause at Point D. To find out, criterion
“b” is used. This criterion requires a one-
kilometer layer with a lapse rate greater than
3°C/km below the second tropopause height.
This requirement is met through the layer
CD, and in this particular case, qualifying
remark “c(3)” applies also. When criterion
“b” is met, then criterion “a” is again used
to determine the location of a higher tropo-
pause. Above Point D, the lapse rate DE again
decreases to less than 2°C/km for the next
two higher kilometers. Thus, a second tropo-
pause is determined at Point D.

6.10.2. Character of the Tropopause. A
special code for the character of the tropo-

pause (symbol St) has also been adopte,dby the

WMO to help describe the tropopause more
completely. This code is described in Table
3.

The following remarks are needed to help
decide w h i c h code figure to select when
describing any given tropopause:

a, All lapse rates should be determined
over a one-kilometer interval when using the
criteria in the table.

b. If the conventional tropopause does not
coincide with any marked change in lapse rate
and a marked change of lapse rate occurs
at heights both above and below the con-
ventional tropopause, then the larger of these
changes should be used to determine whether
code figure 5 or 6 is appropriate.

c. W h e n the conventional tropopause is
best characterized by code figure 6 in arctic
and anuirctic regions in winter, a special case
exists. Then the height of the marked change
in lapse rate below the mnventional tropo-
pause should be referred to as an “arctic” or
“antarctic” tropopause and recorded as such.
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This is done when there is not a one-kilometer made of the tropopause information. In some
interval b e t w e e n the “conventional” and cases it may well be that a tropopause with
“arctic” or “antarctic” tropopauses where such a characteristic has no operational
the lapse rate exceeds 3°C/km. significance.

If this occurs, the character of the “arctic” The determination of the character of the
or “antarctic” tropopause should be given by tropopause is rather straighfforward. For
code figure 9. example, in Figure 57 the character of the

conventional tropopause at Point B is es-
It is suggested that whenever a character of tablished by noting the lapse rate for the
a conventional tropopause is given as code one-kilometer layer above and below it. Above
figure 5 through 9, the sounding be plotted Point B, the lapse rate is less than O“C for
and interpreted according to the use to be a one-kilometer layer, while below Point B
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CODE
FIGURE

Y
1.

2.

3.

4.

d

5?

6.

7.

d

8.

9.

TABLE 3

S+- CHARACTER OF THE TROPOPAUSE

CONVENTIONAL

TROPOPAUSE

COINCIDES WITH

‘A MARKED <

CHANGE IN

LAPSE RATE

CONVENTIONAL

TROPOPAUSE

DOES NOT

●COINCIDE

WITH ANY

MARKED

CHANGE IN

LAPSE RATE

CODE FIGURE DESCRIPTION
.

LAPSE RATE ABOVE TROPOPAUSE

LAPSE RATE BELOW TROPOPAUSE

LAPSE RATE ABOVE TROPOPAUSE

LAPSE RATE BELOW TROPOPAUSE

LAPSE RATE ABOVE TROPOPAUSE

LAPSE RATE BELOW TROPOPAUSE

LAPSE RATE ABOVE TROPOPAUSE

LAPE RATE BELOW TROPOPAUSE
.

hUT A MARKED CHANGE IN LAPSE

RATE > 3°C/km OCCURS AT A

HEIGHT ABOVE THE CONVENTIONAL

TROPOPAUSE

BUT A MARKED CHANGE IN LAPSE

RATE > 3°C/km OCCURS AT A

HEIGHT BELOW THE CONVENTIONAL

TROPOPAUSE;

AND NO MARKED CHANGE OF

[

LAPSE RATE > 3“C/km OCCURS

AT ANY OTHER HEIGHT.

> WC/km

>

T–k–
, 5°C/km

< O“C/km

~<
——

< 5°C/km

> O“C/km

<
Soc,km ~ –’ –

HEIGHT OF TROPOPAUSE UNCERTAIN BECAUSE TOP OF ASCENT IS

LESS THAN 2km ABOVE THE HEIGHT WHICH APPEARS TO BE THE

TROPOPAUSE.

TROPOPAUSE IS NOT ALLOCATED TO ANY OF PRECEDING CATEGORIES.
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the lapse rate is greater than 5°C for a one- conventional tropopause is p r o p e r 1y de-
kilometer layer. Thus, the character of the scribed by code figure 1 of the table.
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Chapter 7

ANALYSIS OF CLOUDS WITH AID OF RAOBS

7.1. Why the Raob is Important in Routine

Synoptic Cloud Analysis. The cloud observa-
tions regularly available to forecasters in
surface synoptic reports leave much to be
desired as a basis for cloud forecasting.
Some of their limitations may be noted:

a. Middle and high clouds are usually only
observed and reported when visible from the
ground, No heights are given in the synoptic
reports, nor are amounts specifically re-
ported, though they may sometimes be esti-
mated from the amounts of low cloud and total
cloud cover. In hourly reports, heights and
amounts are sometimes estimated or obtained
from aircraft.

b. At nighttime, reports of middle and high
clouds (height, amount, and type) are less
reliable than in daytime.

c. Cloud systems which have portions ex-
tending above 15,000 feet are us u a 11y as-
sociated with frontal systems and/or
mid-tropospheric troughs and lows. Their
central portions frequently have precipitation
falling out of them, accompanied by abundant
low clouds; here we usually get no direct
information about how high the clouds extend.
Only in the fringe area of the cloud systems,
where the middle and high clouds often extend
beyond the low clouds, are the middle and
high clouds directly accessible to observation
from the ground.

d. Tops of convective clouds are not re-
ported either, except from a casual aircraft
or r a da r observation. However, from the
types of clouds reported and from the type
and intensity of the precipitation falling from
them, a rough estimate of tops can be obtained
in many cases. Knowledge of the local or
regional weather regime is important, of
course, for this es t i ma t e. For example,

typical cumulus congestus at 60° N in winter-
time may have a vertical extent of 6000 to
8000 feet; in the tropics, of 15,000 to 20,000
feet. Radar reports in the neighborhood often
permit a close determination of the tops of
convective clouds. Aircraft reports, particu-
larly from aircraft flying in the middle levels
are the most reliable.

e. CPS-9 and other radar installations can
provide much useful information, particularly
on the height of convective cloud, but the radar
echo does not necessarily indicate the extent
of the visible cloud. (See AWS TR 184. )

Radiosondes which penetrate cloud-systems
reflect to some extent (p’+imarily in the hu-
midity trace) the vertical distribution of
clouds. If the humidity element were perfect,
there would usually be no difficulties in locat-
ing cloud layers penetrated by the sonde.
Because of shortcomings in the instrument,
however, the relationship between indicated
humidity and cloud is far from definite, and
an empirical interpretation is necessary.
Nevertheless, radiosonde reports give
valuable evidence which, when sifted with
other available information, aids greatly in
determining a coherent picture at least of
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stratiform and frontal cloud distributions.
Their value in judging air-mass cumulus and
cumulonimbus distribution is negligible, how-
ever.

7.2.0 F rental Cloud Structure. A wealth of
experience regarding cloud structures of
fronts has been collected by meteorologists
engaged in aviation forecasting, mainly
through debriefing of flight crews. Very
little of this experience has been summar-
ized and presented in the form of scientific
papers, although the consensus appears to
be that frontal cloud is usually layered, that
the high cloud is usually detached from the
middle cloud, and that middle cloud is often
well layered and many times does not extend
very high [ 19 1 .

Only a few papers contain any statistical sum-
maries which allow an assessmentofa “typi-
cal” cloud structure with respect to features
such as the type of front, distance from the
depression center, and geographical area.
Some of these papers[ 41 ] [ 42 ] [ 56 ]
[ 57 ] are discussed in succeeding para-
graphs.

Sawyer [ 56 ] investigated the cloud struc-
ture of 23 fronts over England or vicinity,
based on data from the Meteorological Re-
search Flight. He found that the cloud struc-
ture is variable, The main frontil cloud
masses were usually formed within the warm
air mass and extended into the transition zone
by evaporation and recondensation of rain or
snow. An example of such a situation is shown
in Figure 53 and Figmres 58a and 58b. The
cross -se{tlon in Figure 53 shows the cloud
mass of the warm front tilting much more
steeply than the frontal zone. The thick frontal
cloud dues not extend much beyond the forward
edge of the precipitation area at the surface.
Ahead of the precipitation area at the surfiace,
the frontal zone above 800 mb to 700 mb is
very dry. These are features found in many
fronts, partl(ularly warm fronts.

7.2.1. Warm Fronts. The probability of en-
countering cloud at any point in the region
of an activ[’ warm front IS shown in Figure
59, which IS based on data published by

Sawyer and Dinsdale [ 57]. The frequencies
of cloud occurrence were based on 69 active
warm fronts over Southern England. (An
active warm front was defined as one having -.

a rain belt at least 50 miles wide. The
dimensions and slope of the schematic frontal
zone were based on average values for the
sample.) We notice again that the “ridge”
in the probability pattern, coinciding with
the locations of highest incidence of cloud,
slopes upwards to the right more steeply
than the frontal zone. Again, we notice that
the frontal zone above about 10,000 feet is
relatively cloud-f ree.

The authors [ 57 ] attempted to correlate
the thickness of the cloud mass inactive warm
fronts with the following quantities:

a. Slope of warm boundary.
b. Thickness of frontal zone.
c, Horizontal gradient of potential wet-’

bulb temperature.
d. Change of geostrophic wind across the

surface front.
e. Six-hour change of parameter ‘(d”.
f. Change (across the front) of wind com-

ponent parallel to surface front.
g. Change (across the front) of wind com-

Imn,-nt normal to surface front.

Parameters “a” through “f” showed no cor-
relation with frontal cloud but “g” gave a
slight correlation, Y = 0.16.

7.2.2. Cold Fronts. Cold fronts appear to
be just as elusive as warm frorts when it
comes to “pinning down” the weather xctivity
at the front by parameters that would char-
acterize the front on the synoptic chart
(other than the weather itself),

Austin and Blackmer[ 5 1investigated by
radar the precipitation patterns associated
with warm-season cold fronts passing Boston,
Mass,, (30 cases). The fronts were divided
into four main types, primarily according to
their orientation. Other characteristics cho-
sen to describe the fronts synoptically were:

a. 700-mb temperature contrast across
the front.
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b. Algebraic difference between 2-hour
sea-level pressure tendencies before and
after f rental passage.

c. 700-mb wind speed and direction im-
mediately ahead of a front.

d. Stability of the warm air (850-mb tem-
perature minus 500-mb temperature).

e. Potential stability of the warm air (850-
mb minus 500-mb wet-bulb potential temper-
ature).

f. 850-mb dew-point depression in the
warm air.

g, Thermal adve c t ion, expressed as
k.V

500 mb
xv

850 mb ‘
where k is the

vertical unit vector in the warm air.

Neither the orientation classification nor the
seven parameters listed above showed any
significant relationship to the areal extent of
the precipitation.

The precipitation areas, as they appeared on
the radar scope, could be described as having
three different structures: Isolated showers,
bands, or masses. The distribution of these
structures with respect to the front is given
in Table 4. The highest frequency (23 out of
30 cases) is attached to “no postfrontal pre-
cipitation. ” The next highest is attached to
“frontal and prefrontal bands ofpre-
cipitation. ” Table 4 confirms the classical
picture of the cloudiness extending in bands
along or ahead of the cold front and usually
breaking up behind the cold front, but it also
points out that isolated showers occur nearly
as frequently at, ahead of, and behind the
front. The absence of postfrontal bands is
particularly significant.

Table 5 gives the frequency of occurrence of
precipitation as prefrontal, frontal, post-
frontal, or combinations thereof, irrespective
of structure. We notice the high incidence
(30%) of frontal and prefrontal precipitation.

This study stresses the need for considering
each cold front individually and finding its
characteristics as revealed by the surface
observations (c louds, precipitation) and



TABLE 4

Structure of Precipitation Areas Associated with April-September Cold Fronts Near Boston,
Mass.

Bands

Masses

Showers

None

Total 30 30
I

30
L

TABLE 5

Percentage of Cold Fronts with Specific Precipitation Distribution (irrespective of structure),
30 Fronts, April-September, Boston, Mass.

——

Number of Cases

Frontal I Pref rental

13 9

4 6

5 8

8 7

Postfrontal

o–

3

4

23

Total

22

13

17

-.

Percentage
—

Frontal Only 13

Prefrontal Only 23

Postfrontal Only 3

Frontal and Prefrontal 30

Frontal and Postfrontal 13

Prefrontal and Posffrontal 7

Frontal, Prefrontal, and Postfrontal 10

raobs, rather than forming a stereotyped 7.2.3. The Humidity Field in the Vicinity of
picture of weather associated with the blue Frontal Clouds. Figure 53 shows a tongue
line on the chart. It is evident that the raobs of dry air extending downward in the vicinity
spaced at 100 to 200 miles can easily give of the front and tilted in the same direction
a misleading impressional to the cold-frontal as the front. Sawyer [ 561 found that such a
cloud distribution,
raobs happened to
or a “thin” area.

depending on whether the dry tongue was more or le:ss well developed
penetrate a band or cell for all the frontal regions he investigated.

This dry tongue was best. developed near
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warm fronts; it extended, on the average,
down to 700 mb in cold fronts and 800 mb
in warm fronts. In about half of the num-
ber of fronts, the driest air was found
within the frontal zone itself; on occasions,
it was found on both the cold and the warm
sides of the zone. About half of the flights
showed a sharp transition from moist to dry
air, and the change in frost point on these
flights averaged about 20”C in 35 miles. Some
flights gave changes of more than 20”C in 20
miles.

As a frontal cloud deck is approached, the
dew-point depression (or frost-point depres-
sion) starts diminishing rapidly in the close
vicinity of the cloud (see Figure 60). Farther
away than 10 to 15 miles from the cloud the

variation was much less, and it was less
systematic. This fact should be borne in mind
when attempting to locate the edge of a clrnlrl
deck irom raob humidity data (at 500 mb,
for instance). Linear extrapolation or inter-
polation of dew-point depressions cannot be
expected to yield good results. For instance,
when one station shows a dew-point depres-
sion of 10”C and the neighboring station shows
saturation, the frontal cloud may be anywhere
between them, except within about 10 miles
from the driest station. Figure 60 points out
an advantage as well. Since frontal cloud
masses at mid-tropospheric levels are usual-
ly surrounded by relatively dry air, it is
possible to locate the edge of the cloud mass
from h u m i d i t y data on constant-pressure
ch.mts, at least to un”thin the distance between
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neighboring soundi~s, even if the humidity

data are not very accurate. This is so be-
cause the typical change of dew-point depres-
sion is going from the cloud edge toa distance
of 10 to 15 miles or more into cloud-free
air is considerably greater than the average
error in the reported dew-point depression.

7.3. Te~erature of the Cloud T@ asa @n-

dition for Type of Pf’ecipitation. The coa-
lescence process may account for most of
the precipitation which falls in the tropics
a n d sub-tropics; the Bergeron- Findeisen
theory, on the other hand, applies to most
of the precipitation occurring in middle
and high latitudes (in winter, at least). When-
ever moderate or heavy rain falls in the
temperature or arctic regions, it origimtes
mainly in clouds that, in the upper portions
at least, reach negative Celsius tempera-
tures.

It has been found also that precipitating clouds
usually extend for a considerable distance
into sub-freezing t e mpe r atu r es. Thedif -
ference in vapor pressure over ice and water
reaches a maxim.~m at - 12”C. Mason and
Howorth [ 40 1 found that over Northern
Ireland, clouds less than 7500 feet thick with
cloud-top temperatures warmer than -12°C
and bases appreciably colder than O°C rarely
produced rain or snow.

Mason and Howorth [ 40 ] examined re-
cords from airc&ft ascents through strati-
form cloud over Northern Ireland (Alder-
grove) and correlated these records with _
simultaneous hourly su;face reports of pre-
cipitation. (The routine ascents rose to 400
rob.)

In the majority (87%) of cases when drizzle
occurred, it fell from clouds whose cloud-top
temperatures were warmer than - 5~, and
which were, consequently, unlikely to contain
ice crystals.

The frequency of rain or snow increased
markedly when the cloud- top temperature
fell below - 12”C. When continuous rain or
snow fell, the temperature in the coldest part
of the cloud was below -12°C in 95% of the
cases (41/43) and below -20”C in 84% of the
cases (36/43).

Intermittent rain also was mostly associated
with cold cloud tops, though cloud- top tem-
perature above -12°C were somewhat more
frequent with intermittent rain than with
continuous rain. When intermittent rain was
reported at the ground, the cloud-top temper-
ature was below -12~ in 81’% of the cases
(46/57) and below -20~ in 63%Jof the cases -
(36/57). From this, it appears that when ?’m’n

or snow - continuous or intermittent –
reaches the ground from stratijiwrn clouds,
the clouds, solid OY layered, extend in most
cases to heights where the temperature is
below -12 OCor even -20 “C.

This statement cannot, of course, be rever-
sed. When no rain or snow is observedat the
ground, middle cloud may well be present in
regions where the temperature is below -12°C
or -20”C. Whether precipitation reaches the
ground or not will depend on the cloud thick-
ness, the height of the cloud base, and on the
dryness of the air below the base.

It 1s obvious that these findings may be of
value in inferring the kind of precipitation
to expect from forecasted cloud decks whose
tops can be estimated as to height and tem-
perature.
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7.4. Inferring Clouds from Raobs. Theoret-
ically, we should be able to infer from
the radiosonde observations of temperature
and humidity the layers where the sonde
penetrated cloud layers. In practice, however,
we find that the determinations we can make
from the T and Td curves are often less

exact and less reliable than desired. Never-
theless, raobs give clues about cloud distri-
bution and potential areas of cloud formation

clues which often cannot be obtained from
any other source.

7.5.0. Systematic Errors in Radiosonde Hu-

midity Elements. T h e great majority of
humidity elements used in U.S. radiosondes
are the carbon-impregnated plastic elements,
ML-476/AMT. A limited number of sondes
with the old lithium-chloride-coated plastic
element ML-418/AMT-4 are still being used
by the U.S. Navy and some foreign countries.
The readings of this element tend to be too
low.

7.5.1. Characteristics of the U.S. Lithium-

Chloride Coated Humidity E Iement. Three
.— characteristics of this humidity element

combine to make the indicated relative
humidity differ — at times appreciably -
from the true (ambient) value.

a. The element has a variable time lag;
i.e., a period of time must elapse before the
element can adjust itself to the changing tem-
perature and humidity in its surroundings.
This adjustment is supposed to obey an ex-
ponential law, but the constants themselves
in this exponential expression depend on the
rate of change of both the temperature and
the humidity. In practice, therefore, it is
difficult to apply any corrections for this
time lag except in a qualitative reamer. It
has been found experimentally that the time
lag of this element can vary from 10 seconds
to about 165 seconds. Also, the time lag, in
general, increases with decreasing tempera-
ture [ 62 1. The lag is largest when the
element ascends from warm dry air into
colder, moister air (this is usually the case
when a radiosonde enters a more ml~ist layer

or a cloud). The radiosonde will then indicate
dew points that are too low; if the temperature
decrease continues upward through the cloud
(as it usually does) the radiosonde may fail
altogether to report dew-point depressions
small enough for the existence of a cloud to
be inferred. In t his case, if the existing
cloud is only a few thousand feet thick, either
the indicated cloud base will be too high, or
no cloud will be indicated. Conversely, if the
radiosonde emerges from a cloud or a moist
layer into a drier layer above, the time lag
is smaller, being of the order of 10 to 20
seconds [ 17 1. Thus, when using this
element, the height of the top ofa cloud layer
or a moist layer is usually indicated more
accurately than is the b~se of such layers.

b. When a humidity signal is transmitted
by the radiosonde, a pulsating direct current
flows through the element, causing it to polar-
ize. This effect, which becomes more pro-
nounced with time (i. e., during the ascent),
results in an increase in the resistance of
the humidity element and an indicated hu-
midity that is too low.

c. At high humidities (such as those in
clouds and p re c i pi tat ion), the lithium-
chloride coating on the humidity element is
sometimes washed out. This also results in
reported humidities which are too low. The
“washout” effect is particularly troublesome
when one is attempting to locate the base and
top of thick cloud layers. These clouds often
pro@ce precipitation (even though it may not
reach the ground), and they usually have a
layer of lower, wet clouds associated with
them. Consequently, the humidity element has
had its sensing power weakened before it
enters the higher cloud layer.

The net effect of these three characteristics
of the lithium-chloride coated humidity ele-
ment is “that the relative-humidity values
reported are usually too low. These errors
led to the development of the carbon-impreg-
nated humidity element.

7.5.2 Characteristics of t h e Carbon-im-

pregnated Plastic Humidity Element. The
ML- 476/AMT humidity element is used in
the AN/AMT-4( ), AN/AMT- 12, and AN/
AMQ-9 radiosondes, and in the AN/AMT-6
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( ) and AN/AMT-13 radio_sondes (drop-
sondes). The characteristics of this element
are as follows:

a. The resistance of the element varies
inversely with humidity changes of the atmos-
phere. The resistance ratio versus relative
humidity characteristic of the ML- 476/AMT
is based on an absolute resistance at 33%
relative humidity and a temperature of +25”C.

b. A limiting factor in making humidity
measurements with this element is the fact
that the time constant increases exponentially
w i t h decreasing temperatures; humidity
values are unusable at temperatures colder
tt@ - 40°C. The military specifications for
the ML-476/AMT require that 63% of the
total change in resistance of the element
induced by a change in humidity from 20
●5% to 90 *5% shall occur in less than
2 seconds at +40°C and in less than 2
minutes at -40°C.

The accuracies of the ML-476/AMT are (as
stated in the military specifications):

T >()”C, * 5%
0°C~T~-400C, * 1~
T <- 400C, questionable.

The above accuracies refer to one ascent
from 15% to 90% humidity. An additional
* 4% for humidities > 33% and * 5% for hu-
midities ~ 33% should be allowed for rela-
tive humidities changing in the opposite
direction (hysteresis) from 90%0 to 15%.

c. The range of defined accuracies of
relative humidity values is 15% to 96%. The
sensitivity is only fair at humidities less
than about 1590 and above 96%.

d. In comparison with the old lithium
chloride element, the ML- 476/AMT provides
more accurate measurement of relative hu-
midity, has less hysteresis effects, operates
over a wider range of relative humidity and
temperature, and responds more rapidly to
Changta in humidity.

7.5.3. Characteristics of Other Humidity
E Iements. The tests made several years
ago at Payerne under WMO auspices indicated
that most foreign radiosondes gave humidity
readings which were acceptably compatible

with those of the U.S. lithium-chloride ele-
ment. Improvements in foreign humidity ele-
ments are being introduced which will tend
to make them compatible with the carbon __
element at temperatures above freezing.

7.6. Dew Point and Frost Point in Clouds.

The data-trace recorded from the humidity
strip is calibrated in terms of the relative
humidity with respect to water at ne&tive,
as well as positive, temperatures. The ‘d
value, the humidity parameter that is trans-
mitted over the teletype, is the temperature
to which the air must be cooled isobarically
and at constant vapor pressure if saturation
with respect to a water surface is to be
reached. The~~osf point (i.e., the temperature
to which the air has to be cooled or heated
isobar ically in order to reach saturation with
respect to ice) is higher than the dew point,
except at O°C, where the two coincide. In the
graph shown in Figure 61, the difference
between dew point and frost point is plotted
as a function of the dew point itself.

\
\

\
\

\

TD = DEW POINT

Tr . FROST pOINT

/
MORE EXACT

CURVE

\

\

~~
-s0 -40 -30 -20 -lo

OCEL!;l USTo

Figura61. Dlffarwncw $dwoon Frost Pd~ and D@w Pdnt as a
Fmctlm Of ti hW Pdnt.

In a cloud where the temperature is above
freezing, the true dew point will coincide
closely with the true temperature, indicating
that the air between the cloud droplets is
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practically saturated with respect to the
water surface of the droplets. Minor dis-
crepancies may occur when the cloud is not
in an equilibrium state (e.g., when the cloud
is dissolving or forming rapidly, or when
precipitation is falling through the cloud with
raindrops of slightly different temperatures
than the air), but these discrepancies are
theoretically small. In the subfreezing part
of a cloud, the true temperature will be some-
where between the true dew point and the
true frost point, depending on the ratio be-
tween the quantities of frozen and liquid cloud
particles. If the cloud consists entirely of
supercooled water droplets, the true tem-
perature and the true dew point will, more
or less, coincide. If the cloud consists entire-
ly of ice, the temperature should coincide
with the frost point. We cannot, therefore,
look for the coincidence of dew points and
temperatures as a criterion for clouds at
subfreezing temperatures, even if the humid-
ity element had no systematic errors of the
nature discussed in paragraph 7.5.0. At tem-
peratures below -12°C, the temperature is
more likely to coincide with the frost point
than with the dew point. The graph shown in
Figure 61 indicates that the difference (Td

- Tf) between the dew point and the frost

point increases roughly 1°C for every 10”C
that the dew point is below freezing; e.g.,
when Td = -10”C, T = -9”C; when

f ‘d
- -20”C, T =—

f
-18”C; when Td = -30°C,

= -27°C; etc. Thus, for a cirrus cloud
‘~
that is in equilibrium (saturated with respect
to ice) at a (frost-point) temperature of
-40°C, the correct dew point would be -44°C
(to the nearest whole degree).

We can state then, that in general, air in a
cloud at temperatures below about -12°C is
saturated with respect to ice, and that as the
temperature of the cloud decreases (with
height, e.g.), the true frost-point dew-point

difference increases. The effects of these
physical characteristics serve to reinforce
the effects of the systematic faults of the
humidity element itself (lag, polarization, and
washout); i.e., they all conspire to make a
radiosonde ascending through such a cloud
indicate increasing dew-point depressions.
Any attempt to determine the heights of cloud
layers from the humidity data of a raob is,
therefore, subject to errors from these ef-
fects. N is possible to overcome some of
these errors by a subjective interpretation
of the raobs, as discussed in the following
paragraphs.

7.7. Examples of Interpretation of Raob
with Respect to Cloud Layers, in Terms

of Dew-Point Depression. Various Skew-T
charts of soundings 27made over the United
States have been chosen to illustrate the
behavior of the radiosonde during cloud
~~etration (see Figures 62a through 62j).
During the time these soundings were being
made, aircraft observations (from Project
Cloud- Trail flight q, A WS TR 105-130 and
A WS TR 105-145) of the heights of cloud
bases and tops were made from aircraft flying
in the vicinity of the ascending radiosondes.
The difference — in time and space —between
the aircraft and sounding observa-
tions was usually less than two hours and
30 miles. Some of the aircraft reported only
the cloud observed above 15,000 feet; others
reported all cloud. In Figures 62a through
62j, the aircraft cloud observations are en-
tered in the bottom left corner of each dia-
gram under the heading CLOUD; the surface
weather report is entered under the aircraft
cloud report. Where low cloud was not re-
ported by the aircraft, the height of the cloud
base may be obtained from the surface re-
port, Aircraft height reports are in pressure-
altitude. The temperature, frost-point, and
dew-point curves are indicated by T, T

f’
and Td , respectively.

1“

All of the soundings illustrated and discussed here were made with U.S. radiosondes. Certain
foreign equipment appears to have performance characteristics similar to those of the U.S. in-
struments; however, no soundings from foreign equipment have been examined in this study
(see par. 7.5.0.).
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Comparisons of the type made above between
soundings and cloud reports from aircraft
provide us with the following rules:

a. A cloud base is almost always found in
a layer (indicated by the sounding) where the
dew-point depression decreases.

b. The dew-point depression’ usually de-
creases to between O°C and 6°C when a cloud
is associated with the decrease. In other
words, we should not always associate a
cloud with a layer of dew-point decrease but
only when the decrease leads to a minimum
dew-point depression <6”C; at cold tempera-
tures (below -25”C), however, dew-point de-
pressions in cloud are reported as > 6°C.

c. The dew-point depression in a cloud is,
on the average, smaller for higher tempera-
tures. Typical dew-point depressions are 1‘C
to 2°C at temperatures of O°C and above, and
4°C between -lO°C and -20°C.

d. The base of a cloud should be located
at the base of the layer of decreasing dew-
point depression, if the decrease is sharp.

e. If a layer of decrease of dew-point
depression is followed by a layer of stronger
decrease, the cloud base should be identified
with the base of the layer of strongest de-
crease.

f. The top of a cloud layer is usually
indicated by an increase in dew-point depres-
sion. Once a cloud base is determined, the
CIO’Jd is assumed to extend up to a level where
a significant increase in dew-point depression
starts. The gradual increase of dew-point
depression with height that occurs on the
average in a cloud is not significant.

In addition to the above analysis of Project
Cloud-Trail data, another study was made in
Hq AWS to see how reliable the dew-point
depression is as an indicator of clouds. Raobs
for January 1953 from 29 U.S. Weather Bureau
stations were compared with cloud-base ob-
servations taken at the same location and
approximate time of each raob. The results of
this study are summarized in the two graphs
shown in F igu r e 63. (A more complete dis -
c u s s io n of this study is given in Attachment
1 to this ma nua 1.) Each graph shows the per-
cent probability of the existence of
a c 10U d layer in January for different values
of the dew-point depression. On each graph
one curve shows the probability of clear or
scattered conditions as a function of the dpw-

point depression; the other curve, that of
broken or overcast c o n d i t i o ns. Separate
graphs are included for the 1000- to 850-mb
and 850- to 600-mb layers. The graphs are

based on 1027 observations, which are enough
to indicate the order of magnitude of the dew-
point depressions at the base of winter cloud
layers. (The small irregularities in
the curves were not “smoothed out” because
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Ilnm rqroswnt proboblllty of cl-r or scattwrwd cafdtlats;
&shwd Ilnws, thw pro&bl Ilty of brokwn or wvorcwst cxmdtlcms
with tha cbd-bywr b bwtw.on 10DO mb and 600 mb.

it is not certain that they are all due to in-
sufficient data. ) The graphs are applicable
without reference to the synoptic situation.
For a given winter sounding, one can estimate
from the graph the probability of different
sky-cover conditions with cloud bases
between 1000 mb and 600 mb for layers of
given mlnimurn dew-point depressions.

7.8. Motorboating and Missing Data. “Mo-
torboating” is a term used to describe the
radiosonde’s signal when the humidity is
below the perceptible level of the element.
A distinction must be made on the Skew-T
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plot between “motorboating” and “missing
data. ” This distinction is often neglected.

“Motorboating” should always be indicated
as MB; “missing data” as MISDA (see par.
3.4). The confusion occurs because both cases
are coded as a dew point of XX.

If the dew point is missing for reasons other
than “motorboating,” the case can be recog-
nized- by the additional data-group 10168 at
the end of the transmission: The group 10168
is followed by one or more groups
W ~P1 P2 ~, where PI PI and P2 P2 are the

lower and upper levels of the stratum of
missing data in tens of millibars.

When the temperature is below -40”C, no
humidity data are sent; the humidity element
is considered too unreliable at these low
temperatures (see FMH No. 3, Radiosorufe
Observations, latest edition, as amended).

7.9. 500-mb Amlysis of Dew-Point Depres-
sion. Figure 64 shows an analysis of the
500- mb dew-point-depression field, super-
imposed upon an analysis (based upon the sur-
face observations) of areas of continuous
precipitant ion and of areas of overcast middle
cloud, The 500- mb dew-point-depression i so-
pleths were drawn independently of the sur-
face data, The analyses show that:

a. The regions of high humidity at 500
mb coincide well with the areas of middle
cloud and the areas of precipitation.

b. The regions of high humidity at 500
mb a~e separated from. the extensive dry
regions by strong humidity gradients. These
gradients are, in all probability, much
stronger than shown on this analysis, since
this analysis has the defect of all continuous-
field analyses which are based on discrete
observations spaced widely apart; i.e., linear
interpolation between observations smoothes
out strong contrasts.

c. A dew-point depression of 4°C or less
is characteristic of the larger part of the
areas of continuous precipitation and also of
the larger part of the areas of overcast mid-
dle clouds.

Since the 500-n~b dew-point-depression anal-
ysls agrees well with the surface analysis of

middle cloud and precipitation, the possibility
exists of replacing or supplementing one of
these analyses with the other.

The characteristics (outlined above) of the -
500-mb dew-point-depression analysis make
it a valuable adjunct to the surface analysis.
These analyses can be compared; and, by
cross-checking, each can be completed with
greater accuracy than if it were done inde-
pendently.

A rough sketch of the dew-point- depression

field may be completed on the fdhsimile
chart in an few minutes. The dew-point de-
pressions are now plotted on the upper-air
analyses. Station circles are filled in where
the depression is 5°C or less, which facili-
tates a quick appraisal of the dew-point-de-
pression field.

7.10. Three-Dimsmsioml Humidity Amlysis

- The Moist Layer. A single- level (e.g.,
500- mb) dew-point-depression analysis to
find probable cloud areas does not ihdicate
clouds above or below that level. For ex-
ample, if the top of a clc)ud system reached
only to 16,000 feet, and there were dry air
above at 500 mb, we would never suspect,
from the 500- mb analysis, the existence of _
cloud a short distance below the 500- mb
level. (Admittedly, this is a hypothetical case;
under such conditions, the raob would prob-
ably show humid conditions at 500 mb as well,
even though the cloud top was actually below
500 mb. )

However, an analysis of the extension of the
moist layers in three ciimensions can be
o b t a i n e d simply by scrutinizing each
individual raob. The raobs selected should be
those for the general vicinity of, and the area
500 to 1200 miles upstream of, the area of
interest, depending on the forecast period.
(Most systems during a 36-hour period will
move less than 1200 miles. ) The moist layers,
apart from the surface layers, can be deter-
mined by the methods described in paragraph
7.7. The heights of the bases and tops (labeled
in thousands of feet of pressure altitude)
are plotted at the raob-station location on
the 500-mb chart. If more than one layer is
present, this fact can be indicated, though
there is little advantage in Indicating a dry
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layer 2000 to 3000 feet (or less) thick sand-
wiched between thicker moist layers. Usually,
it is sufficient to indicate the entire moist
layer, without bothering about any finer struc-
ture. A survey of the field is made easier
by writing the heights of the bases in one
color and the heights of the tops in another.
It is not recommended that isopleths be drawn
for the height of the bases and the tops,
because the moist layer is not a well-defined
entity.

If more specific and objective directions than
those given in paragraph 7.7 are desired (as
would be the case when non-professional
persons are to select the moist layer), a
moist layer may be defined as a layer having
a frost-point depression of 3°C or less (i. e.,
a dew-point depression of 4°C at -10”C; 5°C
at -20”C; 6°C at -30”C; etc. )

7.11. Limitations to Diagnosis of Tall Cumu-

Ius and Cumulonimbus Distribution from
Raobs. The cumulus and cumulonimbus of
summer and tropical air- mass situations are
generally scattered and in many, if not most
cases, they do not actually cover over half of
the sky. Under such conditions the probability
of a radiosonde, released once to four times
daily at a fixed time and place, passing up
through a cloud of this type, appears. to be
small. When a balloon does enter the base
of a tall cumulus cloud it is likely to pass
out of the side of the cloud rather than the
top, or it may get caught for a time in a
downdraft, giving an ambiguous record of
the vertical-cloud distribution,

For the above reasons, experience indicates
that little dependence can be placed on the
u.&al soundings to indicate directly the exist-
ence of tall cumulus in the area. On the other
hand, where the radiosonde samples the en-
vironment of such clouds, a stability analysis
c o m b i n e d with consideration of surface-
w ea t h e r observations, radar and aircraft
reports, and synoptic analysis for heating and
convergence, will usually provide an estimate
of the extent of cumulus sky coverage. This
approach uses the same principles and pro-
cedures as in thunderstorm and severe-con-

vective weather forecasting, which are ref-
erenced in chapter 8 of this manual.

In those cases where the sounding passes up
through a cumulus, it is well to keep in mind
that the temperature in parts of such clouds
is often colder than the environment just
outside the cloud — especially due to “over-
shooting” or hail in regions of very strong
updraft. These colder regions may still have
buoyancy relative to other parts of the cloud
su r ro u nd i n g them. Also, old dissipating
cumulonimbus clouds are generally slightly
colder than their environment.

The lapse rate in cumulus and cumulonimbus
is not necessarily saturation adiabatic, owing
to effects of “holes, ” downdrafts, melting of
snow or hail, entrainment, mixing, etc.

Soundings made vertically through cumuli-
form clouds by means of aircraft or sail-
planes are more indicative of their real
structure than raobs; examples from various
special projects are numerous in the litera-
ture (see, for example, [ 18 1 [ 37 ] [ 38 1
[45]).

7.12. Indications of Cirrus Clouds in Raobs.
True cirrus forms at temperatures near
-40°C or colder and consists of ice crystals.
At these temperatures as soon as the air is
brought to saturation over water the conden-
sate immediately freezes. The crystals then
often descend slowly to levels of -30”C, and
persist for a long time if the humidity below
the formation level is high enough. In general,
cirrus is found in layers which have saturation
or supersaturation with respect to ice (at
any temperature colder than O°C, if the RH
with respect to water is 100%, then the RH
with respect to ice is > 100Yo). Observations
from special aircraft soundings with frost-
point or dew-point hygrometers, indicated
that the layers where cirrus occur are not
always saturated with respect to ice and
often occur with as much as 3~ frost-point
depression; but this may be in part due to
error in the instruments. When the aircraft
noted “cirrus in the distance” at its height,
a relative moist layer (frost-point depres-
sions less than 15% or 20~) was usually
being passed through [ 43 ] .
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Present radiosonde humidity elements are
far from capable of measuring humidity
vafues satisfactorily at the temperatures of
the cirrus levels. However, the elements will
often show change in humidity at low tempera-
tures that reflect the presence of the moist
layers which contain cirrus. If the transmitted
sounding data would include the heights at
which the humidity trace at high levels indi-
cates an increase, or the maximum height
to which any humidity is shown, useful in-
ferences of probability of cirrus could be
made therefrom. This was suggested by an
exam inat ion of some humidity traces on
radiosonde records taken in conjunction with
Project Cloud-Trail (AWS TR 105-130 and
AWS TR 105-145).

Several studies have pointed to indirect in-
dications of cirrus presence whenever the
dew-point depression at 500, 540, and 400

mb was relatively low [ 34 ] . Bannon
[ 9 ] [ 10 ] found a correlation of 0.80
between temperature at 500 mb and frost
point at 300 mb and 0.82 between T(500) and

2f(250}”

Results of efforts to find a relation between
changes in lapse rate and the occurrence of
cirrus have not been very convincing and it
is doubtiul on a priori grounds that any such
simple universal relation should be expected
(AWS TR 105-130).

Appleman has shown how his contrail-fore-
casting curves (when overlaid on the Skew-
T Chart) can be used to improve the accuracy
of ground-observer estimates of the height
of obsertved cirrus layer:~ (see AU’S TR Z05-

110 and AWS TR 105-11OA for details of
procedure and tests).

—-
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Revised March 1900

Chapter 8

FORECASTING USES OF RAOBS PLOTTED ON

ADIABATIC CHARTS

8.1. General. Increasing dependence of de-
tachments on centrally-produced analyses
and prognoses has reduced the role of raob
analysis. AWS philosophy on the use of the
computer products and guidance on the use of
raobs in conjunction with facsimile charts
is outlined in AWSM 105-55 (rescinded, but
can be used for background reformation).
Some special techniques that require eval-
uations from analyzed and/or forecast sound-
ings were developed by AWS for: severe
Convective storms, aircraft icing, contrails,
anomalous propagation and refractive index,
fog, and density altitude. Techniques for
forecasting other phenomena from soundings,
such as maximum temperatures and clouds,
have been described in the literature.

8.2. Severe Convective Storms. The AWS
Military Weather Warning Center (MWWC)
employs specialized raob analysis techniques
to identify airmass types favorable for severe
weather, to evaluate various derived indexes
of stability, to construct forecast soundings,
and to semi-objectively evaluate hail size
and maximum wind-gusts. Most of the MWWC
routines are too sophisticated and time con-
suming for ordinary detachment use. The
evaluation of many of these indexes has been
computerized. However, several of t he
MWWC procedures that are described in
AWS Technical Report 200 can be used in
the detachment. A number of objective local-
forecast studies for prediction of thunder-
storms that use predictors taken from the
sounding are listed

8.3. Aircraft Icing.
scribes procedures

in AWS TR 105-19.

Ans/TR-81 /001 re-
developed by AWS for

forecasting icing. One procedure, which uses
an overlay to the Skew-T diagram as an aid
for determining the probable type and in-
tensity of icing from a current or forecast

sounding, has been computerized at the Air
Force Global Weather Central (AFGWC).

8.4. Contrai Is. The AWS procedure for fore-
casting contrails is described in Aj4S/TR-81 /

001 ● T his technique, which employs
either curves overprinted on the Skew-T
chart (DOD WPC - 9- 16) or a transparent
overlay for this chart, has been computer-
ized at AFGWC.

8.5. Anomalous Propagation and Refractive
Index. The estimation of radio and radar
refraction due to the atmosphere is treated
comprehensively in AldS-TR-183 (2 Vols.)
The various procedures are based on an
evaluation of actual, forecast, or climatic
soundings or on assumed model-atmospheric
soundings. AWS has published a ve rsion of the
Skew-T chart (DOD WPC-9- 16-2) with a re-
f ractivity overprint. The construction and use
of this chart was first described in AWS TR
169.

8.6. Fog Forecast Ing. The general aspects of fog

forecasting are discusse(l in AWS-TR-239, as well us in

standard ~xdx)oks of syrmpt ic and applied

mcmoroiogy. Certain specialized techniques require a

dclailcd analysis of the lower level of lhc almosphcrc

sounding. Some objective fog-lorecxis[ [echniqucs

using sounding-derived variables are Iistcd in AWS TR

105-19 and AWSP 0-13, but Lhe ones that follow are

new, and are included as part of [he March 1990
revision:

Fog Stabllfty Index (FSI).
The FSI, along with the “Fog Point” and “Fog Threat”

(hat follow. may be USCIUI for fog forecasting. The

(ormula for FS1 is:

FS1 = 47:, – 2(1”850+ 7’4) + WRSO
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where:

T, = Surface lemperamre in ‘C

TMO = 850 mb temperature in ‘C

Td$ = Surface dew point in “C

w ~50= 850 mb wind speed in kLs

FSI LIKELIHOOD OF RADIA TION FOG
>55 Low
31-55 Moderate
<3 I High

Fog Point.
This value indicates the temperature (“C) at which

radiation fog will form. To determine fog point, find the
pressure level of the LCL using the procedure described

in Para 4.20. From tie dew poin( at this pressure level,

follow (he saturation mixing ratio line 10 [he surface.

The isotherm value at this point is the fog point, or the

lemperamrc at which rdia(ion fog will form.

Fog Threat.
This value indicales degree of [be threat of fog formation
by radialional cooling. It is calculated by subtracting fog

poin~ (SW above) from the 850-mb wet bulb po(cntial

temperature.

Fog Threat = 850-rob wet bulb potential lempcmture

minus fog point.

LIKELIHOOD OF
FOG THREAT RALMA TiON FOG

>3 Low

[)-3 Mfxlcra[e

<() High

8.7. Density Altttude. A version of the Skew-T chart

with an ovcrprin( grid to facilitate computation of density

altitude was puhiished in AWS TR 105-101 (Rev. 2);

individual copies (II (his chart can be requisitioned from

AWS, For operations at remo(e si[cs where sound lrrgs

and ohscrvations” are no[ available, usc (he $pec Ixl

nomogri~m and tables in AWS TR ! 65.

8.8. Cirrus Cloud. Techniques for forecasting cirrus —

on the basis d’ lapse-rate parameters arc summarized in

AWS TR 105-130. However, other approaches

described in the same report appear m be more

successful,

8.9. Maximum Temperature Forecasting.
Various objeclive melbods for forecasting maximum

temperature have been described in the I itcraturc (see

U. S. W. B. Forecasting Guide No. 4). Mos( of these

techniques involve a procedure for evahraling the solar

crrcrgy inpul al the surface either by subjcc(ivc synoptic

considerations or by a physical approach. In either case,

the Skew-T chart of a similar diagram is frequently used

m convert the energy input inlo lemperalurc gain. This

conversion is facilitated by overlaying a .sct of parallel

I ines representing energy units and reading o(I’

corresponding temperatures on the Skew-T chart,

adiabatic chart, or tephigram. Myers has devised an

overlay for a Weather Bureau Adiabatic Chart (Mon.

Wea. Rev., Vol 86, 1985, pp. 149- 164) and Kagawa has

developed an overlay for [he Canadian lephigram (DOT

Canada, Met. Branch Tech Memo #683). A similar

overlay can be prepared for the Skew-T chart.

8.10. Clouds. Use of adiabatic charts 10 estimate or —

forecmt convective cloud amount, height, or intcnsi[y

has been the subjcc~ of experiment for many years. In

almost al I this work it was neccs.sary 10 adjust lhc

procedure 10 local conditions, particularly as (o place and

lime of soundings available, choice of representa(ivc

surface tcmpcralure and moislure values, allowance for

entrainment, and diurnal effects of convective mixing,

topography, etc. Any success is usually atlribu[ed m lhc

experimenter’s experience and skill in such cmpiricill

modifications, Onc important d~fficulty is that in Wiirtn

moist air masses small errors of .scveral hundred fcc[ in

estimating or forecasting the height of the condensation

level leads [o very large differences in lhc forecast of

cloud-top heirghl, cloud coverage, and sevcri[y of

associated convection weirlhcr. Rcccnt Ii[cralurc of

a(tcmpts 10 develop physical cumulus cl(xrd-(kvclopmcn(

models ( for compu[cr evi]lua(ion) tirrd direct observi)[ion”

of cumulus strucmrc, dynamics, and cvolulion by ilittriif’t

and radar suggest more rcalis[ic and sophis[ica[cd

procedures for modify ing parcel analysis on idi:lbi~ti~

charls. Sludics of cloud Populali(ms over Iiugc ijrciis i]l~(~

prtl~ idc iin(l hi!ckground I’i)r beucr cloud f(wccmling with

ptirccl i!nalysis by allowing ilrCil protwhiiily

considerations [() t-c inlroduccd,
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APPENDIX A

ASTUDY OF THE lNTERPRETATIOt OF
LAYERS FROM SOUNDINGS

CLOUD

?0
OVERCAST CLOUOS,8A9ES
BETwEEN 1,000-850 ~a

JANUARY 1953 OATA
● O

t

so
t

to

10 tl -n

OVERCAST CLOUDS, EASES
BETWEEN 850-700 MB
JANUARV 195S DATA

DC W-POIMT DE PRCSS1ON I-C] OEW. POINT OE’PRf SSIO*(. C1

Figure A-1. Frequency of lkw Point lkpessions (“C) at the Cloud Base for
Solid Overcasts with Bases Betmn 1000 and 700m4.

In an unpublished study conducted byllomo
. at Hq AWS, raobs for January 1953 from 29

U. S. Weather Bureau stationswere compared
with the lowest-cloud-layer observations at
the location andtime of each sounding. Only
reliable cloud observations were used, e.g.,

only those of the lowest observed cloud layer
and those obtained from available pilot
reports. The Td value reported on the

soundingat the base of the lowestcloudlayer
was then recordedfor each cloudobservation.
For example, if Pittsburgh reported anover-
cast at 4000 feet at 0330Z, the 0300Z Pitts-
burgh sounding was examined for the
dew-point depression at that height above
the surface. To compensate for the probable
lag in the humidity element, the smallest
dew-point depression within the first 1000
feet above the reported cloud-base height
was selected as representative.

Bargraphs showing the frequency of the Janu-
ary 1953 reports with the various dew-point
depressions at the base of solid overcasts
are shown in Figure 65.

One graph refers to the base of the overcasts
observed within the 1OO(J- to 850-mb layer,
while the other refers to overcast cloud bases
in the 850- to 700-mb layer. The graphs show
that dew-point depressions of l°C to 4°C are
typical of overcast cloud decks in both layers
during January. In these graphs the few cases
of dew-point depressions greater than 5°C are
attributed to either instrument failure or
transmission errors.

Figure 66 shows the frequencies of various
dew-point depressions at the cloud-layer base
for both 1/10 to 3/10 and 4/10 to 7/10 cloud
coverages, which are further subdivided into
the 1000- to 850-mb and 850- to 700-mb
layers.

Again, the greatest concentration is arounda
dew-point depression of 2°C to 3°C at the cloud
base; but the 850- to 700-mb reports show a
more even distribution.

Figure 67 shows the dew-point depressions
at the 850-, 700-, and 600-mb surfaces when
clear skies occur. As expected, clear skies

. .
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7/10 Clobd La~rs btween 1000 and 700&.

are generally associated with much bigger
dew-point depressions.

The data from Figures 65, 66, and67,canbe
summarized in a different way. Figure 68
(from which Figure 630fthe textwasderived)
shows the percent probability for clear, scat-
tered, broken, and overcast cloud conditions
in January as a function of the dew-point
depression at the cloud base for the 1000-
to 850-mband 850- to 700-mb layers. These
data represent 1027 individual January ob-
servations, enough to indicate the order of
magnitude of the dew-point depressionsat the
base of winter cloud layers; but these

.

observations are not numerous enough to
specify the actual percentages.

The above values are applicable during the —
winter months regardless of the synoptic
situation. Givenasounding, one can determine
from the graph the approxirnat eprobability
of different sky-c over cloud layers with bases
between 1000 mb and 600 mb for the layers
of minimum dew-point depression u p to
600 mb. During the warmer montiis of the
year, the given probabilities are expected to
increase for the smaller dew-point depres-
sions and decrease for the larger depres-
sions.
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APPENDIX B

AMATHEMATICA L ANALYSIS OF LAPSE-RATE

In an unpublished study (on file in Hq AWS),
JOhi3MeSSen mathematically described the
processes in the atmosphere that lead to a
change in the lapse rate at a station.

Denoting the lapse rate by:

~T
Y=-- (1)

where T is temperature and z is height above
the ground, we can write the identity:

a“(“dT. -—
)

—-v. QT+w Y 12)
az dt

where v is the horizontal wind vector and w
is the vertical motion.

From the first law of thermodynamics:

(3)

where Q is heat supplied to a mass unit of
air, c is specific heat, d is specific volume,

P
and p is pressure. In the atmosphere we can
further write with sufficient accuracy (after

considering the

CHANGES

magnitude of t h e various
dp

terms in the expansion of ~):

where p is density andgacceleration of grav-
ity. Applying Equations (4) and (3) into (2) re-
sults in:

a~ a— =-—
[ 1_+vov T-w(r-v) (5)

at az
CP

where we have written:

r . g/c = 0.01 “C m-1 = dry adiabatic
P

lapse rate.

In Q above is included the latent heat ex-
changed during condensation and evaporation.
If we want to exclude the latent heat from Q
and let Q stand only for heat transfers by
radiation and turbulence, we may do so by
interpreting r as the saturation adiabatic
lapse rate during the condensation phase, but
as the dry adiabatic lapse rate otherwise.

Writing Equation (5) down, term by term (after
performing the indicated differentiations of
products):

SY _ -, increasing stability when,< O
at ldecreasing stability when> O

1

()

a dQ . , differential heating in the= -——
bz~” I.vertical

CP

-v* v-y advection of air of different.
1 stability

(4)

,, shearing advection of
~different temperature

j shrinking and stretching of.
lcolumn

a? vertical advection of lapse

-w= [rate
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A brief discussion of each term follows:
av ,

ilv
1 a

()

dQ VT . a— .VT; i.e., only the
a.-—— — : This very im- az az

‘P ‘z ‘t
portant te~m is responsible for the pro-
nounced diurnal change in lapse rate. By
day, insolation heats the ground layers more

d

()

dQ
than the layers above, thus — —

32 dt 1s
negative and the whole term is positive; i.e.,
destabilization occurs. This effect may also
be of importance away from the ground, e.g.,
night cooling from the top of cloud layers may
destabilize the cloud tops and cause them to
grow upwards. This effect has been offered
as an explanation f o r nocturml thunder-
storms.

b. - v .’7 v: When a gradient of lapse rate
exists and the wind blows across the isolines
of lapse rate, air of a different lapse rate
is simply replacing the air in situ and a

corresponding change t a k es place. This
process cannot, for instance, create an area
of instability where none existed before. The
process can merely translate already existing
areas of stability and instability. However, it
is one of the main effects to watch for on the
map, since, for example, showers mayoccur
as air of less stability is moving into an area.

~v
c. — ●vT : The shearing ad-

dz
vection process is identically zero
if the winds are geostrophic, since

dv
‘d~xVTandkxVT.VT =0.

dz

Hence, if we write: v = Vg + Va , where v
g

is the geostrophic wind, then

ageostrophic wind components accomplishes
anything. This term may create areas of in-
stability where none existed before and may
thus-have greater prognostic importance if it
can be evaluated properly by chart methods.

d. ~ (r-v) : This process stabi-

lizes a shrinking column and destabilizes a
stretching column. A stretching column may,
for instance, be one where the top ascends
more rapidly than the bottom, hence, the top
will cool more rapidly than the bottom and
result in less stability. Ina shrinking column,
the top may ascend more slowly than the
bottom and result in increased stability.

e.-w
d-)’ ~ This effect isa shifting up
az

or down of existing lapse rates along the

vertical. An example is that subsidence may
spread stable inversion lapse r a t es down-
wards, almost to the grounti in extreme cases.

The analysis above is a mental exercise that —
may be considered necessary to understand
the way radiation, turbulence, release OI
latent heat, advection, shearing motion, and
stretching and shrinking c)f atmospheric air
columns contribute to changing the local lapse
rate. At times one of the effects may be
dominant to the extent that the other effects
are only feeble reflex processes of smaller
magnitude, In such cases the sign of the
total is at least easy to determine. At other
times, two or more of the processes are of
the same and considerable magnitude but
opposite sign so that the outcome may be
hard to guess.
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INDEX OF TERMS

(Shows paragraph where certain terms and concepts are defined, introduced, or primarily discussed.)

absolute instability

absolutely stable

absolutely unstable

adiabatic equivalent temperature

adiabatic wet-bulb temperature

advection
differential
effects
non-shearing
shearing
solid
vorticity

ageostrophic wind

anafront

analysis block

antarctic tropopause

arctic tropopause

Arowagram

autoconvection gradient

autoconvection lapse rate

auxiliary scale

AWS WPC 9-16

AWS WPC 9-16-1

AWS WPC 9-16A

boundary-pressures ratio

bubble

bumpiness

buoyancy force
negative
positive

5.19.

5.5.

5.5.

4.11.

4.9.

5.10., 5.12.
5.12.
5.10.
5.10.
5.10.
5.15.

5.12.

6.9.1., 6.9.5.

2.11.

6.10.2.

6.10.2.

5.3.

5.5.

5.5.

2.7.

1.2.

1.2.

1.2.

4.14.

5.11.1.

5.16.

5.1.
5.1.

cellular structure

character of the tropopause

circles (plotting)

cloud edge

cloudiness

cloud virtual temperature

coalescence

coalescence process

cold fronts
anafront
katafront

conditional instability

conditionally stable

conditionally unstable

conditional state

continuity sounding

contrail-formation curves

convection
condensation level
free
inversion
level of free
penetrative

temperature
thermal

convective instability

conventional tropopause

convergence

cooling
.evaporational
non-adiabatic

5.2.

6.10.2.

3.4.

7.2.3.

5.23.

5.8.

5.2.

7.3.

7.2.2,
6.9.1., 6.9.5.
6.9.1.’, 6.9.5.

5.5.

5.5.

5.5.

5.5., 5.20.1.

3.3.

2.10.

4.18.
5.18.1.
6.8.
4.22.
5.11.1., 5.16.

4.19.
5.16.

5.19.

6.10.1.

5.14.0.

4.10., 5.11.
5.11.0.
5.11.0.
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supercooling
surface

density altitude

dew point

dew-point depression

dew-point depression field

at 500 mb

dew-point inversion

differential advection

discontinuity

divergence

downdraft

dry adiabat

dry inversion

dry tongue

dry zone

dynamic entrainment

Emagram

energy
determination
equivalent

energy area
negative
positive

equilibrium, neutral

equilibrium, dry indifferent

equilibrium level

equilibrium, saturation indifferent

equivalent-potential temperature

equivalent temperature

estegram

5.3.
5.11.2.

4.17.

7.6.

7.7.

7.9.

6.9.2.

5.10., 5.12.

6.2., 6.4.,
6.9.1.

evaporation

evaporational cooling

Fawbush-Miller Stability fndex

first tropopause

form-drag

free convection

friction

frontal
cloud structure
inversion
layer
surface

5.14.0., 5.23. zone

5.2.

2.3.

5.20.2., 6.6.

7.2.3.

6.9.2.

5.2.

1.1.

5.18.0.
4.25.
5.11.1.

5.18.0.
5.18.0.

5.1., 5.5.

5.5.

4.24., 5.1.

5.5.

4.12.

4.11.

5.18.4.

thermal-wind indications
wind variations

fronts
cold

anafront
kataf rent

warm

frost point

frost-point depression

geopotential feet

geopotential meters

ground inversion

heating
non-adiabatic
surface

height nomogram, 1000 mb

height of 1000-mb surface

high inversion

hodograph

humidity
am lysis
characteristics
radiosonde elements
relative
specific

6.Y.2.

5.11.0.

5.24.4.

6.10.1.

5.2.

5.18.1.

5.2.

7.2.0.
6.9.1.
6.9.1,
6.9.0.
6.9,1.
6.9.4.
6.9.3.

‘7.2.2.
6.9.1., 6.9.5.
6.9.1., 6.9.5.
7.2.1.

7.6.

7.12.

2.6.

2.6.

5.11.2.

5.10., 5.11.0.
5.11!1.

2.7.

4.15.

6.7.

6.9.4.

7.10.
6.9.2.
7.5.0.
4.3.
4.2.

_..
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ICAO Stan&rd Atmosphere 2.8.

inversion
convection
dew point

dry
frontal
ground
high
radtation

subsidence
trade wind
turbulence

isentrope

isentropic analysis

isentropic surface

isobar

isobaric equivalent temperature

isobaric wet-bulb temperature

isotach chart

isotherm

isothermal

isothermal layer

katafront

laminar

latent heat

latent heat of fusion (heating)

latent instability

lateral mixing

layer
f rental
isothermal
mixed
moist

radiation
stable

ground
lapse

6.2.
6.8.
6.9,2,

5.20.2., 6.6.
6.9.1.
5.11.2.
6.7.
6.5.

6.6.
6.6.
5.11.2., 6.5.

6.4.

6.4.

6.4.

2.1.

4.11.

4.9.

5.15.

2.2.

6.2.

5.11.2.

6.9.1., 6.9.5.

6.2.

5.11.0.

5.3.

5.18.0., 5.22.

5.2.

5.4., 6.10.1.
6.9.1.
5.11.2.
6.7.
5.24.3., 7.10.,
7.12.
6.5.
6.2.
6.5.
6.2.

subsidence
tropopause

layering

layer method

legend

level of free convection

Lifted Index

lifting condensation level

lower negative area

mandatory level

Martin Index

missing data

mixed layer

mixing condensation level

mixing ratio

moist layer

motorboattng

multiple tropopauses

NACA standard atmosphere

negative area
lower
upper

negative ho yanc y

negative buoyancy force

negative ●nergy area

neutral equilibrium

nocturnal radiation

non-adiabatic cooling

non-adiabatic heating

non-shearing advection

Normaid curve

6.6.
6.10.0.

6.9.1.

5.19.

3.6.

4.22.

5.24.2.

4.20.

4.23.

3.4.

5.24.5.

7.8.

6.7.

4.21.

4.2.

5.24.3., 7.10.,
7.12.

7.8.

6.10.0.

4.16.

4.23.
4.23.
4.23., 5.1.

5.1.

5.1.

5.18.0.

5.1., 5.5,

5.11.0., 5.11.2.

5.11.0.

5.10., 5.11.0.

5.10.

5.18.4.
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oscillation of a parcel 5.7. mdioaonde humidity elements 7.5.0.

overshooting 5.1., 5.18.1..
6a.

real-latent instability

real-latent type

relative tmmidty

I?oaeby critiria

Rossby dtagram

saturation adtabat

saturation mixing ratio

saturation mixing-ratio M

saturation vapor pressure

Second tropopau8e

selective (in)stxbility

shearing advection

Showalter Stability Index

ekin-frictino

slice method

slope

solar Xadiauon

solid advecti

specific humidtty

stability chart

stability criteria

%tability index

5.18.0., 5.18.3.

5.16.0.

4.3.

5.19.

pucel InetImd 5.1.

pmrcel tlaaory 5.1.

~rcel-theory mlmmlpuon, 5.2., 5.%

5.10.

2.4.

penetrative coIm3dion 5.11.0., 6.16.

P-

points to be plottnd

3.1.

4.3.

2.5.

4.6.

3.4.

po8itivo area 4.23.

positive buoyancy force

po8itive energy area

potential instabW&

~ awe

potentklIy ~le

poteatid temperature

5.1.
6.10.1.

5.5.

5.10.

5.24.1.

5.2.

5.23.

5.la.o.

5.19.

5.19.

5.19.

4.8.

precipitation arm 7.2.2.
5.4.

5.11.1.

5.10.

4.2.

4.18* 3.7. -

2.4.

pseuti-a~tic assumpt.km 5.3.

pmxb-adtahatic chart 5.3.
5.24.0.

5.5., 5.!7.,
5.23.
5.24.

pseuti-adlahtic diagram 1.1.

pstmcb-adiabatic process 4.12.

peeu(b-instability 5.18.0.

Pseudo-liabuity 5.18.0.

pseucb-latent instability 5.18.3.
stability types

absolute instability 5.19.
absolutely stable 5.5.
absolutely unstable 5.5.

autoconvection gradient 5.5.
autoconvection lapse rate 5.5.
conditional instability 5.5.

pseudo- latent type

radiation
inversion
layer
nocturnal
solar

5.18.0.

5.2.
6.5.
6.5.

5.11.0., 5.11.2.
5.11.1.
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pseudo-latent type
real-latent type
stable type

conditionally stable
conditionally unstable
conditional state
convective instability
latent instability
potential instability
potentially stable
potentially unstable
pseudo-instability
pseudo-lability
pseudo-latent instability
real- latent instability
selective (instability
superadiabatic lapse rate

5.18.0.
5.18.0.
5.18.0.
5.5.
5.5.
5.5., 5.12.1.
5.19.
5.18.0., 5.22.
5.19.
5.19.
5.19.
5.18.0.
5.18.0.
5.18.3.
5.18.0., 5.18.3.
5.5.
5.5., 5.20.2.

temperature
adiabatic equivalent
adiabatic wet-bulb
cloud top
cloud virtual
convection
equivalent
equivalent potential
isobaric equivalent
isobaric wet-bulb
potential
virtual
wet-bulb
wet-bulb potential

4.7.
4.11.
4.9.
7.3.
5.8.
4.19.
4.14.
4.12.
4.11,
4.9.

4.8.
4.13., 5.8.
4.9.
4.10.

Tephigram 1.1.

5.20.5.testing parcels
stabilization 6.6.

thermal convection 5.16.
stable 5.1.

thermals 5.16.
stable ground layer 6.5.

thermal-wind indications
of frontal zonesstable-lapse layer 6.2. 6.9,4.

stable layer 6.2. thickness 4.14.

stable type 5.18.0. thickness scale 2.6., 4.14.

2.8., 4.16.standard atmosphere 3.2.

6.6.

trace

ST-gram 5.18.4. trade- wind inversion

triangles (plotting) 3.4.strata Of doubtful data 3.4.

6.5., 6.10.0.
6.10.2.
6.10.2.
6.10.0.
6.10.2.
6.10.1.
6.10.1.
6.10.0.
6.4.
6.10.0.
6.10.1.
6.10.1.
6.10.1.

tropopause
antarctic
arctic
breaks
character
conventional
first
layer
leaves
multiple
not defined
second
WMO definition

6.9.1.stratification

stratum of missing data 3.4.

Stiive Diagram 1.1.

5.2., 5.23.mbaidence

6.6.subsidence inversion

6.6.subsidence layer

5.5., 5.20.2.superadiabatic lapse rate

5.3.supercooling
5.13.

5.11.2., 6.5.

7.3.

6.2.

turbulence

turbulence inversion

type of precipitation

types of stability

5.11.2.surface cooling

5.11.1.

6.3.

surface heating

synoptic discontinuities
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Rovlsod Mrch 19W

unexplained discontlnuities

Un8table

upper nef@lve area

vapor preemme

vertical mixing

vertical motion

vertical-motion chart

vertical- moUon field

virtual maturation adiabat

virtual temperature

vorUcity advectlon

6.4.

5.1.

4.23., 5.1.

4.5.

5.2.

5.10., 5.13.

5.15.

5.15.

5.8.

4.13., 5.8.

5.15.

vorUcity chart

warm front

wet-bulb potential temperature

wet-bulb temperature

wind data

wind scale

wind shear

wind variation through

frontal zones

WMO tropopause definition

*Stabilily Indexes (as of March 1990 revision)

~eShowal(er In&x ........... .. ..... ....... .......... .. ........................... ........................5.24.l

The Li(kxl index ......................................... ................. .. ...................... .. ..........5.24.2

The Modified Lifted Index .................................................. ..... .. .......... .. ..........5.24.3

The Fawbush-Miller SMbili(y Index .... ............ ............ ............ ............ .. ..........5.24.4

The Martin Index ................................. ............ ............ .. .......... ............ .. ..........5.24.5

The Best Lifted Index .................................................. .. .......... ............ .. .. ........5.24.6

The M(xlcl Lif[cd index ............. .......... ................... .. ... .. .. .......... ..... ..... .. ..........5.24.7

The NGM Lifted ln[iex ................................................ .... .................... .. .. ........5.24.8

The “K” lndcx .............. .. .......... ....... ..... .. .. ........ .............. .. ........ .. .. ........ .. .. ........5.24.9

The “KO” Index ........... .... ...................... .......... .. .. .................... .. .. ........ .. .. .....5..24.1O

The Thompson Index ..... .. ........ .. ..... ..... ............ .... .......... .. ........ .. .. ................... ..5 ‘24.1 I

T(~Uil T()Eils ............... ..... .. ........ ....... ..... .. .......... .. .. ............ ........ .. .. ..... ... .. .. .....5..24.l2

SWEAT ln{lex .... .. ........ .... ........ .. ..... ....... .. ........ .. .. ...................... .. ............ ......5..?4.l3

The Bulk Richardson NuInkr ..... ... ..... .. .. ..... ..... .. ........................ ..................5..?4.l4

The Dynamic index .......... .......... .. ... ..... .... ........ .... ..........................................5..?4.l5

The UppcrLcvcl S(ability Index . . . . .. . .. .. .. . . . . . . .. .. .. .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..5.~?4.l6

Summary o[Slahility Index Values ..... .. .. ........ .. .. .........................................5..l4.l7

5.15. –

7.2.1.

4.10.

4.9.

3.5.

2.9.

5.12.

6.9.3.

6.10.1.

.-
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